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Abstract
The detection of gravitational waves in the years to come will be the result of decades
of work by institutions around the world to design and construct instruments to probe
the characteristic strain of space-time on the smallest scales. Once detected, an entirely
new field of study will be open to astronomy, allowing probing of the interior structure of
massive celestial objects and insight into the very beginning of the universe. However, this
will by no means signal the end of this work. Efforts will continue to push the sensitivity
limits of detectors ever lower, at the same time widening our gravitational wave horizon
to encompass sources at greater distances.
Soon, gravitational wave detectors are expected to be operating at the Standard Quan-
tum Limit throughout much of their detection bandwidth. Novel techniques will need
to be employed to probe beneath this level. One such method involves the use of opto-
mechanical rigidity, or “optical springs”. This technique couples the suspended optics of
a Fabry-Pe´rot cavity together using only the radiation pressure force transferred between
them, transforming the system into the harmonic oscillator regime and thus increasing
sensitivity in a narrow band about the associated resonance. If this technique is to be
applied to a large-scale gravitational wave detector, the effect must be well-characterised
and robust control methods investigated. Importantly, the optical spring effect is ob-
served to arise in any gravitational wave detector operating with high power, providing
further motivation for the study of control systems to cope with them. It has further
been suggested that multiple optical springs may be employed in a single system, either
for improved optical stability such that electronic feedback may be reduced, or else to
favourably re-shape the noise spectrum of the instrument for wider-band sensitivity im-
provement.
We present the design and commissioning of an experiment at the Glasgow 10 m Pro-
totype Interferometer Laboratory to investigate characterisation and control methods for
coupled optical spring systems. The experimental system consists of two 10 m cavities
coupled mechanically by a shared end test mass. Each cavity can be detuned to facilitate
opto-mechanical coupling, the combined effects of which are studied.
The design of this experiment is covered from initial simulations through mechanical de-
i
sign, testing and installation. Robust digital control loops are built, providing techniques
for reliable lock-acquisition of high-finesse optical cavities and maintenance of stability in
the presence of strong opto-mechanical effects.
A number of experiments are performed to examine the interactions between optical
springs in both cavities and the control loops which maintain them. We observe marked
power stability over significant periods of time to enable precision measurement of optical
spring resonant responses in both cavities, and confirm the power-dependence of the op-
tical spring effect. Techniques are described for the maintenance of stable cavity lock in
the presence of strong optical springs and anti-springs, and complex responses resulting
from couplings of multiple springs to loop gains are characterised.
This work will inform the design of future gravitational wave detectors, which are ex-
pected to employ optical spring technologies in order to push further beneath the Standard
Quantum Limit.
ii
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Overview
The current and future generations of gravitational wave detectors are expected to
be limited throughout the bulk of their bandwidth by quantum noise. This arises from
statistical fluctuations on the source laser light used as the meter, and its interaction with
the optics of the interferometric detector. For the particular case where these optics are
suspended as free masses to reduce the impact of seismic noise, the “free-mass Standard
Quantum Limit” (SQL) applies. A number of methods have been proposed for increasing
the quantum sensitivity of the detector beyond this point. One such method involves
transforming the dynamics of the suspended optics from free masses to harmonic oscil-
lators, with the result that a narrowband increase in sensitivity is observed about the
associated resonant frequency. This can be achieved by detuning the arm cavities of the
detector from the resonant point, creating a dependence of intra-cavity power upon the
positions of the optics, with a strong linear component; this is termed the optical spring.
A single optical spring is inherently unstable, requiring robust control systems to maintain
stability of the opto-mechanical system. Further, the associated increase in sensitivity is
of very narrow bandwidth, typically tens of Hz in frequency. Proposals exist to employ
multiple optical springs in a single system, relatively tuned such that their combination
is stable without requiring further complexity in the control loops. In addition, they can
be used to further re-shape the quantum sensitivity of the instrument. In order that such
a system may be realised in a large-scale interferometric gravitational wave detector, it is
important that the practical aspects of its operation are well-understood.
In this thesis, design is presented for apparatus at the Glasgow 10 m prototype inter-
ferometer laboratory for investigating the interactions between multiple optical springs
and their bounding control loops. Figure 1 shows a schematic of this apparatus installed
in the laboratory, taking the form of a three-mirror coupled-cavity system capable of sus-
taining several optical springs. This thesis begins by providing the motivation for this
investigation, then covers the design and implementation of the system and a number of
prominent measurements performed with the apparatus.
In Chapter 1 gravitational radiation is briefly derived from the basics of General Rel-
ativity, and expected sources are characterised. In Chapter 2 laser interferometry for
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Figure 1: Schematic of the Glasgow 10 m Prototype Laboratory vacuum system showing
the main components of relevance to the work of this thesis. The upper 10 m arm contains
the multiple spring experiment, while the lower arm contains a 10 m long reference cavity
that is employed to stabilise the laser frequency.
the detection of gravitational waves is introduced, and more advanced detector systems
discussed. The most prominent noise sources contributing to the sensitivity limit of a
gravitational wave detector are described. In Chapter 3 the SQL and optical spring effect
are both derived, specific motivation is given for the operation of a detector with two
or more optical springs, and previous investigations into optical springs are discussed to
place this work in context.
In Chapter 4 the design of the experiment is presented. This includes the initial sim-
ulations undertaken to inform key experimental parameters, and subsequent mechanical
modelling, design, construction and testing of optic suspensions performed by the author.
The implementation and testing of a laser amplifier to provide adequate input power for
the experiment is described, and the optical system is characterised in terms of the mirror
and cavity parameters.
In Chapter 5 the control systems are characterised. In particular, a novel technique
is described for acquiring lock of a high-finesse cavity using digital feedback of limited
xv
speed. This technique also allows each cavity to be detuned in the creation of optical
springs much further than is conventionally possible, allowing a wide range of optical
spring strengths to be explored. This technique is shown to agree with simulations per-
formed by the author, and its dynamic performance is characterised.
In Chapter 6 a number of measurements are presented of optical springs. These range from
high-precision characterisation of single optical springs to show the potential of the mea-
surement system to studies of the complex interactions between coupled optical springs
and the control loops which maintain stability. These measurements will be of particular
importance for large-scale gravitational wave detectors intending to operate with multiple
optical springs.
The results presented in this thesis are indended to inform the implementation of a
multiple-optical-spring system in an interferometric gravitational wave detector. Some
current proposals for such systems are explained herein, and where possible the results
throughout are explained in the context of these proposals.
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iTheoretical Foundations and
Sources of Gravitational
Radiation
1.1 Introduction
As early as 2016, a full century after Einstein published his General Theory of Relativ-
ity, a new door may be unlocked in our understanding of the universe. In developing his
Special Theory of Relativity [1], the groundbreaking concepts of a finite speed of light in
vacuum and equivalence of physical laws in any inertial reference frame were introduced.
At the same time, however, it became clear that the existing theory of gravity, for cen-
turies considered an instantaneous force between objects with mass, was lacking. In his
General Theory [2], Einstein extended the framework of relativity to incorporate gravity
as a geometrical property of the universe, a curvature of space-time in the presence of
mass or energy with the result that the straight lines of particle trajectory in free space
become curved geodesics. Further, Einstein predicted that perturbations to space-time
in the form of accelerating mass would radiate energy in the form of gravitational waves.
Advanced detectors around the world may be on the brink of the first direct detection
of this gravitational radiation, opening up an exciting new facet to cosmology and a new
means by which the properties of astronomical bodies and their interactions may be stud-
ied.
In this opening chapter a description of the generation of gravitational radiation is de-
rived from Einstein’s equations, and brief introductions to some of the expected sources
of detectable gravitational waves given.
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1.2 General Relativity and Gravitational Waves
The four-vector (x0, x1, x2, x3) describes position in generalised coordinates in space-
time. In Cartesian coordinates, the four-vector components are (t, x, y, z), where x, y and
z are position coordinates and t time relative to some origin. The Einstein field equations
in General Relativity are described by the Einstein tensor,
Gαβ = 8piTαβ , (1.1)
where the superscript denotes a tensor of order
(
α
β
)
, and Tαβ is the stress-energy tensor,
an expression of the energy and momentum flux and density in space-time; specifically,
the flux of the αth momentum component through a surface of constant coordinate xβ.
To derive the effect of gravitational radiation from General Relativity, a model of space-
time must be considered which is dynamic and subject to time-variance. To achieve this,
we consider the simple case of “nearly flat” space-time, in which a coordinate system may
be identified for which the metric, defining the distance between points in this system,
has components according to
gαβ = ηαβ + hαβ , (1.2)
where ηαβ is the Minkowski metric, commonly used in the context of Special Relativity to
describe a flat space-time, and hαβ represents a small perturbation to this flat metric. For
a suitable re-scaling of these metric perturbations, h¯µν ≡ hµν−ηµνh/2, and application of
the Lorentz gauge coordinate transform, Einstein’s equations may be expressed in terms
of the metric perturbations, h¯µν [3]:
− h¯,αµν,α = 16piTµν . (1.3)
In free space, the solutions to Eq. 1.3 take the form
h¯,αµν,α ≡ ηααh¯µν,αα = 0 . (1.4)
In the common notation of General Relativity, the “comma derivative” is taken to repre-
sent a partial derivative with respect to the coordinate following the comma; e.g.
f,αβ = (f,α),β =
∂
∂xβ
(
∂f
∂xα
)
. (1.5)
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With this in mind, and noting that in the Minkowski metric η00 = −1/c2, we find that
the free-space solution to Einstein’s equations in nearly-flat space-time takes the form of
a wave equation, with the wave propagating at the speed of light:(
− ∂
2
∂t2
+ c252
)
h¯µν = 0 . (1.6)
The simplest solution to Eq. 1.6 is that of a plane wave, of form
h¯µν = Re
(
Aµνe
ikαxα
)
(1.7)
for wave amplitude Aµν and vector kα. Performing another convenient gauge transforma-
tion, termed the transverse-traceless gauge, we find that wave amplitudes Aαz = 0 (i.e.
the wave contains only components in the transverse coordinates) and Aαt = 0 (and so
Aαα = −Aαα; hence “traceless”) for all α. Thus the wave amplitude components in the
transverse-traceless gauge reduce to
ATTµν =

0 0 0 0
0 Axx Axy 0
0 Axy −Axx 0
0 0 0 0
 , (1.8)
and so from Eq. 1.7 we find that
h¯TTµν =

0 0 0 0
0 h¯xx h¯xy 0
0 h¯xy −h¯xx 0
0 0 0 0
 . (1.9)
Thus, we may express the wave solution in terms of Axx and Axy only:
hTTxx = Axx cos (ω(t− z)) , (1.10)
hTTxy = Axy cos (ω(t− z)) , (1.11)
and so we identify two distinct polarisation states for gravitational waves: “+ polarisa-
tion”, for which Axx 6= 0 and Axy = 0, and “× polarisation”, for which Axx = 0 and
Axy 6= 0. The effect of each of these polarisation states on a ring of particles transverse
to the direction of propagation is presented in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: Exaggerated effect of a gravitational wave of + (top) and × (bottom) polari-
sation on a ring of particles arranged in the transverse plane.
1.3 Sources
Thanks to the relative weakness of gravitational radiation, detectable sources must
be massive astronomical bodies or cosmological in nature. Sathyaprakash and Schutz [4]
make the comparison with masses of order 103 kg, separated by 10 m and rotating to pro-
duce gravitational waves of frequency 20 Hz. With a detector situated on the opposite
side of the Earth, approximately one wavelength away, they estimate a strain amplitude
of h ' 5× 10−43. Clearly this is undetectable. However, when one considers for example
supermassive black holes with masses many thousands that of our Sun, or pulsars with
surface velocities up to a non-negligible fraction of the speed of light, the predicted strain
amplitudes become more realistic for detection on Earth. Here we provide a very broad
outline of the types of sources of gravitational waves which we may be able to probe in
the near future.
Typically, sources of gravitational radiation are broadly characterised by their strain am-
plitude, event rate and frequency. These are estimated where possible.
1.3.1 Gravitational Collapse
The collapse of a highly-evolved stellar core or of a white dwarf that has accreted mass
to reach or exceed the Chandrasekhar limit [5] can result in the formation of a black hole or
neutron star. Any inhomogeneity in the collapse, caused for instance by a strong angular
velocity component, could result in some angular momentum and energy being radiated
gravitationally. These are often accompanied by the production of various supernovae and
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gamma-ray bursts. Observations of these “electromagnetic counterparts” using traditional
astronomical methods can in future be used to pinpoint the angular position of a detected
gravitational wave source upon the sky; further, they provide a rough estimate of the event
rate of such processes. Type II supernovae are thought to occur with a rate of 0.1 - 0.01 per
annum in an equivalent galaxy to our own. Extrapolating to the local group, a very rough
rate of 30 per year can be predicted, with estimated frequency range ∼ 100−1000 Hz. The
strain of such an event, when compared to expected values for mass energy, frequency,
etc. in our own galaxy, may be estimated as [4]
h ∼ 6× 10−21
(
E
10−7M
)1/2(
1 ms
T
)1/2(
1 kHz
f
)(
10 kpc
r
)
. (1.12)
1.3.2 Pulsars
Some sources may be considered continuous. This would include, for example, a
spinning neutron star with a deformation upon its surface, resulting in asymmetric mass
distribution and so loss of energy to gravitational waves. Through extended observation
period, limits can be placed on the potential asymmetry in known pulsars; Initial LIGO
has achieved this for the Crab and Vela pulsars [6]. Strain estimates are as follows:
h ∼ 10−22
(
f
100 Hz
)2(
1 kpc
r
)( 
10−6
)
, (1.13)
where  represents the fractional asymmetry resulting from the surface deformation.
1.3.3 Compact Binary System Inspiral
Binary star systems present a further potential source of gravitational waves, provided
that they exist in tight enough orbit and are of appropriate mass to collapse to a compact
object in a scenario termed “compact binary coalescence”, or CBC. This is typically
estimated for pairs of neutron stars or black holes, or combinations of the two. As the
binary system approaches coalescence, by emission of gravitational radiation resulting in
a degradation of orbit, the amplitude and frequency of waves increases, forming what is
known as a “chirp” signal that ends either when the pair merge or, if particularly compact
objects, their orbits reduce to beneath the “last stable orbit”. For a binary neutron star
system, gravitational wave strain can be estimated to be [7]
h ∼ 1.7× 10−23
(
15 Mpc
r
)(
1 day
τ
)1/4(
M
1.4 M
)5/4
. (1.14)
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1.3.4 Stochastic Backgrounds
Further to these specific, isolated sources of gravitational radiation, a very weak ran-
dom background field is predicted to exist with its genesis as early as 10−30 s after the
Big Bang – this can be thought of as a primordial gravitational wave counterpart to the
Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation of the electromagnetic spectrum. It is thought
that identification and study of this stochastic field could provide further insight into
the laws of physics at the incredibly high energies of the Big Bang and the process of
cosmic inflation. Since the field in this case is random, the stochastic background may
be expressed in terms of a statistical energy density, Sgw(f). This is then expressed as a
fraction of the cosmological density predicted by the Hubble constant (ρc = 3H
2
0/8pi):
Ωgw(f) =
10pi2
3H20
f 3Sgw(f) , (1.15)
where existing models of the Big Bang and observations limit Ωgw to < 10
−5.
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2.1 A Brief History of Gravitational Wave Detec-
tors
The first attempts to directly observe the strain effect of gravitational radiation were
performed by Joseph Weber in the 1960s, by pursuing the excitation of normal modes of
the Earth predicted by gravitational waves of low frequency [8]. The data available for
these studies proved sufficient only for setting an approximate upper limit on the influ-
ence of gravitational radiation. Accordingly, studies progressed to examine strain effects
in aluminium bars. Over subsequent studies, these bar detectors became better isolated
from local seismic and acoustic effects and cryogenically cooled to reduce thermal fluc-
tuations. Although there were indications that Weber’s original bar detectors may have
shown coincident tidal excitations in keeping with a detection [9], these are viewed as
unlikely to be attributable to gravitational waves as their sensitivity was several orders
of magnitude below the predicted detection level of today’s models, and they were ulti-
mately not reproducible in subsequent bar experiments [10].
Over the last thirty years, laser interferometry has overtaken the resonant bar detectors
as the preferred detection method. This is largely due to their peak sensitivity having
now exceeded those of the cryogenic bar detectors by several orders of magnitude, as well
as being sensitive to a much wider range of frequencies. The first generation of large-scale
interferometric gravitational wave detectors reached design sensitivities around 2005 [11].
These are now coming to the conclusion of several years of upgrades to the second gener-
ation, some of which are expected to begin data-taking within the next year. The design
of such detectors is covered in detail in Section 2.3.
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2.2 Indirect Observation
The Hulse-Taylor binary pulsar is doubtless the most famous physical manifestation
of gravitational radiation. Identified by Hulse and Taylor in 1975 [12], PSR B1913+16 is a
system containing two neutron stars, one a pulsar acting as a regular frequency by which
the system may be fully characterised in terms of masses and orbits. With the system
understood in terms of these parameters, observations taken over almost twenty years
of the shift in orbital phase as energy is lost to gravitational radiation match very well
with the predictions of General Relativity [13]. Similar systems have been identified in the
years since, with one example consisting of two orbiting pulsars soon expected to overtake
the Hulse-Taylor result as the most accurate confirmation of gravitational radiation from
General Relativity [14].
2.3 Laser Interferometry
For direct detection of gravitational radiation, laser interferometry has become the
preferred method. Interferometry uses light as a meter, firstly by splitting a laser beam
by a beamsplitter into two orthogonal paths; both beams travel some distance, often
referred to as the arm length of the interferometer, reflect from an optic and return to
recombine at the beamsplitter. Any differential phase shift accumulated between the two
beams by the point of recombination is then manifest at the output port. This operation
makes the interferometer an ideal probe for gravitational radiation. If the two arms of
the interferometer are optimally aligned with the gravitational wave polarisation, it is
optimally sensitive to the strain effects shown in Figure 1.1. Figure 2.1 shows a simple
sketch of an interferometer set up in this fashion.
For triangulation of the source position on the sky, a network of detectors spread around
the world provides optimal coverage. There are currently four large-scale detectors across
the world, in operation since the late 1990s and reaching design sensitivity at various
points in the last two decades. These are the two 4 km arm length LIGO detectors in
the USA, situated in Louisiana and Washington [15], the 600 m GEO 600 detector in
Hannover, Germany [16] and the 3 km VIRGO detector in Pisa, Italy [17]. Various up-
grades to these are on-going, with both Advanced LIGO [18] detectors expected to begin
data-taking this year, and Advanced VIRGO [19] to follow soon after. These advanced de-
tectors are expected to reach a factor of ten increase in sensitivity over the first-generation.
The completed GEO-HF [20] upgrade has been operating in“astro-watch” for the last few
years, ensuring that one detector remains operational while the rest are improved. Also
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of a simple interferometer. Light from the source laser is split via
a beamsplitter. Each beam then travels some distance and reflects from a mirror before
the two are recombined back at the beamsplitter and the resulting signal detected at a
photodiode.
under construction is KAGRA, a new facility situated in the Kamioka mine in Japan [21].
Since the gravitational wave is measured as a strain between two masses, the detected
signal will increase linearly with interferometer arm length for systems in which the light
travel time is less than a half-period of the wave in question. Since ground-based detec-
tors are fundamentally length-limited by a great many factors, from very large beam sizes
requiring even larger optics to financial, infrastructural and geographical concerns, it is
impractical to build simple interferometers as in Figure 2.1 of ever-increasing size. The
resultant accumulation of phase with distance can alternatively be achieved by employing
a Fabry-Pe´rot cavity in each arm. Inside such an optical cavity each photon circulates
many times, a number set by the parameters of the two bounding optics, thus accruing
extra phase shift as a result of the passing wave. Figure 2.2 shows an updated sketch of a
basic interferometer to include these arm cavities, achieved by the inclusion of a partially-
transmissive optic in the beam path following the beamsplitter. For a single cavity, this
optic is often termed the Input Test Mass (ITM), and that at the end of the arm the End
Test Mass (ETM).
Although the largest fringe gradient in a simple interferometer is produced when half
of the light is directed to the photodetector, it is much more efficient to operate the in-
terferometer at “dark port”, whereby destructive interference is observed at the output
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Figure 2.2: Representative design for an advanced gravitational wave detector. In contrast
with the simple interferometer (Figure 2.1), this design incorporates Fabry-Pe´rot arm
cavities, both of length L, between ITM and ETM in the x and y arm. Also included are
the Power Recycling Mirror (PRM) and Signal Recycling Mirror (SRM).
for normal operation, and constructive interference indicates a differential arm length
change. In particular, this avoids saturation of the signal photodetectors at the output
and improves the dynamic range for signal detection. Supplementary optics may then be
included in the system to take advantage of the light at each port; this is illustrated by the
two extra optics shown in Figure 2.2. These are the Power Recycling Mirror (PRM) and
Signal Recycling Mirror (SRM). Both of these are used to create supplementary cavities
with the interferometer arms. In the case of the PRM, light that would ordinarily be
reflected back towards the laser when the arms are tuned for dark port will instead get
recycled back towards the cavities. This serves to increase the optical power in each cav-
ity without requiring an increase in power at the source laser, in turn improving the shot
noise of the detector by providing more photons. As we shall see, however, the benefits
of higher power in the arm cavities must always be weighed against the corresponding
increase in radiation pressure noise resulting from more photons imparting momentum to
each optic.
The purpose of the SRM is to enhance at particular frequencies signals that exit the
interferometer through the dark port. Precise positioning of the SRM and choice of op-
tical transmission may be used to tune the signal response of the interferometer output
in such a way as to resonantly enhance signals at particular frequencies. Once again, this
must be a trade-off; a high-reflectivity SRM will result in greater enhancement of the
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output signal by way of recycling each photon for longer, but also means a higher-quality
factor, and hence diminished bandwidth, resonant response.
2.4 Sources of Noise
When constructing a laser interferometer for gravitational wave detection, a number
of different noise sources must be considered. In order to improve the sensitivity of the
instrument to the desired level, each must be reduced. Without applying any reduction
techniques, the noise is generally dominated by seismic noise at the lower-frequency end
of the spectrum, and laser noise at the higher end. Beneath these, but still of high-
magnitude, are such sources as acoustic noise, thermal noise in the optics and quantum
noise on the light itself.
Over the course of Sections 2.5 to 2.8 we examine a number of the most prominent of the
noise sources that contribute to the overall sensitivity limit of a large-scale interferome-
ter. We begin in Section 2.5 with a discussion of the infrastructure requirements of such
an instrument with regard to vacuum systems for mitigation of acoustic and scattered
light noise and the suspension of optics as pendulums to mitigate seismic noise. This is
followed in Section 2.6 by an introduction to the sources of thermal noise in each optic
and suspension. Section 2.7 considers the frequency and amplitude noise imposed upon
the laser light by the conditions of the source, and Section 2.8 examines the fundamental
statistical noise introduced by the use of photons as the meter. Figure 2.3 then presents
expected sensitivity limits for each of these noise sources in the context of the Advanced
LIGO design.
2.5 Infrastructure, Suspensions and Seismic Isola-
tion
Careful choice of site and design of vacuum systems are vital if an advanced large-scale
interferometer is to be operated at the required sensitivity to detect gravitational waves.
As has already been stated, long arms composed of Fabry-Pe´rot cavities are necessary to
improve the potential signal size obtained from an observation. Once an appropriate site
for such apparatus has been located, a great many sources of noise must be considered
and accounted for if the instrument is to achieve sensitivities necessary for signal detection.
The entire arm and main optical components of a ground-based detector must be com-
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pletely enclosed in an ultra-high vacuum system. This serves to reduce the phase noise
resulting from light scattering from residual gas molecules, as well as acoustically isolat-
ing the optics from the environment. In Initial LIGO, the vacuum system was designed
to reach pressures of 10−8 − 10−9 Torr for this purpose, throughout both 1.2 m diameter,
4 km long tubes enclosing the arms. The diameter of vacuum tube is set by scattered-light
constraints, and may also be related to the need for multiple beams in a single tube [22].
While the low-pressure environment may isolate the cavity and supplementary optics
from acoustic noise, they remain subject to local Newtonian gravitational couplings and
seismic motions. Seismic noise is dominant below a few tens of Hz in the large-scale de-
tectors, and below approximately 10 Hz local fluctuations in density from either artificial
or environmental factors are predicted to result in perturbations to the local gravita-
tional field from which the optics cannot be shielded. This imposes the low-frequency
limit on detector sensitivity, although techniques are being developed for evaluation of
the local field fluctuations with arrays of seismic instruments and correction of the data
stream from the instrument accordingly, or active “feed-forward” to the optics for cancel-
lation purposes [23]. Some upcoming detector designs, such as KAGRA and the proposed
third-generation detector Einstein Telescope [24], will be built in underground tunnels to
mitigate the effect of surface seismic waves, which fall off exponentially with depth.
Above 10 Hz, seismic noise is predominantly a result of local man-made sources. The
influence of these effects upon the interferometer is reduced by suspending the optics as
multiple-stage pendulums. If we consider a simple pendulum formed by a rigid mass, m,
suspended by an ideal elastic wire of stiffness k, length ` and damping constant b, the
transfer function to mass motion, xm, from ground motion, xg, may be expressed as [25]
xm
xg
=
ω20√
(ω20 − ω2)2 + ω2γ2
, (2.1)
where ω0 =
√
k/m =
√
g/` is the fundamental resonant frequency of the pendulum
and γ = b/m. At low frequencies, this reduces to unity; at higher frequencies, and
for low levels of damping, it reduces to ω20/ω
2. Thus a single pendulum stage may be
considered to provide 1/(frequency)2 isolation from ground motion above its fundamental
resonant frequency. Each subsequent stage will provide the same factor, with the result
that the advanced suspension systems, typically incorporating several stages of pendulum
isolation, as well as inverted pendulum, blade spring and active damping components,
attain significant seismic isolation above the Newtonian noise limit.
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2.6 Optics and Thermal Noise
The suspended optics in the current generation of detectors are formed of fused silica
substrates coated with multiple dielectric stack layers to facilitate Bragg reflection. The
substrate, coating and further suspension parts are subject to thermal fluctuations, which
manifest in the interferometer output as phase (equivalently, displacement) noise. These
fluctuations arise from mechanical modes of the suspension, internal modes of the masses,
violin modes and deformations in the suspension wires and surface or bulk imperfections
in the optic coatings and substrates. We briefly examine the largest contributors of these
in this section.
Typically, silica fibres are used to suspend the lowest suspension stage (i.e. the test
mass). Suspension thermal noise exists as a result either of Brownian noise, resulting
in mechanical dissipation in the various suspension materials, or of thermoelastic noise.
The Fluctuation-Dissipation theorem expresses the equivalent displacement noise from
these effects above the fundamental resonant frequency of the suspension as [26]
x2suspension =
4kBTω
2
0φtotal
mω5
, (2.2)
where T is temperature, φtotal the mechanical loss of the suspension, m the suspended
mass, ω0 the resonant frequency of the mode in question, and ω the observation frequency.
The mechanical loss is proportional to the inverse of the quality factor, Q, of the suspen-
sion mode being studied. The total mechanical loss of the monolithic fused silica lower
stage can be separated into the contributions from surface and thermoelastic loss.
Surface losses from the suspended fused silica substrate and bonded fibres arise from
imperfections in the material surface [27, 28], while thermoelastic noise arises from de-
formation (e.g. bending of suspension fibres near the break-off point at the test mass),
leading to local heating and dissipation across the resulting temperature gradient [29].
The losses from these two effects can be expressed as [25, 30]:
φsurface =
4dsφs
r
, (2.3)
φthermoelastic =
Y T
ρC
(
α− σβ
Y
)2(
ωτ
1 + (ωτ)2
)
, (2.4)
where ds is the depth over which surface losses are believed to act, φs is the mechanical
loss of the material surface, r is the radius of the fibre, Y is the Young’s modulus, C the
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specific heat capacity, ρ the density, α the coefficient of thermal expansion, σ the stress
placed upon the fibre by the suspended mass and β = (dY/dT )/Y is the thermoelastic
coefficient.
The thermal noise in the multilayer optic coatings may be reduced by careful choice
of coating material, and by using a large beam diameter at each optic to average the
contributions across a larger optic surface. The coating Brownian noise contribution to
displacement noise may be expressed as [31]
x2coating =
2kBTφeff(1− σ)
pi3/2fωmY
, (2.5)
where we have defined
φeff = φ+
d
ωm
√
pi
(
Y
Y⊥
φ⊥ +
Y‖
Y φ‖
)
, (2.6)
where φ is the mechanical loss, and Y again the Young’s modulus, of the substrate. The
terms have been separated into their appropriate perpendicular and parallel components
within the coatings.
2.7 Laser Noise
Noise related to the laser source can be separated into contributions from amplitude
and frequency noise on the light itself, and fluctuations in the geometry (i.e. shape and
directionality) of the beam.
Amplitude fluctuations in the source laser will result in fluctuations in the radiation
pressure on the suspended optics, and thus in noise on the relative optic positions that
couples directly into noise on any detected signal at the interferometer output [32]. Fur-
ther, if not operated at the dark fringe this amplitude noise will couple directly into the
interferometer output; this is mitigated in part by operation at the dark fringe, but any
fluctuations from this condition continue to couple noise to the output. This results in a
strain sensitivity limit imposed according to
hLaser amp. =
∆P
P
δL
L
, (2.7)
where L is the length of the interferometer arm, δL the offset from dark fringe and ∆P/P
the fractional noise on the laser power. Typically, this noise can be reduced by feeding
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back a signal to the laser to compensate power fluctuations.
Variations in the length of the laser cavity or refractive index of the laser medium manifest
as frequency noise upon the output laser field. This will couple to the output photode-
tector of the instrument due to offsets from the ideal relative effective length of each arm
of the interferometer, resulting in a limit to the strain sensitivity of
hLaser f. =
∆f
f
δL
L
, (2.8)
where ∆f/f is the fractional frequency noise on the laser light of frequency f . This noise
can be reduced by stabilising the laser frequency to some well-defined frequency reference
(e.g. by using the Pound-Drever-Hall technique, covered in Section 5.2). Feedback to the
laser is typically applied in different ways depending on the frequency range – for example,
an NPRO laser may be frequency-stabilised by feeding back to the crystal temperature
at low frequencies (typically < 10 Hz) and to a piezo-transducer to squeeze the crystal at
higher frequencies. Further details can be found in Section 5.3.1.
Fluctuations in beam pointing can arise from various sources; commonly these are seis-
mic and acoustic effects at the optical bench upon which the laser source rests, as well as
effects related to processes intrinsic to the laser [10]. This can result in higher-order laser
modes coupling into the interferometer output. It is possible to reduce the influence of
this effect by using optical elements which reduce or remove higher-order beam couplings,
such as mode-cleaning cavities [33, 34] or single-mode optical fibres.
2.8 Quantum Noise
Quantum noise arises as a consequence of using light as the meter in a gravitational
wave detector. Thanks to the quantum nature of photons, two distinct effects are ob-
served, the combination of which comprises a fundamental (although malleable) limit to
the sensitivity of an interferometric detector in which the optics are suspended as free
masses.
Photon counting statistics (i.e. the statistical uncertainty in the number of photons de-
tected at a particular time) will lead to shot noise at any photodiode. This statistical
noise thus contributes at the readout of the interferometer, and is inversely proportional
to the square root of the optical power incident upon the photodiode.
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As a result of the same Poisson distribution of photon population with time that generates
shot noise, at any optic with which the light field interacts there will exist an uncertainty
in the photon momentum imparted to that optic. This results in a fluctuating force on
the suspended optic, giving rise to radiation pressure noise. This is commonly referred to
as a back-action noise, as it arises as a consequence of the measurement itself.
Noting that an advanced interferometer design (similar to that sketched in Figure 2.2)
can be described by an equivalent Fabry-Pe´rot cavity, as determined by Mizuno [35] and
Buonnano and Chen [36], the contribution of each of these noise sources to strain sensitiv-
ity at frequency f can be expressed in terms of common parameters for such an equivalent
cavity as [37]
hSN(f) =
1
L
√
~cλ
2piPC
, (2.9)
hRP(f) =
1
µf 2L
√
~PC
2pi3cλ
, (2.10)
where PC is the intra-cavity power and µ the reduced mass of the cavity optics. Imme-
diately obvious is the fact that increasing the cavity length improves the sensitivity of
both. However, once a cavity length and source laser wavelength are set, shot noise is only
reduced by an increase in optical power, for which radiation pressure noise increases equiv-
alently, and vice versa. Increasing optic masses will reduce radiation pressure noise, but as
for an increase in cavity length this is only an option until infrastructural or manufactur-
ing limitations make it unreasonable. The limit imposed upon a free-mass gravitational
wave detector, or an equivalent Fabry-Pe´rot cavity, by the interplay between these two
effects is termed the Standard Quantum Limit (SQL), which is derived in detail for a
generic quantum measurement scheme in Chapter 3.
Figure 2.3 presents the expected noise budget for Advanced LIGO [18], including the
contributions from each prominent noise source discussed in this chapter.
2.9 Current Status and Future Upgrades
As noted previously, Advanced LIGO is expected to begin data-taking in the near
future, having in the first few months of the year successfully locked both arm cavities
in both detectors for a number of hours each. Both Advanced LIGO interferometers in-
corporate power and signal recycling techniques and multi-stage suspended optics with
monolithic fused silica lower stages, with the thermal noise level expected to be reduced
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Figure 2.3: Expected sensitivity plots for Advanced LIGO indicating contributions from
prominent noise sources including those described in Sections 2.5 to 2.8 and combined
sensitivity level. This plot was produced using GWINC, software written to simulate noise
performance in advanced interferometers.
to beneath the Standard Quantum Limit, such that quantum noise becomes the limiting
noise source across the bulk of the detection bandwidth (roughly 10 Hz to 1 kHz) [18].
In order that sensitivities beneath the SQL be obtained, thus increasing the volume of
space that can be probed by each detector, new techniques must be applied or topologies
designed in order to transform or surpass this limit. These technologies broadly combine
under the label of “quantum non-demolition” (QND) techniques.
Optical springs, the main focus of this thesis, are one example of an effect the exploita-
tion of which has been proposed for transforming the standard quantum limit. As we
shall see, optical springs in a Fabry-Pe´rot cavity have the potential to rigidly couple the
cavity optics together using the radiation pressure transfer between them, in such a way
as to transform the dynamics of each suspended test mass from free masses to harmonic
17
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oscillators, for which a different form of quantum limit appplies. This effect is derived
and various applications are explored in Chapter 3.
Some proposals favour using a completely different approach that isn’t subject to the
problems associated with the position measurements of Michelson interferometers. The
“speed-meter” style detector chooses as its measurement observable the test mass veloc-
ity, as opposed to position. Since velocity commutes with time, it can be measured in
theory to arbitrary precision without violation of the Uncertainty Principle. This method
has been shown to have the potential to cancel radiation pressure noise at lower frequen-
cies in the SQL [38], but is some distance from application in a large-scale detector. A
proof-of-principle experiment is currently being installed in the Glasgow 10 m prototype
laboratory [39].
Beyond these techniques, designs are already being proposed for the third generation
of gravitational wave detectors. Design is underway for the Einstein Telescope, a con-
ceptual large-scale detector aiming for a factor ten increase in sensitivity over the second
generation [24]. Current designs aim to achieve this ambitious aim by constructing the
entire detector some distance underground to mitigate seismic noise, and by incorporat-
ing larger beam and optic sizes, higher laser power, higher-order suspension stages and
improved optic coatings and cryogenics. It is likely that such a detector would employ
advanced optical techniques, such as some of the QND methods covered briefly here and
later in this thesis, or operating in “xylophone” format whereby two detectors run in
parallel; one optimised for low-frequency sensitivity (e.g. low-power beams and heavier
masses to improve radiation pressure noise at the expense of shot noise) and one for high-
frequency sensitivity (e.g. high-power beams, amidst other optimisations).
Further proposals exist for the operation of space-based detectors, for which low-frequency
Newtonian and seismic noise sources that impose the lower-frequency limit for ground-
based detectors wouldn’t be problematic. Since infrastructure issues are redundant be-
yond the housing of optics and sensing and control technologies, such detectors can be
operated with arm lengths of millions of kilometres. The Laser Interferometric Space
Antenna, or eLISA [40], aims to achieve this at some point over the next few decades.
The technological challenges of such an instrument are significant; for this reason, the
LISA Pathfinder satellite [41] is expected to be launched in 2015 for testing and proof-of-
principle experiments.
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Theory and Experimental
Concepts of Opto-Mechanical
Rigidity
3.1 Operating at the Standard Quantum Limit
An interferometric gravitational wave detector is set up to detect the phase modula-
tions imposed upon the circulating laser light as a passing gravitational wave differentially
alters the relative lengths of the two interferometer arms. Therefore, the measurement of
phase fluctuations must be as sensitive as possible. We show that quantum measurement
theory predicts the existence of a fundamental limit to this sensitivity, a combination of
the quantum fluctuations on the measured signal, i.e. shot noise on the detected photons
at the output port, and the back-action noise imposed upon the detector by the measure-
ment, i.e. radiation pressure from the probing photons interacting with each mirror.
3.1.1 Simple Quantum Meters
Consider a quantum measurement as carried out by the linear measurement scheme of
Figure 3.1. Quantum measurement theory predicts a fundamental limit to this sensitivity
that depends on the dynamics of the detector “probes” – the interferometer test-masses
– being measured. To begin with, we will consider linear measurement of a quantum
system with particular relevance to gravitational wave detection techniques. This discus-
sion follows much of the quantum measurement framework and terminology laid out by
Danilishin and Khalili [37] and Chen [42].
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ProbeMeter GO	∝	x	+	Δx	ˆ ˆ xˆ
Fˆ xˆ
Figure 3.1: Linear measurement scheme, where G is a classical force acting on the probe,
Fˆ is the back-action noise imposed upon the probe by the meter, Oˆ is the readout observable
of the meter, xˆ is the displacement of the probe and ∆x the measurement noise [43, 37].
3.1.2 Discrete Linear Position Measurement
Consider a simple system in which we start out by representing a continuous laser
beam as a series of discrete pulses. These are used to measure the displacement, x, of a
mirror, M . For particular application to a gravitational wave detector with arm cavities,
we will suppose that the incident laser light, which probes the mirror position periodically
with time interval τ , reflects from the test mass a number of times F > 1 before being
measured. We may thus use this system as an analogue for the light probing the position
of a mirror at the end of a Fabry-Pe´rot cavity in one arm of a gravitational wave detector.
Each pulse will experience a phase-shift proportional to the position of the mass upon
reflection [44, 37], expressed in terms of the appropriate quantum mechanical operators
as
φˆreflj = φˆj − 2Fk0xˆ(tj) , (3.1)
for pulse j, where k0 = ω0/c and ω0 is the laser frequency, and φˆj is the initial phase.
Each jth pulse is measured by a phase detector, assumed to introduce a measurement
error negligible in comparison to the root-mean-square uncertainty of all phases, ∆φ =√
〈φˆ2〉 − 〈φˆ〉2.
If we assume this uncertainty ∆φ to be the only error in the measurement, then the
position measurement uncertainty is
∆xmeasured =
∆φ
2Fk0 . (3.2)
This then allows us to infer the independent random position values of the mirror with
RMS uncertainties ∆xmeasured to be
xˆfl = − φˆj
2Fk0 . (3.3)
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The equivalent displacement of the mirror itself may be expressed as
xˆj = −
φˆreflj
2Fk0 = xˆ(tj) + xˆfl(tj) . (3.4)
Now we may introduce the back-action noise – this arises from the momentum trans-
ferred to the mirror by each pulse as it probes the position. We express this back-action
momentum as
pˆBAj = pˆ
after
j − pˆbeforej =
2F
c
Wˆj , (3.5)
where Wˆj is the energy of the j
th pulse. The main contribution to this back-action noise
is the classical radiation pressure, obtained by replacing Wˆj in Eq. 3.5 with the mean
pulse energy, W . This component can be compensated easily during or following the
measurement, since it may be considered a constant pressure; the small part that cannot
be compensated depends on the fluctuation to the mean pulse energy:
pˆBA(tj) =
2F
c
(Wˆj −W ) , (3.6)
with RMS uncertainty proportional to RMS pulse energy uncertainty, ∆W :
∆pBA =
2F∆W
c
. (3.7)
Since the energy and phase of each pulse are canonically-conjugate observables, they obey
the Heisenberg uncertainty relation, such that
∆W∆φ ≥ ~ω0
2
. (3.8)
Rearranging Eqs. 3.2 and 3.7 for ∆φ and ∆W respectively, then substituting into Eq. 3.8,
we find that the position measurement uncertainty and momentum perturbation due to
back-action of the measurement also follow the uncertainty principle:
∆xmeasured∆pBA ≥ ~
2
. (3.9)
3.1.3 Continuous Measurement
To extend the conclusions of Section 3.1.2 to a continuous measurement of mirror
position, we may simply choose some time interval T that is both of sufficient length to
comprise a large number of total measured pulses and short enough for mirror position x to
not vary greatly during this time. This yields a number of measurements N = T/τ , where
τ is the time between each measurement, which allows us to reduce the uncertainty in
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the measurement of x by
√
N while simultaneously increasing the back-action momentum
transfer by the same factor, due to accumulation of all individual interactions:
∆xT = ∆xmeasured
1√
N
= ∆xmeasured
√
τ
T
∆pT = ∆pBA
√
N = ∆pBA
√
T
τ
. (3.10)
To arrive at a continuous measurement of mirror position, then, we consider the time
interval between each successive measurement to be small: τ → 0.
Following this definition, it is perhaps easier to consider the double-sided power spec-
tral densities of the measurement noise and back-action force noise, Sx and SF :
Sx =
Sφ
4F2k20
, SF =
4F2SI
c2
(3.11)
(c.f. Eqs. 3.2 and 3.7 describing discrete position measurement noise and back-action
noise), where
Sφ = lim
τ→0
(∆φ)2τ , SI = lim
τ→0
(∆W )2
τ
. (3.12)
Comparing Eqs. 3.11 and 3.12 with Eq. 3.8, we find that
SxSF =
SφSI
k20c
2
=
SφSI
ω20
≥ ~
2
4
. (3.13)
This relation describes a general model of the uncertainty in a continuous linear quan-
tum measurement, for the specific case where the measurement noise and back-action
are uncorrelated. We will refer to a linear measurement system which obeys these con-
straints as a Simple Quantum Meter (SQM). While not a general theory, this relation is
very appropriate when characterising the Standard Quantum Limit of an interferometric
gravitational wave detector, where the uncorrelated measurement noise and back-action
force arise from shot noise on the detected photons and radiation pressure interactions
between photons and mirrors.
3.1.4 Standard Quantum Limit
The Standard Quantum Limit (SQL) describes the lower limit of the sum quantum
noise power spectral density – the combined power spectral density of all quantum noise
sources – that a gravitational wave detector (an example of a “Simple Quantum Meter”,
as defined in Section 3.1.3) can have at any given frequency, Ω. This limit can be found
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by setting the measurement noise and back-action forces, xfl and FBA, to the minimum
combined values allowed by quantum measurement theory. With reference to Eq. 3.13,
this can expressed as [44, 45]
Sx(Ω)SF (Ω) =
~2
4
. (3.14)
Further, if we define the susceptibility as relating force and displacement of the test mass 1
via x(Ω) = χF (Ω), then the sum quantum noise power spectral density of the SQM may
be expressed as
S(Ω) =
Sx(Ω)
|χ(Ω)|2 + SF (Ω) . (3.15)
3.1.5 Free Mass Standard Quantum Limit
We now have the theoretical framework to examine the SQL in the form most appro-
priate for conventional gravitational wave detectors: that for a free mass. The test-masses
(i.e. the cavity optics) of a gravitational wave detector are suspended as multi-stage pen-
dulums to isolate as much as possible from environmental factors which may increase
the displacement noise, such that high above the mechanical resonant frequencies of the
suspensions they can be considered to a very good approximation as free masses.
To evaluate this free mass model, we define a new parameter, Ωq, to quantify the precision
of measurement:
Ωq =
(
SF
M2Sx
)1/4
. (3.16)
From Eq. 3.14, it follows that
Sx =
~
2MΩ2q
, SF =
~MΩ2q
2
. (3.17)
Thus, for higher measurement precision (i.e. higher Ωq), we see smaller measurement noise
spectral density (i.e. smaller Sx) and larger back-action noise (i.e. larger SF ).
For a free mass M , force and distance are related by F = −MΩ2x, such that the suscep-
tibility is simply
χ(Ω) = − 1
MΩ2
(3.18)
1The susceptibility is thus a linear response function between force applied to and position of the test
mass
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for mass M . Thus, for the case of a free mass, the sum quantum noise spectral density
(Eq. 3.15) becomes [46, 37]
SF.M.(Ω) = M
2Ω4Sx + SF =
1
2
~MΩ2q
(
Ω4
Ω4q
+ 1
)
. (3.19)
Finally, if we choose the measurement noise and back action noise to contribute equally
to the sum noise, and in doing so optimise for their combined minimum, the SQL, then
Ωq = Ω and we find that
SF.M.SQL (Ω) = ~MΩ2 . (3.20)
This relation indicates that, for the case of a free mass, the SQL defines a “border” of
maximum sensitivity, below which the sum noise cannot drop.
3.1.6 Harmonic Oscillator SQL
From Eqs. 3.15, 3.18 and 3.20, it is clear that an object with larger susceptibility, |χ|,
at a particular frequency will have a smaller SQL. For a harmonic oscillator with resonant
frequency Ω0, the susceptibility becomes
χHO(Ω) =
1
M(Ω20 − Ω2)
, (3.21)
with the result that the sum noise power spectral density (Eq. 3.15) becomes [46, 37]
SH.O.SQL (Ω) = M
2(Ω20 − Ω2)2Sx + SF =
~MΩ2q
2
[
(Ω20 − Ω2)2
Ω4q
+ 1
]
. (3.22)
As the observation frequency approaches the resonant frequency of the mechanical oscilla-
tor, the first term in Eq. 3.22 tends to zero, corresponding to a reduction in measurement
noise. Measurement precision Ωq affects the Q of the resonant increase in sensitivity about
this frequency, with a weaker measurement (i.e. smaller Ωq) having reduced bandwidth
but increased sensitivity. Optimising once again as for the free mass SQL, the harmonic
oscillator SQL is
SH.O.SQL (Ω) = ~M |Ω20 − Ω2| . (3.23)
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Figure 3.2: Total quantum noise power spectral densities for the free mass (thick black
line) and harmonic oscillator (colour) regimes, plotted at frequencies relative to the reso-
nant frequency of the simulated oscillator. Each harmonic oscillator plot uses a different
measurement precision, Ωq, with a weaker measurement (or lower Ωq) corresponding to a
higher-Q resonant dip beneath the SQL. The free-mass standard quantum limit is repre-
sented by the thin black line.
Expressing the force SQL for both free mass and harmonic oscillator regimes as a strain
sensitivity, the noise spectral densities are [47, 37]
SF.M.SQL, h(Ω) =
2~
ML2Ω2q
[
1 +
(
Ωq
Ω
)4]
, (3.24)
SH.O.SQL, h(Ω) =
2~|Ω20 − Ω2|
ML2Ω4q
[(
Ωq
Ω
)4(
1 +
(Ω20 − Ω2)2
Ω4q
)]
. (3.25)
Examples of these are plotted in Figure 3.2. This particular regime, in which an optical
system sampling the position of a mass behaves as a harmonic oscillator, may be arrived
at in a detector featuring Fabry-Pe´rot arm cavities by detuning of each cavity from the
point of resonance, resulting in a coupling of the optical power to the mirror positions
with a strong linear component. This effect is derived from the optical and mechanical
contributions in the following section.
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3.2 Radiation Pressure and Optical Cavity Dynam-
ics
In this section we derive the principle of opto-mechanical coupling in a Fabry-Pe´rot
cavity, beginning from a simple mathematical description of the resonant, input and out-
put fields of a static two-mirror cavity. This framework is extended to include the effects
of the intra-cavity radiation pressure forces acting upon freely-suspended test masses in
order to derive the optical spring effect. This description is then further elaborated to
include the frequency-dependence of the optical spring effect, and justification provided
for the extension of this technique to include multiple optical spring effects in a single
system.
3.2.1 Field and Power Equations for a Fabry-Pe´rot Cavity
Figure 3.3 presents a sketch of a simple two-mirror Fabry-Pe´rot cavity and associated
amplitude fields. In this diagram, EI represents the input optical field incident upon and
ER the field reflected from the cavity. ER is composed of some fraction of EI reflected
directly from the input test mass (ITM) and whatever portion of the circulating intra-
cavity field has leaked out through the ITM. The transmitted field, ET , is composed of
intra-cavity light that has leaked out through the end test mass (ETM). The circulating
fields in either direction are described by EC1 and EC2, where EC1′ and EC2′ are these
same fields after propagating down the length of the cavity, L. The ITM and ETM have
amplitude reflection and transmission coefficients ρ1,2 and τ1,2, with which each field can
be described in terms of the contributory fields [48, 49]:
ER = ρ1EI + iτ1EC2′ = ρ1EI + iτ1EC2e
−iφ (3.26)
ET = iτ2EC1′ = iτ2EC1e
−iφ (3.27)
EC1 = iτ1EI + ρ1EC2′ = iτ1EI + ρ1EC2e
−iφ (3.28)
EC2 = ρ2EC1′ = ρ2EC1e
−iφ . (3.29)
Note that here we have identified the additional phase accumulated as the field propagates
down the cavity length as φ = 2piL
λ
= ωL
c
. If we now opt to consider the static Fabry-Pe´rot
cavity case, in which the input field is assumed constant (i.e. EI(t) = EI) and the mirrors
static, the field description may be simplified to only three expressions, for the forward-
propagating intra-cavity field, EC ≡ EC1, and the simplified reflected and transmitted
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ρ1,	τ1 Inputmirror ρ2,	τ2 
EC1
EC2
EI 
ER 
ET 
Endmirror
EC1' 
EC2'
L
Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram of a simple two-mirror cavity. Identified are the incident
and reflected fields, the circulating intra-cavity fields, and the transmitted field, where the
symbols are as defined in the text.
fields:
EC = iτ1EI + ρ1ρ2ECe
−2iφ =
iτ1EI
1− ρ1ρ2e−2iφ (3.30)
ER = ρ1EI + iτ1ρ2ECe
−2iφ =
[
ρ1 − τ
2
1 ρ2e
−2iφ
1− ρ1ρ2e−2iφ
]
EI (3.31)
ET = iτ2ECe
−iφ = − τ1τ2EIe
−iφ
1− ρ1ρ2e−2iφ . (3.32)
This then allows us to define the total reflectivity of the cavity with respect to the incident
light field with the cavity reflection coefficient, ρC :
ER = ρCEI (3.33)
⇒ ρC = ρ1 − τ
2
1 ρ2e
−2iφ
1− ρ1ρ2e−2iφ . (3.34)
Finally, using Eq. 3.30 we can express the maximum power gain in the cavity by consid-
ering the case for which the cavity is on-resonance; i.e. L = nλ
2
, where n is an integer:
EC =
iτ1
1− ρ1ρ2EI = igCEI (3.35)
⇒ gC = τ1
1− ρ1ρ2 . (3.36)
The full relationship between cavity offset phase, θ = 2pix
λ
, and intra-cavity power scales
with the Airy intensity profile [50]:
P = |EC |2 = g2C |EI |2
1
1 + F sin2 θ
. (3.37)
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Figure 3.4: Simulation of intra-cavity powers as cavity tuning is swept through 360◦, for
finesse of 10 and 100, using the Airy function of Eq. 3.37. Identified are the linewidth, γ,
of the Airy peak and the free spectral range, ∆ω, between each pair of resonances.
Here F is the coefficient of cavity finesse,
F =
4ρ1ρ2
(1− ρ1ρ2)2 , (3.38)
which allows the quality of a cavity to be determined in relation to its losses via the
finesse, F :
F = pi
2
√
F . (3.39)
From Eq. 3.37, we see that maximum gain will be achieved when the Airy function ap-
proaches unity; i.e. when cavity tuning θ = npi. The separation between each subsequent
cavity resonance in the frequency domain is the free spectral range (FSR), defined by
∆ω = 2pi
c
2L
=
pic
L
, (3.40)
where c is the speed of light in vacuum. The finesse and free spectral range are then
related by the cavity linewidth, γ, defined as the half-width at half-maximum (HWHM)
of the resonant Airy peak:
2γ =
∆ω
F . (3.41)
Figure 3.4 presents a simulation of the normalised intra-cavity power as the cavity tuning
is swept through two free spectral ranges.
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Inputmirror
Endmirror
FRP FRPFext Fext1 21 2
Figure 3.5: Schematic diagram of a simple two-mirror cavity acted upon by radiation
pressure. At each optic, the radiation pressure force FRP is balanced by external force Fext.,
composed of the pendulum restoring force and electromagnetic feedback used to control
cavity length.
3.2.2 Optical Springs
Beginning with the descriptions of a simple static two-mirror cavity from the previous
section, we are now in a position to expand upon this mathematical framework to include
the dynamic interactions between the suspended optics and the light fields circulating in
the system.
Figure 3.5 again illustrates a Fabry-Pe´rot cavity with suspended mirrors and circulat-
ing fields. In this case, we now assume the two optics to be suspended as pendulums and
the cavity to be held on resonance, by which active feedback is applied to one or both
optics in order to maintain a fixed cavity length that maintains the intra-cavity power at
the maximum of the Airy function, as described by Eq. 3.37. The most common method
of feedback to this end for a suspended Fabry-Pe´rot cavity involves derivation of control
signals proportional to the cavity length by modulation of the input field and monitoring
of the field reflected from the cavity; this method is known as the Pound-Drever-Hall
technique [51], and is explained in detail in Section 5.2. The radiation pressure force
imparted to each suspended optic by the circulating on-resonance optical power in the
cavity is thus balanced by a combination of the restoring force of each pendulum and
the feedback signal, conventionally applied using electromagnetic actuators at the rear
of each optic. This electromagnetic actuation is described in Section 4.5.4. Noting that
momentum must be conserved at both optics, the radiation pressure force acting upon
each may be expressed in terms of vector sums of the optical fields at each point (where
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each field E is as defined in Section 3.2.1) [52]:
FRP1(t) =
1
c
[|EI(t)|2 + |ER(t)|2 − |EC1(t)|2 − |EC2′(t)|2] (3.42)
FRP2(t) =
1
c
[|EC1′(t)|2 + |EC2(t)|2 − |ET (t)|2] . (3.43)
For each pendulum-suspended optic the total force is related to the equation of motion
via ∑
F = mx¨+ cx˙+ kx (3.44)
⇒ x¨1 + β1x˙1 + ω2p1x1 =
FRP1 + Fext1
m1
, (3.45)
x¨2 + β2x˙2 + ω
2
p2x2 =
FRP2 + Fext2
m2
. (3.46)
Here we have defined each pendulum in terms of suspended mass m, damping rate β,
stiffness k and fundamental resonant frequency ωp =
√
k
m
, and x denotes the position of
the optic. If we now make the assumption that the radiation pressure force imposed on
the ITM due to the field incident on the cavity is negligible when compared to the intra-
cavity radiation pressure force on each optic (which is quite reasonable for our purposes,
as gravitational wave interferometers and prototype experiments typically use ratios of
intra-cavity to input powers of order some thousands [18, 16]), we are able to express the
equations of motion in terms of the relative cavity length: ξ = x2 − x1. This assumption
implies that the internal radiation pressure forces are of equal magnitude and act in
opposite directions, such that FRP1 = FRP2 = FRP and
FRP + Fext2
m2
− FRP + Fext1
m1
= ξ¨ + βξ˙ + ω2pξ (3.47)
⇒ ξ¨ + βξ˙ + ω2pξ =
FRP + Fext
µ
, (3.48)
where µ = m1m2
m1+m2
is the reduced mass of the system and we have made the further as-
sumption for simplicity that the two pendulums have the same resonant frequency, ωp.
Using the previously derived Eq. 3.35 for the static forward-propagating on-resonance
intra-cavity field and 3.43 for the radiation pressure acting upon the end test mass, we
can now express the maximum radiation pressure force experienced by the ETM as
FRPmax. =
1
c
[(
τ1EI
1− ρ1ρ2
)2
+
(
τ1ρ2EI
1− ρ1ρ2
)2
−
(
τ1τ2EI
1− ρ1ρ2
)2]
. (3.49)
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Rearranging Eq. 3.37 then allows us to express the maximum radiation pressure force on
the ETM in terms of intra-cavity power, cavity tuning and mirror properties alone:
E2I =
τ1P
1− ρ1ρ2
1
1 + F sin2 θ
, (3.50)
=⇒ FRPmax. =
P
c
(1 + ρ22 − τ 22 )
1 + F sin2 θ
. (3.51)
As a useful approximation, for the general case where the end optic consists of a very
highly-reflective optic, such that ρ2 ' 1 and τ2 ' 0, this reduces to
FRP0 '
2P0
c
. (3.52)
For this same general case, the radiation pressure force will vary with detuning according
to the Airy function once again, such that for the static Fabry-Pe´rot cavity the equation
of motion, Eq. 3.48, reduces to
µω2pξ − Fext.(t) =
2P0
c
1
1 + F sin2 θ
. (3.53)
If we now apply a static shift to the position of one mirror of the cavity of size dx, or
equivalently shift the frequency of the input field by dω, the static change in the radiation
pressure force on the end optic is
dFRP = −2
c
∂P
∂x
dx (3.54)
When the cavity is on-resonance, the term ∂P
∂x
= 0; mathematically, this is the gradient of
the intra-cavity power curve in Figure 3.4. If a larger static shift is applied to either the
length or laser frequency, such that the power in the cavity drops by some amount, and
for very short perturbations to the cavity length or laser frequency about this point, the
gradient of the power curve may be considered linear to first order. In this case, Eq. 3.54
takes the form of Hooke’s law for a spring: F = −kx. It then follows that the optical
spring can be expressed as the predominantly linear coupling between cavity power and
suspended optic position:
kOS = −2
c
∂P
∂x
= −2
c
∂P
∂θ
∂θ
∂x
. (3.55)
For a high-finesse cavity the detunings applied are very small when compared to the free
spectral range, so the approximation sin θ ' θ can be made. Thus the partial derivatives
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Figure 3.6: Simulation of intra-cavity power (blue, according to Eq. 3.37) and optical
spring constant (red, according to Eq. 3.58) while the detuning is swept from -5 γ to 5 γ,
where γ is the linewidth of the cavity. For this simulation, 1 W of carrier power is incident
upon a 10,000 finesse cavity with input coupler power transmission of 100 ppm.
in Eq. 3.55 can be evaluated as
∂P
∂θ
= − 2P0Fθ
(1 + Fθ2)2
(3.56)
and
∂θ
∂x
=
2pi
λ
, (3.57)
which then allows us to define the optical spring restoring force as [52, 53]
kOS =
8piP0Fθ
cλ(1 + Fθ2)2
. (3.58)
This then has associated resonant frequency of
fOS =
1
2pi
√
kOS + kp
µ
' 1
2pi
√
kOS
µ
, (3.59)
where we have made the assumption that the restoring force of the pendulum, kp, is far
exceeded by that of the opto-mechanics. Figure 3.6 plots Eq. 3.58 to show how kOS varies
with detuning and intra-cavity power. Note that the maximum spring constant, and hence
maximum observed associated resonant frequency, is achieved when the gradient of the
power curve, equivalent to ∂P
∂θ
, is a maximum. This occurs at a detuning of δ ' 0.57 γ,
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where δ can equivalently be expressed as a frequency shift of the input field or length
change of the cavity.
3.2.3 Frequency-Dependent Optical Spring
Note that two key assumptions were made in the derivation of the optical spring effect
(Eq. 3.58): that the mirror motion is static, and that the fields circulating in the cavity
respond instantaneously to any force. However, an optical cavity responds to motion on
a time-scale consistent with the inverse of its linewidth, γ; when dynamic elements are
introduced at a frequencies of order γ, the frequency response of the system becomes very
important in deriving the true opto-mechanical response [54, 55, 56].
In deriving the full expression for the optical spring, it is useful to turn to the two-photon
formalism, originally developed by Caves and Schumaker [57]. This method decomposes
the signals from an interferometer into the pair of sidebands imposed around the carrier
field upon parametric modulation of the arm lengths - equivalently, upon modulation of
the position of one optic in a single Fabry-Pe´rot cavity. These pairs of sidebands occur at
frequencies ω1,2 = ω0±Ω, where ω0 is the carrier frequency [58]. This also allows decom-
position of light noise into contributions from amplitude, which affects both sidebands at
±Ω equally, and phase, which affects each sideband oppositely. While not widely adopted,
this approach is ideal for gravitational wave applications, in which conventionally there is
a single carrier frequency and inputs and outputs are dependent on phase modulation of
this carrier, either by motion of the optics or the effect of passing gravitational waves. As
a result, the two-photon formalism has been used extensively in the field. Each element
of a gravitational wave interferometer or related system may then be described in this
framework using input-output relations which relate incoming and outgoing fields and the
effects of passing gravitational waves.
A full derivation of the frequency-dependent optical spring using this formalism has been
performed by S. Danilishin and F. Khalili [37], and similar approaches taken in [59]
and [60]. Rather than cover the extensive mathematical derivation here, the pertinent
points as relating to the basics of the formalism and the operation of the experimental
system are identified and the frequency-dependent spring constant inferred therefrom.
The formalism begins by defining the annihilation and creation operators of the opti-
cal mode at frequency ω as aˆω and aˆ
†
ω. Accordingly, the modulation sideband amplitude
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operators may be defined as
aˆ+ = aˆω0+Ω (3.60)
and aˆ− = aˆω0−Ω . (3.61)
These may then be combined to yield the two-photon cosine and sine quadrature ampli-
tude operators:
aˆc(Ω) =
aˆ+ + aˆ
†
−√
2
(3.62)
and aˆs(Ω) =
aˆ+ − aˆ†−
i
√
2
. (3.63)
Combining these into a single vector, the two-photon quadratures are represented as
aˆ ≡
[
aˆc
aˆs
]
. (3.64)
These operators, aˆc and aˆs, are chosen to represent the single-photon sine and cosine
quadrature amplitudes of a laser mode, such that the electric field operator of a propa-
gating laser mode may be expressed in terms of these operators as
Eˆ = u(x, y, z)C0[aˆc(t) cosω0t+ aˆs(t) sinω0t] . (3.65)
where u(x, y, z) represents the spatial mode shape and C0 =
√
4pi~ω0
Ac , where A is the
cross-sectional area of the beam. Now appying this to a Fabry-Pe´rot cavity, which allows
us to make the simplification that a single mode propagates, for particular examination of
the radiation-pressure interactions with each of the two optics, we define the intra-cavity
quantum field amplitudes impinging upon each optic (and thus analogous to the classical
fields EC1′ and EC2′ in Figure 3.3) to be:
eˆ(Ω) =
1√
τ
L
[√
γ1,2aˆ1,2(Ω) +
√
γ2,1aˆ2,1(Ω) + Xˆ(Ω)
]
(3.66)
where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the field impinging upon each optic, τ = (2fFSR)
−1
(where fFSR = ∆ω/2pi is the free spectral range in Hz), Xˆ(Ω) is an operator relating
the intra-cavity electric field strength quadratures, Eˆ, and the variation in cavity length,
xˆ(Ω), i.e.
Xˆ(Ω) = Eˆ
k0xˆ(Ω)√
τ
, (3.67)
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where k0 = ω0/c, γ = γ1 + γ2 is the cavity linewidth and
γ1,2 =
T1,2
4τ
, (3.68)
T1,2 is the transmission of each optic,
L =
1
D(Ω)
[
γ − iΩ −δ
δ γ − iΩ
]
, (3.69)
and D(Ω) = (γ − iΩ)2 + δ2 provides the cavity pole. Here, δ is the detuning from the
carrier frequency in Hz and Ω is the frequency of observation. Noting that for the single-
mode approximation used here we can make the same assumption that was used to arrive
at Eqs. 3.48 in the derivation of the static optical spring – that the internal radiation
pressure forces upon each optic are of equal magnitude – we find that the back-action
force on each optic is
Fˆ1,2(Ω) ≡ FˆBA(Ω) = 2~k0Eˆeˆ(Ω) . (3.70)
Separating the total back-action radiation pressure force into the sum of random and
dynamical terms,
FˆBA(Ω) = Fˆ
(0)
BA(Ω)−K(Ω)xˆ(Ω) , (3.71)
allows us finally to separate out the random and dynamical (i.e. opto-mechanical) com-
ponents as
Fˆ
(0)
BA(Ω) =
2~k0Eˆ√
τ
L(Ω) [
√
γ1aˆ1(Ω) +
√
γ2aˆ2(Ω)] (3.72)
and K(Ω) =
2~k0Eˆ√
τ
L(Ω)Xˆ(Ω) . (3.73)
Upon simplification, this reduces to
K(Ω) = kOS
1 + δγ
(1 + iΩγ)2 + δγ
, (3.74)
where we have defined δγ = δ/γ and Ωγ = Ω/γ, and kOS is the static (i.e. DC) optical
spring constant derived in Eq. 3.58. Noting the complex term, we can separate Eq. 3.74
into its real and imaginary parts:
KOS(Ω) = K(Ω)− iΓ(Ω) . (3.75)
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Since the second term is proportional to iΩ, it can be thought of as a viscous damping term
(alternatively, as an “optical friction” [37]) which is always of opposite sign to the restoring
force, K. Crucially, this indicates the optical rigidity is unstable. This is illustrated in
Figure 3.7, in which the real and imaginary parts of Eq. 3.74 (equivalently, the restoring
force and damping of the optical spring) are plotted for varying detuning and observation
frequency. This means that for a positively-detuned cavity exhibiting positive optical
rigidity there will exist an anti-damping effect, and for a negatively-detuned cavity there
will exist positive damping but an anti-restoring force.
3.2.4 Multiple Optical Springs
The potential benefits available to a system exploiting opto-mechanical effects for nar-
rowband enhanced quantum sensitivity may be extended with the application of multiple
detuned optical fields. As has been noted, a single optical spring is inherently unstable.
This is ordinarily corrected by the application of electronic feedback systems shaped in
such a way as to keep the system from going unstable; however, with a second optical
spring of appropriate detuning the system may be stabilised purely optically [61]. Con-
figurations involving two or more optical springs can also allow re-shaping of the noise
spectral density of the system.
When two optical springs are combined in a cavity, their spring constants sum. If the
desired effect is a stable opto-mechanical system, a high-power, highly-detuned positive
spring, with a large restoring force and small anti-damping, can be combined with a
lower-power smaller-detuned anti-spring, with small anti-restoring force and larger damp-
ing. The total optical rigidity is then arranged to have positive real and imaginary parts
in Eq. 3.74 [60]:
Ktotal(Ω) = KOS,1(Ω) +KOS,2(Ω)
= kOS,1
1 + δγ,1
(1 + iΩγ,1)2 + δγ,1
+ kOS,2
1 + δγ,2
(1 + iΩγ,2)2 + δγ,2
= (K1 +K2)− i(Γ1 + Γ2) .
(3.76)
Figure 3.8 depicts this combined rigidity as a vector sum in the K–Γ plane. This stable
trapping of an optic has been demonstrated in the past, typically for light masses (of
order 1 g) in short, tabletop experiment-scale cavities. These and other applications of
one or more optical springs are discussed in Section 3.2.6.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.7: Variation of opto-mechanical restoring force (a) and damping (b) with detuning
and observation frequency. For these simulations, 1 W of optical power in incident upon
a Fabry-Pe´rot cavity of length 10 m, finesse 10,000 and input coupler power transmission
100 ppm.
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Figure 3.8: Graphical demonstration of the stable optical trap method. In the red and blue
curves, detuning is swept from −∞ to +∞ for a high power carrier (blue) and low power
sub-carrier (red). Choosing a particular positive detuning of the carrier (solid arrows) and
negative detuning of the sub-carrier (dashed) results in a vector sum of K and Γ values
for which both are positive.
3.2.5 Motivation for this Thesis
Proposals have been made for the inclusion of multiple-spring systems in advanced
gravitational wave detectors. One such example put forward by Rehbein et al. [61] pro-
poses employing a second optical spring in an interferometer incorporating detuned sig-
nal recycling, with the result that a stable double-optical-spring (DOS) combination is
achieved. This in turn can reduce the undesirable complexity in the control systems, and
accompanying classical noise, associated with stabilisation of a single optical spring. In
such a setup, the supplementary optical spring is achieved by injecting a second laser
beam into the interferometer via the bright port which is resonant in the arm cavities and
detuned in the signal recycling cavity. By appropriate choice of detunings in the signal
recycling cavity, stability of the opto-mechanical system can be achieved, along with a
potential improvement in sensitivity.
Rehbein et al. identify two distinct schemes of double-optical-springs: weak stabilisa-
tion, in which (as outlined in Section 3.2.4) a weak anti-spring may be used to stabilise a
strong spring, and annihilation, whereby the optical springs are formed of two carriers of
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equal power and opposite detuning, with the result that the net opto-mechanical rigidity
cancels. Simulating the effect of these schemes as an upgrade to the Advanced LIGO
detectors, they draw a number of important conclusions. Firstly, when compared to the
quantum noise limit of a single-optical-spring interferometer, the inclusion of the detuned
sub-carrier generally results in a weaker net opto-mechanical rigidity, with the result that
as well as yielding increased stability the sensitivity of the detector is improved below
the associated resonance. They further show that, compared to the full Advanced LIGO
noise budget when optimised for detection of binary neutron star systems, the event rate
observed by the instrument can be improved by up to 36% when compared to the single
optical spring case. Under the assumption of some reasonable future improvements to
the classical noise floor of the detector, the event rate is further improved by 110% when
compared with an equivalent single optical spring system. Finally, they note that future
reductions in the levels of classical noise would result in further areas of the spectrum in
which sensitivity could be improved by exploiting more than two carrier fields.
The simulations performed by Rehbein et al. in particular motivate the experimental work
described in the following chapters. This experiment is designed to explore the practical
concerns of implementing and controlling such a multiple-spring system in a large-scale
detector; the measurements presented in this thesis seek to examine the interactions and
couplings between each detuned field, the optics of the cavities and the control loops
which maintain stability. As is shown in Chapter 4, this experiment takes the form of a
three-mirror coupled-cavity system capable of sustaining several optical springs. This is
implemented in the Glasgow 10 m Prototype Laboratory, and is intended to represent a
system dynamically-similar to that proposed by Rehbein et al. A simple schematic of the
system, termed the Multiple Optical Spring Experimental System (MOSES), is shown in
Figure 3.9.
In Table 3.1 some key parameters of the Rehbein et al. proposal are compared to those
of the experiment depicted in Figure 3.9. In this table, we have chosen to represent
parameters from [61] optimised for Advanced LIGO narrowband neutron star binary de-
tection mode, as this was identified as the configuration in which the greatest sensitivity
improvement could be achieved over the single optical spring case. Comparing the two,
the system described in this thesis will provide a suitable test-bed for investigating a
dynamically-similar system to the DOS proposal, but on a smaller scale. The system has
further been designed to be very flexible, with the potential to implement a wide range of
combined opto-mechanical rigidities. This will allow investigation of further optical spring
configurations beyond the application of the DOS scheme to the detuned signal-recycled
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Carrier 1 Carrier 2
LTM CTM RTM
Figure 3.9: Schematic sketch of the experimental system described in detail in Chapter 4.
Three mirrors (Left Test Mass, Central Test Mass and Right Test Mass) form a three-
mirror coupled-cavity system capable of sustaining several optical springs. In the first
instance, as shown, a single carrier frequency is incident upon each cavity, such that each
cavity may support a single optical spring and the two couple mechanically via the opaque
CTM.
Parameter DOS Value MOSES Value
Optic masses 40 kg 100 g
Total intra-cavity optical power ≤ 800 kW ≤ 4 kW
Cavity linewidth, γ (approx.) ≤ 750 Hz 750 Hz
Detuning range (approx.) +2.5 γ,−0.65 γ ±5 γ
Table 3.1: Comparison of key parameters for the proposed double-optical-spring (DOS)
upgrade to Advanced LIGO and the multiple optical spring apparatus (MOSES) at the
Glasgow 10 m Prototype Laboratory. The DOS values presented here are taken from [61]
and assume Advanced LIGO operating in narrowband mode optimised for improved neu-
tron star binary event rates. The total intra-cavity optical power in both cases is split
between the two carrier fields. The DOS linewidth quoted is the estimated effective
linewidth after incorporating detuned signal recycling into the existing Advanced LIGO
designs [18]. More detail regarding the design parameters of the MOSES apparatus are
located in Chapter 4.
interferometer.
Another proposal for implementation of optical springs in a large-scale detector is the
“optical bar” scheme. With this method, the end mirrors of the two interferometer arms
are coupled to a central optic via optical springs. In the presence of a passing gravitational
wave, differential motion of the arms results in local motion of the central mirror below
the opto-mechanical resonance frequencies, which can be read out by a supplementary
measurement system [62, 25]. The MOSES apparatus of Figure 3.9 displays obvious par-
allels with this system, and so allows investigation of the coupling of two optical springs
to a shared optic and the resulting effects on the control systems governing the overall
stability of the three-mirror coupled cavity.
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Figure 3.10: Simulation of quantum noise performance of a coupled cavity system with
an optical spring in each cavity, performed using Optickle [81]. Quantum noise levels are
shown for each cavity and compared to the equivalent isolated, un-coupled cavity cases.
The cavity parameters (e.g. finesse, optic masses, etc.) are similar to those obtained for
the experimental system described in Chapter 4. Note in particular the summed quantum
noise of the entire system, which is observed to dip beneath the free mass SQL over a
period of almost 400 Hz, far wider than is possible for either individual coupled or isolated
spring.
The monitoring of the shared optic in the optical bar system itself comprises a quantum
non-demolition technique, in which the low-power readout system enables the coupling
between the optics to be monitored without perturbation of the optical and mechanical
systems. This technique, commonly referred to as “local readout”, was the subject of
a previous investigation at the Glasgow 10 m prototype by J. Macarthur [53]. Rehbein
et al. [63] also propose using this method to improve the low-frequency sensitivity of an
interferometer incorporating detuned signal-recycling by monitoring of the position of the
input test mass to each arm cavity. The MOSES apparatus of Figure 3.9 can also be
operated as an analogue of the local readout technique, whereby one of the two cavi-
ties is operated on-resonance to monitor the position of the Central Test Mass whilst it is
rigidly coupled to the input test mass of the adjacent cavity via opto-mechanical rigidity.
The quantum noise spectrum of a Fabry-Pe´rot cavity may also be re-shaped with the
application of optical springs, as was shown for a single spring in Figure 3.2. If multiple
springs are employed in a single system, the quantum noise may be further re-shaped. In
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particular, the increase in sensitivity beneath the free mass SQL has the potential to be
wider than for a single-spring system. Figure 3.10 presents a simulation of the quantum
noise for the MOSES apparatus as shown in Figure 3.9, in which the coupling optic is
assumed to be opaque and optical springs are present in both cavities. The quantum
sensitivity of each coupled cavity is compared to the equivalent noise limits for the case
of a single isolated cavity with one optical spring. Note the perturbation to the equiv-
alent un-coupled optical spring transfer functions below the opto-mechanical resonance
resulting from the adjacent cavity. This divergence from the “single spring” case is due
to the coupling of the two opto-mechanical responses; equivalently, this can be thought
of as the cavity susceptibility (Eq. 3.21) being modified as the effective mass distribution
of the system changes upon rigid coupling of input test masses to the shared mass. In
particular note that in the quantum noise figure the summed quantum noise dips below
the SQL over a bandwidth of several hundred Hz. As we show in Chapter 4, simulations
such as this further motivate the design of the experiment that forms the remainder of
this thesis.
The optical and mechanical design of the MOSES apparatus is described in the following
Chapter 4. Chapter 5 covers the design of the control systems, including implementation
of a novel scheme facilitating the detuning of each cavity much further than is convention-
ally possible. Chapter 6 then covers several measurements performed with the complete
system. In this thesis, the measurements are designed to characterise the potential of
the apparatus for the accurate measurement of optical spring transfer functions and to
investigate couplings between the various opto-mechanical effects and the control loops.
Follow-up experiments are anticipated that proceed to investigate stable opto-mechanical
systems similar to those envisioned by Rehbein et al. as potential upgrades to the Ad-
vanced LIGO detectors.
3.2.6 Previous Applications
Opto-mechanical rigidity has been explored and exploited in a number of different
ways in recent years, from proof-of-principle tests in tabletop experiments or prototype
laboratories to practical application in the large-scale gravitational wave detectors. We
shall briefly detail a few of these tests here.
A number of proof-of-principle optical spring tests have been performed on various scales
using Fabry-Pe´rot cavities with mirrors either suspended or mounted upon light flexures.
T. Corbitt et al. [56] observed and characterised an optical spring on the gram scale,
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and later demonstrated stable optical trapping and resulting optical cooling using two
detuned optical fields on the same scale [64], as was achieved similarly by Mow-Lowry
et al. [65]. At the Glasgow 10 m prototype laboratory, M. Edgar [52] demonstrated the
effect on the larger 100 g scale, by detuning a 10 m optical cavity to observe and char-
acterise the resulting opto-mechanical resonance, yielding an effective modified rigidity
of 9.4 × 105 N/m. As was noted in the previous section, J. Macarthur demonstrated the
“local readout” method in the Glasgow laboratory [53], by which a secondary low-power
readout is used to identify opto-mechanical coupling by monitoring the position of one
optic without disturbing the quantum state of the system.
Conventionally, studies of optical springs observe the opto-mechanical interaction to be
dispersive, such that a shift in optic position results in a corresponding shift in the reso-
nance frequency due to the changing radiation pressure force. However, it has also been
shown that dissipative coupling can also exist, whereby the width of the cavity resonance
is affected by a mechanical displacement [66]. This effect can be exploited to approach
ground-state cooling of the mechanical oscillator. This dissipative opto-mechanical cou-
pling has been observed in recent years by Xuereb, Schnabel and Hammerer [67] using a
Michelson-Sagnac interferometer with a movable micromechanical membrane, with which
strong cooling of the mechanical motion was characterised. The same apparatus has been
employed by Tarabrin et al. [68] to show that when operated off-dark-port a stable single
optical spring is possible, as was predicted by Vostrosablin and Vyatchanin [69]. More
recently, dispersive and dissipative opto-mechanical coupling has been characterised in
this apparatus by Sawadsky et al. [70], in particular with observation of optical cooling
through dissipative coupling.
As has been touched upon in Chapter 2, an interferometer can be operated with sig-
nal recycling if a mirror is inserted between the beamsplitter and output port. This
facilitates recycling of the signal sidebands leaving the interferometer, and thus enhance-
ment of the signals over a particular bandwidth dictated by the signal recycling mirror
(SRM) reflectivity [71, 72]. The centre frequency of this band is determined by the tuning
of the cavity formed between the SRM and the rest of the interferometer [73, 10]. Thus
for any particular detuned signal recycling configuration to enhance sensitivity over a
particular frequency range, opto-mechanical effects will be important. Compensation of
these effects either in the control loops or using supplementary detuned fields motivates
a large portion of the work undertaken towards this thesis.
The optical spring effect has also been investigated outside the gravitational wave com-
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munity. The effect may be observed in microresonators, in which light is guided around a
fabricated resonator, typically a microdisk, microsphere or microtoroidal resonator, with
each having particular advantages as regards optical and mechanical quality [74]. These
structures make observation and characterisation of optical springs much simpler, due
to their small size and and efficient opto-mechanical coupling [75]. The resulting opto-
mechanical frequencies range from the MHz (e.g. Hofer, Schliesser and Kippenberg [76])
to GHz (e.g. Ding et al. [77]) scales. Such structures can be applied to a diverse range
of fields, from quantum optical devices and optical fibre technologies to biological and
chemical sensing systems.
In more general applications, K. Agatsuma et al. developed a method for precise mea-
surement of laser power using an opto-mechanically-coupled system [78], and A. Mizrahi
and L. Scha¨chter have demonstrated the optical trapping effect between two dielectric
slabs forming a waveguide [79].
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Conceptual Experimental Design
and Implementation
The investigation described in this thesis aims to take advantage of the theory of opto-
mechanical coupling introduced in Chapter 3 to produce and characterise doubly-resonant
optical spring structures in a high-finesse coupled-cavity system. Further, the practical
concerns associated with operating a prototype-scale interferometer under such a regime
will be detailed.
In this chapter the design and construction of most of the experimental system is de-
scribed. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 present an overview of the experiment and the Glasgow Pro-
totype Laboratory. Section 4.3 covers the investigative simulations performed to inform
the basic design of the system. Section 4.4 describes the construction and characterisa-
tion of a laser amplification system required to amplify the existing laser source in the
laboratory to provide adequate input powers for this experiment. Section 4.5 describes
the further optical and mechanical design work necessary prior to commissioning of the
system; specifically, this section covers the design of seismic isolation systems and optic
suspensions.
The subject of feedback and control of such an experiment will take some time to de-
tail; for that reason, the following Chapter 5 is dedicated to this particular facet of the
commissioning of the experiment. The measurements and results from this experiment
are then presented in Chapter 6, with conclusions following in Chapter 7.
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4.1 Overview
The principal motivation presented in Chapter 3 was to improve the quantum-limited
displacement sensitivity of a Fabry-Pe´rot cavity by transforming the dynamics of the
system into those of a harmonic oscillator. This is accomplished using one or more de-
tuned optical fields yielding increased displacement sensitivity about the associated opto-
mechanical resonances. A design study was embarked upon towards an experiment to
demonstrate the feasibility of such a system on a larger scale and with greater flexibility
than had been attempted previously. Importantly, this experiment also requires design
of innovative feedback and control methods in order to maintain stability – this topic in
particular has implications for large-scale interferometers operating with optical rigidity,
as well as to the broader world of high-power, high-finesse optical resonators operating
with digital feedback.
The resulting Multiple Optical Spring Experimental System (or MOSES) was designed to
be a flexible test-bed for various regimes of opto-mechanical coupling between suspended
optics. It consists of two identical optical cavities, each 10 m in length, mechanically cou-
pled together by way of housing the end mirrors of both cavities back-to-back within a
single suspended optic mount. Each cavity may be held on-resonance or detuned there-
from via feedback to the position of its input mirror.
With this very general description of the experimental concept in place, we may set
out the objectives:
1. to construct reliable control strategies for radiation-pressure-dominated optical cav-
ities, with the intention of stably detuning each cavity to several times its linewidth
in the creation of opto-mechanical rigidity,
2. to characterise opto-mechanical rigidity in a single high-power optical cavity to high
precision,
3. to explore the interactions between opto-mechanical effects and digital control loops
maintaining cavity stability,
4. more specifically, to characterise the interactions between coupled opto-mechanical
effects and control loops in a doubly-resonant coupled-cavity system.
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4.2 The Glasgow 10 m Prototype
Several prototype interferometer laboratories exist across the world, intended as step-
ping stones between tabletop experiments and technological upgrades to full-scale gravi-
tational wave detectors (e.g. the AEI Prototype [80]). In these facilities new technologies
can be tested in systems dynamically-similar to the detectors (i.e. operating with sus-
pended optics under vacuum), but in which such studies won’t impact upon the time
available for data-taking science runs.
The Glasgow Prototype Laboratory contains provision for several 10 m optical cavities
housed in a sizeable vacuum system, as well as space for smaller in-vacuum and external
experiments. Figure 4.1 presents a schematic of the vacuum system layout. The single
10 m cavity at the bottom of this figure is used for frequency-stabilisation of the main
laser, itself situated on the optical bench external to the vacuum system. This is described
in detail in Section 5.3.1.
From optical bench
Reference cavity
Multiple spring cavities
10m
10m
Figure 4.1: Schematic of the Glasgow 10 m Prototype Laboratory vacuum system showing
the main components of relevance to the work of this thesis. The upper 10 m arm contains
the multiple spring experiment, while the lower arm contains a 10 m long reference cavity
that is employed to stabilise the laser frequency.
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4.3 Modelling and Design Study
The design study confirmed the potential of the proposed doubly-resonant opto-
mechanical system for the observation and control of coupled optical springs. The process
began by modelling a pair of colinear 10 m Fabry-Pe´rot cavities coupled via a shared op-
tic, termed the “central test mass” or CTM. This setup allows for a number of interesting
regimes to be explored: in the first instance, the purely mechanical coupling between the
detuned optical fields via their common interaction with the shared CTM, equivalent to
the case of a single cavity with two carrier fields of different frequency (e.g. [64]); secondly,
the more complex case where optical transmission through the CTM is permissible and
leakage fields from one cavity can couple into the adjacent; and thirdly, the case where
one or more sub-carriers of varying frequencies are injected into either cavity, forming
a system of numerous coupled optical springs in which a great number of stability and
sensitivity regimes may be explored. The author took responsibility for the design and
implementation of the system, and investigation of the first regime detailed above.
Models were constructed using Optickle [81], a set of scripts designed to be run within
MATLAB R© [82] which together may be used to build frequency-domain models of inter-
ferometers or similar optical systems. Simulations were performed to produce observable
coupled opto-mechanical resonant features in the measurement region of the system, ex-
pected to run from approximately 100 Hz to 1 kHz. These limits are explained in detail
in Sections 4.5 and 5.3. In these simulations, the cavity lengths were both set to 10 m
in anticipation of the available laboratory space. Each of the three cavity-forming optics
was modelled as a suspended test-mass, with properties constrained by further mechani-
cal simulations, discussed in Section 4.5.2. The input power was also constrained by the
operation of a laser amplifier, constructed and tested by the author and set up for earlier
optical spring work in the same laboratory [53]. The design and operation of this ampli-
fier is discussed in Section 4.4. The remaining free parameters were thus the masses and
optical properties of the suspended mirrors. Examples of simulations to inform the choice
of these parameters are shown in Figure 4.2. In these simulations, transfer functions are
plotted from a force at the input test mass of each detuned cavity to the position of
the shared CTM while varying each parameter of interest, the resulting two-dimensional
contour plots giving an overview of the dynamic response of the coupled opto-mechanical
resonances.
Having formed a basis for the experiment with these simulations, the practical options
of its commissioning were studied. This study indicated that the most optically efficient
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Figure 4.2: Examples of early-stage investigations into the most important free experi-
mental parameters. Each plot is scaled to depict many iterations of transfer functions
from ITM to CTM motion in one of the two coupled cavities; brighter regions therefore
indicate the location of coupled spring and optical resonances. Unless otherwise stated,
the parameters used in this particular model are as follows: Cavity 1 input power = 3 W;
Cavity 2 input power = 2 W; both ITM transmissions = 600 ppm; CTM transmission = 0;
all three optic masses = 100 g; both detunings = 50 pm ' 2 linewidths. Note that because
this model assumes no optical coupling between the two cavities the CTM transmission
has been set to zero and all loss within the cavities is modelled as being associated with
the appropriate ITM.
way to fit the two cavities into the available vacuum system was to fold each cavity, as is
shown in the schematic in Figure 4.3. Folding each cavity requires the addition of an extra
optic at 45◦ to the circulating fields. Since the folding optics are not perfectly reflective,
light leaks out of each cavity; while this increases the losses in each, it also brings the
advantage of providing probes of the intra-cavity power. As is shown in Chapter 5, these
probes formed a key part of our control system. Having contacted optic manufacturers
to obtain predictions of coating properties (e.g. reflectivity, losses), supplementary simu-
lations were performed to estimate the optimum balance of properties for the five optics
that form the two-cavity system.
Optics were manufactured by Layertec, Berlin. Following installation of these, the entire
system was characterised. During the course of this characterisation, it was found that
the maximum available input power to each cavity was between 1.5 and 2 W. As is shown
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Figure 4.3: Simple schematic diagram of the experimental setup. A single 1064 nm source
laser illuminates two 10 m optical cavities, folded into a single 10 m length of vacuum tube.
The two cavities are formed by the Left Test Mass (LTM), Right Test Mass (RTM) and
coupling Central Test Mass (CTM), with cavity-folding optics termed the Left and Right
Steering Mirror (LSM and RSM). Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) error signals are obtained
from the reflected optical signal from each cavity and used to apply a feedback signal for
precision control of each cavity length. This process is covered in detail in Section 5.2.
in Section 4.4, the laser amplifier is operated with approximately 5 W total output power,
of which approximately 20% is picked off for frequency-stabilisation of the laser source,
and the remainder split into the two MOSES input paths. Losses from components in the
beam path prior to each cavity (due, for example, to imperfections in the optics and beam
polarisations, beam clipping, mode-mismatch, etc.) then limit the power to the measured
values. The final system parameters are shown in Table 4.1.
In Section 3.2.4 a simulation is presented of the expected quantum noise performance
of a system similar to the MOSES experiment, indicating the potential for achieving a
wider sub-SQL quantum sensitivity than would be possible with a single optical spring.
However, due to the dominance of various other noise sources (with the limiting noise
proving to be residual frequency noise on the source laser, as shown in Section 5.3.1) the
quantum sensitivity of the MOSES experiment cannot be directly measured. Instead,
measurements are performed inside the control loops of each cavity in order to confirm
and characterise the presence of coupled opto-mechanical rigidity.
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Parameter Value Description
τ 2LTM 100 ppm LTM power transmission*
τ 2RTM 100 ppm RTM power transmission*
RLTM 15 m LTM radius of curvature*
RRTM 15 m RTM radius of curvature*
FL 10220 Left-hand cavity finesse
FR 9155 Right-hand cavity finesse
γL 734 Hz Left-hand cavity linewidth
γR 820 Hz Right-hand cavity linewidth
PLin 1.65 W Left-hand cavity input power
PRin 1.85 W Right-hand cavity input power
Table 4.1: Updated system parameters after further modelling and refinement over long-
term operation of the system. Suspended mass parameters (i.e. total mass, moments of
inertia, etc.) may be found in Table 4.4. Values marked * are inferred from simulations;
others are measured directly.
4.4 Laser Amplifier Implementation
In order to achieve the high optical power required for the proposed investigations of
optical springs, it is necessary to construct a power amplifier for the input laser field of the
system. This section comprises a brief discussion of the theory behind laser amplification
in terms of the underlying atomic processes; the construction of the amplifier in the
laboratory; and characterisation of the typical gain and noise performance expected of
such an amplifier.
4.4.1 Laser Amplification
Transitions between different atomic energy levels may be stimulated by the applica-
tion of an optical signal, subject to the requirement that the signal frequency be tuned to
the desired transition frequency. For a simple system consisting of many identical atoms
across two energy levels, this will cause atoms initially located in the lower state E1 to
jump up to upper state E2, and atoms initially in E2 to fall down to E1. In such a system,
the net rate of enery transfer to the atoms is as follows [83]:
dU
dt
= Kn(t)× [N1(t)−N2(t)]× ~ω , (4.1)
where n(t) is the number of photons per unit volume in the optical signal, N2 the upper-
state population, N1 the lower-state population, ~ω the energy transferred from signal
to atoms and K some constant determining the strength of the stimulated response.
Accordingly, should the lower-state contain a larger number of atoms than the upper
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Figure 4.4: Sketch of a simple three-level lasing atomic system. The pump beam excites
the E1−E3 transition. Atoms from E3 then relax into E2, displaying population inversion
with respect to E1. A signal beam tuned to the E2 − E1 transition frequency stimulates
emission and is thus amplified upon propagation through the medium.
(i.e. N1 > N2), net flow of atomic population is to the upper-state and so energy is ab-
sorbed from the applied signal beam. If we wish to observe the opposite effect of net
energy flow from the atoms to the signal beam - i.e. amplification of the optical signal -
the system must be arranged in the regime where N2 > N1. This is termed population
inversion. This situation may be orchestrated by applying a secondary “pumping” beam
to stimulate atoms into an upper energy level and hence to populate it more heavily than
the lower level. Obviously this will require at least a three-level atomic system, such
that the illuminating pump beam is of the correct frequency to stimulate atoms into an
upper level (E3, say) from which they will relax over some characteristic time-scale into
the intended upper lasing level E2. This lasing level then displays population inversion
with respect to the lower level E1, allowing a signal beam tuned to the frequency of the
E2 → E1 transition to be amplified upon propagation through the atomic medium. This
is illustrated for a simple three-level system in Figure 4.4.
Upon transit through a gain medium of length `, the intensity of the signal beam is
amplified by the gain factor, G [84]:
G = eg` = exp
(
g0`
1 + I/IS
)
, (4.2)
where g0` is the small-signal gain, which determines the amplification of a beam the
intensity of which, I, is much lower than the saturation intensity, IS, of the gain medium
(i.e. I  IS). The small-signal gain can be calculated via
g0` =
ηexcit.Ppump
AIS
, (4.3)
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where Ppump is the optical power of the pump beam, A is the cross-sectional area of the
active gain medium and ηexcit. the excitation efficiency, given as the ratio of available
power in the upper-state of the system to the pumping power.
When constructing a physical amplifier in the laboratory with, for example, a single- or
double-pass configuration, several other factors beyond these brief theoretical foundations
will limit the practical gain that can be extracted from the system. The gain medium
will have certain restrictive dimensions, along which the active medium as defined by
the pump beam and the signal laser to be amplified must be precisely aligned. Further,
many solid-state gain media (e.g. doped crystals or glasses) exhibit birefringence and
polarisation-dependent gain, such that maximum amplification is only achieved when the
polarisation of the signal laser is aligned with the correct axis when propagating through
the gain medium. The mode sizes of both the pump beam and signal beam must also be
optimised for factors such as overlap and relative size (ensuring that the signal beam effec-
tively samples the active medium illuminated by the pump beam) and intensity (ensuring
that saturation of the gain medium does not become a problem).
4.4.2 Amplifier Design
It was estimated that 5 W would be adequate total laser power to split as required
between the two coupled cavities of the multiple spring experiment, as well as with other
ongoing experiments in the same laboratory that share the same source laser. In order to
achieve this, an optical amplifier was designed to amplify the existing 1 W neodymium-
doped yttrium aluminium garnet (Nd:YAG) seed laser1, operating at a wavelength of
1064 nm. The gain medium chosen for this purpose was a birefringent, cylindrical crystal
of neodymium-doped yttrium orthovanadate (Nd:YVO4) of length 17.2± 0.2 mm, diam-
eter 3 mm and with a 3.3± 0.4◦ wedge between the two faces aligned with the horizontal
axis. This gain crystal is pumped with a diode laser operating at a peak wavelength of
814 nm with up to 100 W total output power. An image of the gain crystal atop the main
optical bench in the laboratory is presented in Figure 4.5.
A sketch of the optical setup used for evaluating the amplifier gain is presented in Fig-
ure 4.6. The Faraday isolators and half-wave plates were arranged to ensure that the
signal beam polarisation was horizontal through the crystal, to match the gain axis of the
medium. This was confirmed by rotation of the second half-wave plate along the beam
path through 90◦; due to the birefringence of the crystal and the small wedge between the
1Strictly, the source laser operates with 2 W output power; however, after losses in the necessary
injection and beam-handling optics this is reduced to about 1 W input power to experiments.
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Figure 4.5: Photograph of amplifier crystal on the main optical bench, set up for double-
pass gain, whereby the beam passes through the gain crystal twice. The amplified beam is
then extracted from the rear reflected port of a Faraday isolator back down the beam path.
front and rear surfaces, rotation of the wave-plate first results in two beams exiting the
crystal at the diode-pumped end (one consisting of horizontally-polarised light and one of
vertical) and then a single vertically-polarised beam, distinguishable from a horizontally-
polarised beam by the relatively low gain applied to it upon propagation through the
amplifier.
For double-passing of the signal beam through the amplifier, the “pump-through” mir-
ror at the rear of the crystal is set normal to the beam, such that it reflects and passes
a second time through the active medium, stimulating more emission at the lasing fre-
quency and further amplifying the beam (up until saturation of the medium whereupon
the upper-state is depleted). Passing a second time through the Faraday isolator adjacent
to the gain crystal, the polarisation of the return beam ends up at 90◦ relative to that of
the input beam, such that it is rejected from a polarising beamsplitter and directed onto
a broadband photodetector for analysis. By measurement of the resulting photocurrent
on the photodetectors (directly proportional to the power in the beam) before and after
amplification, the gain of the amplifier may be determined at different pump diode powers.
During gain analysis the waist sizes and positions relative to the crystal of the pump
and signal beams were optimised. The pump beam was chosen to have a waist of radius
560µm at the closest face of the crystal, while the signal beam size was adjusted to be
325µm for the seed laser, at a position as close to the most active section of the gain
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Figure 4.6: Optical setup for double-passed gain measurements of the signal laser through
the diode-pumped Nd:YVO4 crystal. The signal beam passes twice through the gain crystal
and is detected upon rejection from a Faraday Isolator. The half-wave plate and polarising
beamsplitter at the output of the signal laser are used to reduce the input power to the
amplifier if required, and the isolators and second half-wave plate are adjusted to ensure
that the signal beam polarisation and gain axis of the crystal are aligned.
medium (around the pump waist) as possible. Figure 4.7 displays example measurements
of the beam sizes. Note that the signal beam divergence is easily low enough to avoid
clipping on the edges of the gain crystal.
4.4.3 Gain Measurements
Using the setup as described in Figure 4.6, the gain was measured by comparing the
photodetector signals as measured on an oscilloscope with and without pumping of the
gain crystal.
The overlap of pump and signal beams was optimised by setting the pump diodes to
some low output power and making fine adjustments to the 45◦ steering mirrors along
the signal beam path and to the pump diode fibre mount to maximise the signal observed
at the photodetector. Once this was achieved and the other amplifier parameters (mode
sizes, etc.) set up as described above, the pump power was increased in small steps, op-
timising the pointing of the pump fibre module at each step, and the signal reaching the
photodiode noted and compared to the unamplified signal to measure the gain.
Gain measurements for the input signal beam operating with both 140 mW and 1 W
input powers, and the corresponding output power of the signal beam after gain has been
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Figure 4.7: Measured beam radii of pump and signal beams through the amplifier crystal,
with theoretical Gaussian beam fits to the data yielding waists of approximately 560µm
for the pump beam and 325µm for the signal beam. The signal beam fit is included in the
upper plot for comparison with the pump beam waist size. In both plots, the crystal face
is situated at the zero position and extends 17.2 mm to the right.
applied, are shown in Figure 4.8. The lower-power 140 mW measurements were included
in order to evaluate the relative saturation of the gain medium with the intended 1 W
source.
As shown in Figure 4.8, gains of 12.8 and 6.3 were achieved with input powers of 140 mW
and 1 W respectively, when operating with 40 W of pump power. Operating at a pump
power of about 40 W would then give approximately 6 W of output laser power for 1 W
input, which ought to be sufficient input power for the optical spring experiments. These
relative gains indicate that saturation of the gain medium is beginning to influence avail-
able amplification at these signal beam power levels. For an Nd:YVO4 crystal, the sat-
uration intensity is Is = 1260 Wcm
−2 [84]. For a beam waist in the crystal of ∼ 300µm,
the signal beam intensities are as follows:
I140mW = 50 Wcm
−2
and I1W = 354 Wcm
−2. (4.4)
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Figure 4.8: Double-passed gain and corresponding output power for 140 mW and 1W seed
laser input to amplifier.
Looking at Eq. 4.2, if I  Is then G approaches the exponential of the small-signal gain,
g0`. However, as we increase the input power up to 1 W, the optical intensity incident on
the crystal, I, becomes of comparable size to the saturation intensity, Is, and so a lower
gain will be achieved.
Also of note is the shape of the gain curves. From Eqs. 4.2 and 4.3, we would expect an
exponential growth of gain with pump power. This effect is observed, but only at lower
pump powers, whereas at higher powers the trend becomes more linear. It is thought that
this could be a result of the doping level of the crystal, which influences the absorption of
pump light. A brief gain measurement with a lower-doped crystal indicated that better
higher-power performance could be achieved. However, the required 5 W of optical power
can be adequately provided with the existing crystal and 1 W seed laser. It is in this setup
that the amplifier was operated for the duration of this experiment.
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4.5 Seismic Isolation and Suspension Design
4.5.1 Dynamics of Suspended Optics
Objects suspended as multi-stage pendulums, as the optics of a gravitational wave
interferometer and those of our experiment are, benefit from seismic isolation of 1/f 2 per
stage over the range of frequencies between the rigid-body modes of the pendulum system
and the internal modes of the constituent masses and springs. Care must be taken with
their design in order that the rigid-body modes are limited to a lower-frequency band
and the internal modes to higher frequencies, to create a resonance-free band in which
measurements can be performed without excitation of these modes.
Prior to describing the suspension designs chosen for the optical spring experiments, we
will briefly present the equations of motion that govern a generic suspended optic in the
three major coordinates: longitudinal position x, pitch θ and yaw φ. These are the three
dimensions with which the new suspension systems will be characterised, and in which
they will be actuated upon.
Figure 4.9 depicts an optic suspended as a pendulum from four wires. The panels of
the figure show how the coordinates are defined in order to derive the Lagrangian of the
system. Figure 4.9a illustrates the three translational degrees of freedom (x, y, z) and two
angular: pitch, θ, and yaw, φ. Figure 4.9b shows the same mirror in the x-z plane being
acted on in the positive x direction with the result that it shifts from the equilibrium
position xsp to position x. The suspension wires, of length `, tilt at angle α to the vertical
when the longitudinal displacement acts. The break-off height of these wires above the
centre of mass of the optic is denoted b. Figure 4.9c then shows the optic in the x-y plane
being acted on in yaw, with R1 and R2 denoting the radii of the suspension and break-off
points respectively from the centre of mass, with each of these having been rotated by
φsp and φ respectively. Using these definitions, the Lagrangian for the system may be
expressed as [50]:
L =1
2
mx˙2 +
1
2
Iωθ˙
2 +
1
2
Iφφ˙
2 − mg
2`
(x− xsp − bθ)2
− 1
2
mgbθ2 − 1
2`
mgR1R2(φ− φsp)2 .
(4.5)
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Figure 4.9: (a) shows a schematic diagram of a mirror suspended from four wires, indicat-
ing the three translation coordinates (x, y, z) and the two important angular ones (θ, φ).
Note that rotation about the x axis has little (or, in the ideal case, no) effect on the light
beam and so is dropped here. (b) shows the motion of the mirror when acted upon in the
longitudinal (x) direction, such that the pendulum is shifted from its equilibrium position
xsp to position x and the suspension wires shift to angle α at the suspension point. The
wire break-offs are separated from the centre of mass (denoted by a red circle) by distance
b. Note that longitudinal motion naturally couples in pitch motion with angle φ. (c) shows
the motion of the mirror when acted upon in the yaw degree of freedom. Suspension points
have rotated through angle φsp and break-off points by φ. Radius of suspension point and
break-offs from the centre of mass are denoted by R1 and R2 respectively.
The individual equations of motion in each of the three degrees of freedom considered
may then be determined using the Euler-Lagrange identity,
d
dt
(
∂L
∂q˙i
)
=
∂L
∂qi
, (4.6)
where each qi represents one of the coordinates x, θ or φ. Including a viscous damping
term, ζiq˙i, to represent the friction present in each degree of freedom, the equations of
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motion are obtained:
x¨+ ζxx˙+ ω
2
xx = ω
2
x(xsp + bθ) (4.7)
θ¨ + ζθθ˙ + ω
2
θθ =
ω2θ
l + b
(x− xsp) (4.8)
φ¨+ ζφφ˙+ ω
2
φφ = ω
2
φφsp . (4.9)
Here, each ωi is the natural mode frequency of each qi:
ω2x =
g
`
(4.10)
ω2θ =
mg
Iθ`
b(`+ b) (4.11)
ω2φ =
mg
Iφ`
R1R2 . (4.12)
These describe the rigid body mode frequencies in these three key degrees of freedom for
a single pendulum-suspended mass. For a two-stage suspension, there are twice as many
modes (and, indeed, n times as many modes for an n-stage suspension). Clear derivations
of these, as well as the further suspension modes in such degrees of freedom as roll about
the x-axis and vertical which will be enumerated in this thesis, may be found in [50]
and [85], amongst many others. A list of mode frequencies for the suspensions described
in the following chapter is given in Table 4.3.
4.5.2 Design of Suspensions and Pre-Isolators
Figure 4.10 shows a measurement of the background seismic noise in the laboratory.
The design of new suspensions began with the requirement that the test masses be suf-
ficiently isolated from this seismic motion at 100 Hz, taken to be the lower limit of the
measurement band for the experiment (based upon previous experience with low-noise
measurements in the lab). This imposes the further requirement that the rigid-body
modes of the suspensions ideally be limited to below 100 Hz. A common approach is to
use some passive “pre-isolation” stages in conjunction with the minimum number of sus-
pension stages required to meet the desired isolation at the lower end of the measurement
band, since seismic noise falls with frequency. As the experimental design requires sev-
eral suspensions to be housed in single vacuum tanks, they must be reasonably compact.
Several possible designs of suspension and pre-isolation stages were considered, with two
suspension stages with pre-isolation proving a good compromise between performance,
size and complexity. Frequency noise of the free-running laser is stabilised to give approx-
imately 10−14 m/
√
Hz through the measurement region, such that seismic noise must be
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Figure 4.10: Seismic noise in the laboratory in the horizontal plane, measured and cali-
brated using geophones (blue) and filtered as 1/f 4 from 0.69 Hz as per the predicted pen-
dulum isolation (red).
below this level at 100 Hz. The lower spectrum in Figure 4.10 shows the expected seismic
noise at the test-mass after filtering by a two-stage pendulum, indicating that it will be
comfortably below this level. Pre-isolation is included to achieve some extra margin.
As described in Section 4.5.1, a single pendulum stage acts as a 1/(frequency)2 low-
pass filter above its resonant frequency for transmission of displacement from the pinning
point to the bottom of the pendulum. This indicates that a two-stage pendulum, which
thus provides 1/(frequency)4 isolation from seismic noise, would be adequate to meet our
beginning constraints. The decision was also made to build every suspension to the same
basic design: a stainless steel base and top plate separated by four aluminium supporting
legs. A heavier steel plate anchors the suspension wires, itself separated from the top
plate by another small layer of rubber stacks for further isolation. The pendulums in-
side each 1 m diameter vacuum tank are situated as required atop a 60 cm square optical
breadboard. This is raised to appropriate height above the tank floor for ease of access
when positioning in the beam path and connecting signal cables and to situate each optic
so that it is vertically centred relative to the vacuum tube connecting adjacent tanks.
Between the tank floor and breadboard are two layers of passive seismic isolation, formed
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Upper rubber stack isolation
layer (9x9x6mm)
Middle rubber stack isolation
layer (16x16x10mm) 
Lower rubber stack isolation
layer (16x16x10mm) 
Top anchor plate
Double pendulum masses
600x600mm aluminium breadboard
Silicone rubber stacks
Aluminium support structure /suspension frame
Figure 4.11: Sketch of the seismic isolation apparatus in each vacuum tank. The two-
stage pendulum structure sits atop a 600×600 mm breadboard, itself isolated from ground
motion by two layers of rubber stacks.
by supporting rubber blocks, that will provide a little extra damping of seismic motion
above their resonant frequencies. A sketch of the full seismic isolation apparatus is shown
in Figure 4.11.
The rubber stacks were separated into two standard sizes based upon available height
between isolated layers; the lower two stages beneath the optical breadboard are formed
of a number of individual blocks of size 16× 16× 10 mm, while those supporting the top
anchor plate are a smaller 9 × 9 × 6 mm. Tests were performed on each block size with
various mass loads to determine the resulting resonant frequency, which then allows rough
tuning of the resonant frequency of each layer by careful choice of the total mass load
and number of individual stacks per layer. Figure 4.12 shows the results of these tests
to determine the vertical resonant frequencies of each block. These tests were performed
by loading sets of four stacks of each size with various weights and exciting the structure
while reading out the voltage from an accelerometer adhered to the topmost weight with
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.12: Tests of rubber stack resonant frequencies. Upper figures show accelerometer
spectra for various mass loads upon sets of four sets of (a) smaller and (b) larger stack
sizes. (c) and (d) display approximate trends between resonant frequency and mass load
for each stack size respectively.
a spectrum analyser (Stanford Research model SR785). Resonant frequencies were then
estimated from the peaks in the resulting voltage spectra, and approximate trends were
evaluated to determine the dependence of resonant frequency on mass load.
Table 4.2 displays the final stack numbers and mass loads per layer in each vacuum tank.
The total mass figures include estimates for the suspensions. The final mass of each sus-
pension depends on the design details discussed in Section 4.5.3. Note, however, that the
heaviest parts are the frame and test-masses themselves, which do not vary significantly.
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Structure Isolation Layer Number of
Stacks
Mass Load per
4 Stacks (kg)
Vertical Mode
Frequency (Hz)
LTM, RTM and
CTM suspensions
Upper 4 2.8 29.5
LSM and RSM Upper 4 3.2 29
suspensions
Input Tank Middle 8 12.4 25
Lower 6 20.9 21.5
End Tank Middle 8 14.9 24
Lower 6 24.2 20.5
Table 4.2: Rubber stack configuration and approximate vertical resonant frequencies in the
two cavity-housing vacuum tanks. Each isolation layer may be identified with reference to
the sketch in Figure 4.11.
4.5.3 Suspension Design and Characterisation
As described in Section 4.5.2, the five suspensions of the MOSES experiment are
required to be two-stage pendulums to meet our seismic noise requirements. These sus-
pensions should be relatively simple in design, and of a convenient size that they can be
re-purposed for future work. With reference to Eq. 4.10, a total pendulum length of 60 cm
gives each suspension a suitably low fundamental longitudinal mode frequency of 0.69 Hz,
as well as allowing for ease of transport and positioning throughout the lab. The mass of
each component suspended by a double-pendulum is determined in Section 4.3, yielding
100 g for the three principal cavity-forming optics (these being the LTM, RTM and CTM,
with reference to Figure 4.3) and a heavier 300 g for the two intra-cavity folding optics
(LSM and RSM). These designs were then realised in SolidWorks R© (3D computer aided
design software) to give accurate estimates of total masses and moments of inertia about
the three dimensions of each mass.
With the pendulum lengths and masses now fixed, simulations were performed using
Simulink R© in MATLAB R© to determine the number, length, material, thickness and posi-
tion of suspension wires. This results in appropriate positioning of suspension modes in
frequency. These simulations were adapted from an existing dynamical model of a three-
stage pendulum developed by C. Torrie [85] and are based upon the pendulum dynamics
introduced in Section 4.5.1. The important suspension parameter decisions arising from
this modelling are presented over the following tables: Table 4.4 shows the total masses
and moments of inertia for both the upper and lower masses in each of the five cavity-
forming suspensions, the wire separation in the x (perpendicular to the optic face) and
y (parallel, horizontal) axes for each mass, and the suspension wire properties decided
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Suspension Mode Frequencies (Hz)
CTM
Longitudinal 0.69, 1.69
Pitch 3, 20.9
Yaw 1.18, 3
Vertical 33.1, 94.9
Roll 43.8, 128
LTM & RTM
Longitudinal 0.69, 1.69
Pitch 2.96, 20.7
Yaw 0.9, 2.3
Vertical 33.2, 95.8
Roll 56, 164
LSM & RSM
Longitudinal 0.69, 1.71
Pitch 2.93, 12.2
Yaw 1.07
Vertical 19, 54.7
Roll 29.8, 89.2
Table 4.3: Mode frequencies in five degrees of freedom for each of the five cavity-forming
suspensions. The missing degree of freedom, transverse horizontal motion, does not couple
to the measurements. Its mode frequencies are approximately those for the longitudinal
degree of freedom.
upon; Table 4.3 indicates the calculated suspension mode frequencies for each of the three
models of cavity-forming suspension.
After construction of the suspension structures, pendulum modes could be examined
physically in the lab and compared to the predictions of the models in Table 4.3. This
was achieved by injecting a band-limited white noise signal on to the suspension using
electromagnetic actuators, the design and operation of which are covered in Section 4.5.5.
The longitudinal response of the pendulum to the injected noise was read out using a
Polytec OFV-505 vibrometer. The vibrometer provides velocity information, which must
be integrated to produce the resulting displacement response spectrum. Figure 4.13a
displays this measurement for the central test mass (CTM), together with the predicted
response from the Simulink R© modelling. Note the coupling of angular modes into the
longitudinal response; the extent to which this occurs will depend on the position of the
vibrometer probe beam relative to the centre-of-mass of the optic, although as identified
in Section 4.5.1 pitch modes will couple into longitudinal modes. The model considers
longitudinal to pitch coupling only; any yaw coupling will be evident only in the mea-
surement and ought to arise solely from vibrometer alignment. The angular response of
the pendulum was measured by reflecting a low-power laser from the surface, while once
again exciting pendulum modes with white noise injected via actuators, and reading out
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Part Parameter Value
Suspension Wire
Material Stainless steel AISI 302
Diameter 100µm
Wires in upper-stage 2
Wires in lower-stage 4
Upper-stage length 0.25 m
Lower-stage length 0.35 m
LTM/RTM Upper Mass
Mass 98 g
Ix 35.1 kg/mm
2
Iy 21.1 kg/mm
2
Iz 20.2 kg/mm
2
Wire separation (y) 50.8 mm
LTM/RTM Test Mass
Mass 99.3 g
Ix 38.9 kg/mm
2
Iy 23.1 kg/mm
2
Iz 23.9 kg/mm
2
Wire separation (x) 7 mm
Wire separation (y) 50.8 mm
CTM Upper Mass
Mass 98 g
Ix 35.1 kg/mm
2
Iy 21.1 kg/mm
2
Iz 20.2 kg/mm
2
Wire separation (y) 50.8 mm
CTM Test Mass
Mass 102 g
Ix 37.5 kg/mm
2
Iy 22.0 kg/mm
2
Iz 22.7 kg/mm
2
Wire separation (x) 7 mm
Wire separation (y) 50.8 mm
LSM/RSM Upper Mass
Mass 301.7 g
Ix 11.1 kg/mm
2
Iy 68.8 kg/mm
2
Iz 58.1 kg/mm
2
Wire separation (y) 50.8 mm
LSM/RSM Lower Mass
Mass 302.7 g
Ix 12.5 kg/mm
2
Iy 84.8 kg/mm
2
Iz 77.6 kg/mm
2
Wire separation (x) 7 mm
Wire separation (y) 50.8 mm
Table 4.4: Wire and suspended mass properties required to calculate suspension modes.
Note that for the test masses, calculated values include the fused silica optics housed in
each suspension (with two housed in the CTM test mass). Moments of inertia and masses
are taken from the SolidWorks R© design models and rounded to three significant figures.
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differential signals in the x- and y-axis using a quadrant photodiode. Fig 4.14b presents
the angular response of the CTM in yaw and pitch compared to the predictions of the
model. Again, extra mode couplings not present in the model are due to beam alignment
in the experiment.
The mechanical transfer functions for the other two cavity optics, the LTM and RTM,
are assumed to be the same as those for the CTM to the precision that we require. The
two heavier cavity folding optic suspensions were modelled and tested, with a threefold
increase in suspended mass and slightly modified dimensions, yielding very similar results.
With the cavity optics suitably characterised, we now consider the control methods for
each individual suspension and for each cavity as a whole.
Figure 4.14 shows photos of the completed suspensions and parts following installation
inside the vacuum system.
4.5.4 Actuation and Damping
Actuation is applied at two levels in each of the three cavity-forming suspensions. At
the intermediate mass, control signals are applied to adjust the position of that mass, and
hence the test mass suspended therefrom, in pitch and yaw; this is termed local control,
used for independent precision alignment of each suspension. Eddy current damping of
suspension motion is also applied using the local control apparatus, as is described in
the following section. The actuation at the test mass itself forms a crucial part of the
feedback system used to lock each cavity to resonance. Here, control signals are applied
longitudinally to adjust the overall length of each cavity; this is termed global control,
and is the method by which the cavity length is maintained. The two cavity folding sus-
pensions (the LSM and RSM) and all of the beam steering suspensions external to the
cavities are subject to local control actuation only.
In both stages, actuation is achieved electromagnetically. Four coils are mounted on
the suspension frame, directly behind the mass being actuated upon. Four magnets are
bonded onto the rear of each mass in the same formation, such that a current driven
through each coil will impart a force to the adjacent magnet.
With the coils and magnets arranged in a diamond formation, actuation may be ap-
plied in one of three degrees of freedom: pitch, by differentially actuating upon the top
and bottom magnets; yaw, by differentially acting upon the left and right magnets; and
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.13: Mechanical transfer functions and corresponding models for three degrees of
freedom of the CTM: (a) longitudinal; (b) pitch and yaw.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d) (e)
(f)
Figure 4.14: Pictures of suspensions: (a) Model of the CTM suspension in SolidWorks R©;
(b) the LSM and CTM being installed in the vacuum system; (c) top steel plate at which
suspension wire is anchored; (d) intermediate mass with local control coils and eddy current
dampers; (e) test mass with global control coils; (f) view of the LSM through vacuum
system porthole.
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Figure 4.15: Left: Force per unit current produced between a single 3 mm diameter by
4 mm thick cylindrical magnet and 80-turn, radius 3.5 mm coil. Displacement is measured
from the centre of the 4 mm-long magnet. Right: Coil former dimensions.
longitudinal, by acting upon all four in phase. A Mathematica R© [86] model written by
M. Barton to numerically evaluate the magnetic field at arbitrary distances from a coil-
magnet system was used to calculate the variation of force with distance for given coil and
magnet dimensions. The magnets used are cylindrical with diameter 3 mm by 4 mm thick,
with adjacent coil of 80 turns, inner radius 3.5 mm and length 4 mm; using these param-
eters in the model, we arrive at the force-displacement plot shown in Figure 4.15. This
simulation places the point of optimum (i.e. maximum) force at approximately 1 mm in
front of the coil edge, where the force per unit current is given as 44 mN/A. With reference
to the coil-former dimensions provided in Figure 4.15, this means optimum magnet posi-
tion is lined up with the front edge of the coil-former. At this point, we expect minimal
transmission of actuator noise to the masses, as the gradient of force with displacement
is close to zero near the maximum of the force.
4.5.5 Local Control
Since in the MOSES suspensions local control actuation is used for DC alignment of
each suspension (further to the passive damping described below), it does not form part
of the feedback loops to each cavity. Rather, it is subject only to the requirements that
(a) no alignment change be applied instantaneously, as a large impulse would excite most
of the suspension modes to some degree; (b) they be stable in applied current, low in noise
and reliable in maintenance of alignment; and (c) that they actuate to adequate angular
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resolution for precision alignment of both cavities.
With each of the three test masses being nominally 5 cm in diameter and situated 10 m
apart, the angular adjustment range was chosen to be 2ξ = 10 mrad, where ξ is the
horizontal or vertical angle away from the cavity axis, yielding ±5 cm spot positioning
range at 10 m. This provides ample range to scan completely across the diameter 2.54 cm
optic surface and to steer completely off the mass if necessary (for example, if complete
misalignment of one cavity is desired).
With this range in mind, we can calculate the force required from the two yaw actu-
ators to balance the restoring force of the pendulum in that degree of freedom:
Fyaw =
mgtξ
`
, (4.13)
where m is the total suspended mass (since local control is applied at the intermedi-
ate stage), t is the radius of actuation from the centre-line of the suspension and ` the
suspension wire length. Then, with the knowledge that the actuator force per magnet
is 44 mN/A at the optimum coil-magnet distance, the required current is calculated to
be Iyaw = 11.3 mA. Repeating this process for the pitch axis, we find that Ipitch = 16.8 mA.
The coil driver control signals are supplied by an Arduino microcontroller [87], such that
alignments can be specified via a web server that instructs the Arduino to apply appro-
priate output signals. These signals are applied using pulse width modulation (PWM), a
technique that allows analogue signals to be mimicked by way of modulation of the width
of a square-wave pulse. Appendix A.2 presents a circuit diagram of the coil driver between
Arduino outputs and local control coils. Using two different PWM channels allowed both
a “coarse” and “fine” control to each degree of freedom.
When applying some constant current to maintain alignment, care must be taken that
the current driver to each coil includes a low-pass filter of appropriate order and corner
frequency to ensure current noise resulting from the noise on each Arduino PWM output
doesn’t impair the displacement sensitivity of the cavity in the measurement frequency
range above 100 Hz. The voltage noise on a single Arduino PWM output was measured
to be approximately 0.8µV/
√
Hz at 100 Hz, and assuming that each coil has a nominal
resistance of 4 Ω, this translates into a current noise of 0.2µA/
√
Hz and hence force noise
at the optimum coil-magnet separation of 8.8 nN/
√
Hz. Converting into an equivalent
displacement due to a single coil and filtering by the pendulum stage, this translates into
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1.6× 10−17 m/√Hz at 100 Hz (being the lower bound of the measurement region). Thus
if a third-order low-pass filter is included in the coil driver circuitry at 10 Hz, this further
reduces to 1.6 × 10−20 m/√Hz. As we shall see in Section 5.3.1, the system is designed
to be limited by frequency noise of the laser to an equivalent displacement noise level of
approximately 10−14 m/
√
Hz, putting the Arduino output contribution to displacement
noise comfortably below this limit. The 10 Hz limit to alignment signal frequency allows
for a short ramp between each subsequent suspension alignment, ensuring that modes
aren’t excited to a prohibitive level.
The pitch and yaw ranges were confirmed by reflecting a visible laser source from a
suspended optic, adjusting its alignment via the local control and observing the spot po-
sition at 10 m away. This indicated full coarse alignment ranges of ±6.1 mrad in pitch and
±4.3 mrad in yaw. Testing the fine control using a quadrant photodetector to ascertain
accurate beam position, we note an alignment resolution limit at 10 m of 5µm in pitch
and 7µm in yaw. These ranges and resolutions are more than adequate for precision
alignment of both cavities during the experiment.
As noted previously, the same apparatus used for the local control is also used for damp-
ing of suspension noise. The coil-former used in the intermediate stage coils is made of
copper; when the associated magnet moves through the coil former, the Lorentz force
acts upon electrons in the surrounding copper to generate eddy currents. These current
loops themselves induce a magnetic field which tends to oppose that which created them,
resulting in a repulsive force and hence viscous damping of magnet motion. This effect is
termed eddy current damping [88] and may be characterised by observation of any of the
pendulum resonances shown in Figure 4.14b. When characterising the damping observed,
we compare to the results of finite element analysis simulations for coil-formers of the
same dimensions for use in the AEI Prototype system given in a technical paper by W.
Cunningham [89]. The damping is expressed in the form of the damping coefficient, κ,
corresponding to the viscous term in the system’s equation of motion:
m
d2x
dt2
+ κ
dx
dt
+ kx = 0 . (4.14)
The fundamental frequency ω0 and damping radio ζ are given by
ω0 =
√
k
m
(4.15)
and ζ =
κ
2
√
mk
=
1
2Q
, (4.16)
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where Q is the quality factor of the resonance, corresponding to the ratio of the funda-
mental frequency and full-width at half-maximum. In the angular transfer functions given
in 4.14b, the yaw mode has Q = 21.5. Rearranging for the damping coefficient, we find
that
κ =
mω0
Q
= 34.6× 10−3 kg/s per coil. (4.17)
This compares favourably with the result of ∼ 0.03 kg/s per actuator (or ∼ 0.12 kg/s
total) given for the AEI Prototype coil modelling in [89].
4.5.6 Global Control
The global control uses the same coil-magnet actuators as the local control, but with-
out the inclusion of damping, which is not required at the lower stage as it may increase
the thermal noise and, more importantly, “short-circuit” the isolation of the suspension by
coupling the mirror to the support. For this reason, the coil-formers are made of moulded
plastic rather than copper. Three four-channel drivers are provided for the global actua-
tors – one for each of the cavity optics, with one channel per coil – although in the course
of feeding back signals to lock each cavity only the relevant input coupler (i.e. the LTM
or RTM) will have global control signals applied.
A diagram of the driver circuitry is provided in Appendix A.3. Since shaping of the
feedback signal is achieved elsewhere in the loop (see Section 5.3.5), this circuit is pre-
dominantly designed for routing of signals to appropriate coils. The output voltage of the
coil driver is applied to each individual coil in series with a 500 Ω resistor to provide the
coil current. This resistor value was chosen as the final-stage amplifiers in the circuit can
can drive a maximum voltage of ±15 V and maximum current of 30 mA – a 500 Ω resis-
tance thus provides the maximum dynamic range between output voltage and current.
Note that as well as longitudinal control, the circuit also allows for the application of pitch
and yaw signals to the actuators at the test mass. These paths are not used for locking
purposes, since for cavity lock we need only control the total length of each; rather, these
channels can be used to apply auto-alignment signals, forming part of a secondary control
loop to maintain good alignment of each cavity over time (see Section 5.4).
4.6 Installation
During the process of installing and commissioning, a number of measurements had to
be performed to ensure proper operation of the MOSES apparatus. These are described
in the following sections.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.16: (a) shows an exaggerated sketch of the ray-optic layout for testing the wedge
angle between the CTM optics. The wedge angle is determined from the pattern of spots
reflected from each surface. (b) shows a section through the CTM mount with the two
optics in place.
4.6.1 Determination of CTM Wedge Angle
One requirement imposed in order to simplify the experiment was that the two cavi-
ties be coupled mechanically only; i.e. resonating fields from one cavity leaking through
the CTM should not be allowed to couple into the adjacent cavity. To this end, the two
optics used in the CTM were both designed to include a 0.5◦ wedge angle between the
front high-reflection (HR) coated surface and the rear anti-reflection (AR) coated sur-
faces. In principle this ensures that any transmitted light from one cavity will end up
too far off-axis from the ideal cavity mode to resonate in either; however, in practice the
particular relative orientation of the optics, as well as the tolerances on the machining of
the aluminium mount in which they are housed, could result in partial optical coupling
between the two cavities. After installation of the new suspensions, optics and support-
ing structures the total wedge angle between the two optics, and thus the relative angle
between each resonating field and the leakage field from the adjacent cavity, was tested.
Figure 4.16 shows a sketch of the layout of this test and the positioning of the two optics
within the CTM.
The test was performed using a visible helium-neon (HeNe) laser directed normal to
one side of the central test-mass, since at this wavelength (633 nm) both the HR and
AR surfaces of each optic are reflective enough for measurements to be performed. Since
both wedged optics are housed back-to-back in the CTM, they effectively form three short
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etalons; from the pattern of reflected HeNe beams observed and using simple ray optics,
reasonable estimates can be made of the relative orientations of each optic in the suspen-
sion, the relative wedge between the two AR surfaces of each, and the wedge angle of the
individual optics themselves.
Using this method, the wedge angle of the front optic was determined to be (0.523 ±
0.028)◦. Making the assumption (based on the expected precision of manufacture) that
both mirrors have the same wedge angle then allows the total vertical angle between the
two high-reflective surfaces to be estimated to be (1.275 ± 0.040)◦. For a beam incident
normal to one optic, then, we can be quite confident that any transmitted beam will be
far enough off-axis in the adjacent cavity to avoid optical coupling into the cavity mode.
4.6.2 Mode Matching
Optimal coupling of the input light into an optical cavity occurs when the curvature
of the wavefront at the position of each mirror is equal to the curvature of that mirror.
If the curvatures of the two mirrors are known, the size of the input beam can thus be
designed in such a way as to couple the optimum amount of power into the resonator [90].
As a Gaussian TEM00-mode beam propagates, its radius, w(z), at position z relative to
the narrowest point in the beam (the beam waist, w0) is determined by [48]
w(z) = w0
√
1 +
(
z
zR
)2
, (4.18)
where the beam radius is defined as the distance from the propagation axis at which the
intensity has dropped to 1/e2 of its maximum value and zR is the Rayleigh length, defined
as the distance from the beam waist at which the beam radius increases by
√
2 (and thus
the beam area doubles):
zR =
piw20
λ
. (4.19)
At the beam waist, the wavefront is flat. At distance z, the curvature, R, of the wavefront
is
R(z) = z
[
1 +
(zR
z
)2]
. (4.20)
As shown in Section 4.3, both cavities of the multiple optical spring system have a flat
end optic and R = 15 m curved input optic, with a cavity length of z = 10 m. Substi-
tuting these parameters into Eq. 4.19 and 4.20, we determine that the required beam
waist at the end optic must be w0 = 1.54 mm for optimal coupling of power into each
cavity. To achieve this goal, it is convenient to propagate this ideal mode-matched beam
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Figure 4.17: JamMt GUI displaying the final mode-matching solution that works for both
cavities.
back through the vacuum system to the main optical bench in the laboratory, where a
reasonable starting waist size can be defined and implemented.
The Gaussian beam modelling tool JamMt [91] was used to model the beam radius as it
is propagated from the optic bench to the CTM. Since the distance the two input beams
travel to the left- and right-hand cavities has been designed to be identical and the cav-
ities are nominally the same length, a single mode-matching solution should suffice for
both beams. Figure 4.17 displays the JamMt graphical user interface and mode-matching
solution arrived at for each cavity. This solution requires a beam waist on the optic bench
of 680µm at a position 1.17 m prior to injection into the vacuum system, yielding a fi-
nal waist at the CTM of 1.55 mm. Translation of initial to final beam waist is achieved
by locating a relatively weak lens in a vacuum tank 6.5 m after injection into the sys-
tem. This solution yields a manageable and easily measured input waist which can be
achieved prior to the splitting of the main beam into the two separate input paths to each
cavity, such that only one waist need be defined and adjusted to match into both cavities.
A series of lenses was added to the beam path on the optical bench in order to translate
from an initial beam waist of approximately 100µm further back down the beam path
into the desired 680µm waist. A beam profiler was then used to sample the radius of the
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Figure 4.18: Measured beam radii in horizontal and vertical axes, and corresponding least
squares fits to the data.
beam in vertical and horizontal axes at a number of positions along the propagation axis,
such that fitting an ideal Gaussian beam to the data using Eq. 4.18 and 4.19 would yield
an accurate estimate of the beam waist and position. Figure 4.18 displays the results of
these measurements, yielding estimates of the beam waists in the horizontal and vertical
axes of 692.5±2.9µm and 685.6±8.6µm respectively, where the tolerances on each result
are specified as the 95% confidence bounds of the least squares fit to the datasets. The
zero of the x-axis scale is taken relative to a prior optic on the bench, placing the desired
waist position at approximately z = 0.2 m on this scale. The measured waist sizes are
adequate for our mode-matching requirements, differing only on the percent level from
the desired waist size and position.
4.6.3 Finesse Measurement
Equation 3.33 describes the beam reflected from a two-mirror cavity in terms of the
input field only; here the reflected beam is shown to consist of that portion of the input
field reflected directly from the rear of the input test mass, plus that which has resonated
inside the cavity, accruing some phase shift, before leaking out through the input mass.
By careful examination of the DC signal obtained from a photodetector monitoring this
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reflected beam a lower limit may be placed on the finesse of each cavity.
The storage time of the cavity is given as [92]
τs =
2FL
pic
(4.21)
and is defined as the time required for a decay of the cavity field to 1/e of its maximum
value on resonance. As the frequency of the in-going light approaches and passes the
resonant frequency of the cavity, beats at the difference frequency are observed when the
reflected light is detected, partially due to the cavity field decaying with time constant τs
beating with the directly reflected and transmitted fields. It can further be shown that
these oscillations become larger if the length or frequency of the cavity is modulated by
more than half of the cavity linewidth during one storage time [93, 94]. For practical pur-
poses, this means that examination of the exponential decay of the oscillatory behaviour
observed on the reflected DC from the cavity allows estimation of the cavity finesse, as
per Eq. 4.21 above.
Figure 4.19 shows this measurement for each cavity. A fringe is observed on the re-
flected DC trace, corresponding to a drop in reflected power occurring when the cavity
passes through the resonant point. An exponentially-decaying oscillation is observed as
the resonance decays (often referred to as a cavity ringdown), to which an exponential
fit is applied to ascertain τs and hence F . These measurements are typical of several
measurements performed of cavity ringdowns to estimate the finesse; averaging five mea-
surements for each cavity yields finesse estimates of 9,155±122 for the right-hand cavity
and 10,220±164 for the left-hand cavity.
As we shall show in Chapter 5, the oscillatory behaviour which is so useful for deter-
mining the finesse of each cavity can also cause difficulties in acquisition of lock when
feedback is applied to each cavity. The same oscillations present on the reflected signals
will also be present on the error signals used to construct the feedback to the optics for
position control; these oscillations tend to act on a time-scale much faster than the dig-
ital feedback loops can act to compensate them, such that a novel modification of the
acquisition systems is required in order that this problem be mitigated.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.19: Measurements of the exponentially-decaying oscillations present on the re-
flected signal derived from each cavity. The raw data (purple) is first smoothed with a
rolling average (blue) before peaks and troughs are identified and fitted to exponential de-
cays (red). Exponential fits to the data in this instance indicate finesse estimates of 10,613
for the left-hand cavity (a) and 9,438 for the right-hand cavity (b).
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In order to carry out the proposed investigations into characterisation and control of
a coupled-optical-spring system, a measurement system consisting of two cavities with a
shared end test mass was constructed, as described in Chapter 4. Both cavities of the sys-
tem must be locked to the point of resonance, such that a large amount of optical power
(of order some kilowatts) builds up between the optics that form each cavity. Each is then
individually detuned from this locked state to create the opto-mechanical coupling that
we intend to measure. To achieve stable operation with a wide detuning range, robust
feedback and control loops must be implemented for acquisition and maintenance of lock.
It is inside these control loops that measurements to confirm the opto-mechanical cou-
plings in the system will be performed. The principles employed here have been applied
to lock cavities many times in previous experiments. Although traditionally analogue
feedback circuitry has been employed, more recently this has given way to digital control
systems in most of the advanced gravitational wave detectors and prototypes currently
operating or upgrading (e.g. LIGO [18] and the AEI 10 m Prototype [80]).
To meet the goals of the proposed set of experiments, it was necessary to ensure that
a wide range of detunings could be achieved with the cavity parameters described in the
previous chapter. This required the development of new techniques, facilitated by digital
control. In this chapter we discuss the operational challenges and the ways in which they
have been overcome to arrive at a digitally-controlled system capable of locking each cavity
and detuning over a range not before attempted for a system with suspended masses and
cavity lengths on this scale. These challenges run from lock acquisition for a high-finesse
system when using digital feedback of fundamentally limited bandwidth to maintenance
of and modifications to lock stability when two or more coupled optical springs act within
the system.
We begin with a brief discussion of control theory and its application to digital systems,
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y(s)r(s) e(s)b(s)
Figure 5.1: Block diagram of a generic control system, where the symbols are as defined
in the text.
followed by an introduction to the particular system used in the Glasgow 10 m prototype.
The lock acquisition scheme and loop gain of the final lock state for both cavities are then
described.
5.1 Digital Feedback and the CDS
We begin with a short introduction to the aspects of control theory relevant to this
work. This includes derivation of the open- and closed-loop gain of a feedback system
and a discussion of stability criteria for that system, followed by an introduction to the
Control and Data System (CDS) that was developed and is used by LIGO, and is also
used at GEO 600 and at the AEI Prototype. This has advantage over traditional analogue
systems in that the frequency-domain shape and gain of the servo may be augmented in
real-time from a computer interface, and it is just such a system that we employ to control
our coupled-cavity experiment.
5.1.1 A Brief Introduction to Control Theory
Figure 5.1 displays a block diagram of a negative feedback control system. The dy-
namics of this system are described by the transfer function G(s), itself a function of the
complex variable s = σ + jω. This is a generic description which can apply to any linear
dynamical system subject to negative feedback, in which the intended outcome is for the
system output, y(t), to follow some control signal, r(t), as closely as possible, often in
practice to neutralise the effect of external disturbances upon the system being controlled.
This is achieved by identifying the error signal as the difference between the measured
output and the desired control signal. A further transfer function, β(s), very likely also to
be frequency-dependent, is applied to this error signal before it is added into the control
signal in such a way as to minimise the difference between the output and control signal.
If the feedback signal at the summing point is here given by b(t) = β(t)y(t), the error
signal is then described by e(t) = r(t)− b(t) [95].
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With reference to the block diagram, we can relate the input control signal and output
via
y(s) = G(s)e(s)
= G(s)[r(s)− b(s)]
= G(s)[r(s)− β(s)y(s)]
=
G(s)
1 + β(s)G(s)
r(s) . (5.1)
This then allows us to define the closed-loop transfer function of the system, i.e. the ratio
of output to input in the presence of feedback, as
CLTF =
y
r
=
G
1 + βG
, (5.2)
and the open-loop transfer function as the same in the absence of feedback:
OLTF =
b
e
= βG . (5.3)
In order to define and construct appropriate transfer functions for any desired negative
feedback system, it is convenient to describe the closed-loop transfer function in terms
of its complex poles and zeros. These are identified from the characteristic equation,
itself constructed by setting the denominator of the CLTF (Eq. 5.2) equal to zero: 1 +
β(s)G(s) = 0. The values of s corresponding to roots of the characteristic equation then
give the complex poles and zeros of the transfer function. Including an arbitrary gain
factor K, representing any scalar gain applied to β(s)G(s), we find that [96]
1 +
K(s+ z1)(s+ z2) · · · (s+ zm)
(s+ p1)(s+ p2) · · · (s+ pn) s = 0 , (5.4)
where zm and pn represent the m zeros and n poles of the system respectively.
From Eq. 5.4, we see that the closed-loop transfer function depends on the poles and
zeros of the open-loop transfer function, βG. Thus if the OLTF can be constructed in
such a way that it is stable, the closed-loop transfer function ought itself remain stable
in the presence of feedback. The stability (or otherwise) of a system can be determined
using the Nyquist criterion [97].
The Nyquist criterion determines whether a closed-loop system is stable by analysis of
the frequency response and poles of the corresponding open-loop transfer function. It is
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of particular use in practical applications as it allows the stability of the complete closed-
loop system to be evaluated using graphical representations of the OLTF; e.g. Bode plots
of either modelled or measured open-loop response. Formally, the Nyquist stability cri-
terion assesses the relative stability of any system by careful analysis of its response in
the complex s-plane. This criterion may be very briefly summarised as follows: plot-
ting the open-loop transfer function β(s)G(s) in the complex s-plane, we find in general
that the system becomes more oscillatory the closer the approach of the OLTF to the
(−1 + j × 0) point [96]. This allows us to very simply express the relative stability of
any system in terms of two easily identified values: the phase margin and the gain margin.
The phase margin is evaluated at the frequency at which the magnitude of the OLTF,
|β(s)G(s)|, becomes one - the unity gain point (UGP) - and is generally expressed as the
phase lag required to bring the system to critical stability via an intersection with the
(−1 + j × 0) point in the complex plane. If the phase of the OLTF at the UGP is φ, the
phase margin γ is 180◦ plus this value:
γ = 180◦ + φ . (5.5)
In a reciprocal fashion, the gain margin is evaluated at the frequency at which the phase
of the OLTF is −180◦ (and hence the phase margin γ = 0), and is the gain required to
bring the system to critical stability – i.e. the inverse of the OLTF gain at this point.
Thus, if we define the −180◦ phase point to be at frequency ω−180◦ , the gain margin Kg
may be expressed as
Kg =
1
|G(jω−180◦)| . (5.6)
These criteria give enough information to identify a stable open-loop (and hence closed-
loop) transfer function. However, further constraints linking the phase and gain margins
may be applied if we wish to minimise the potential for oscillation at the UGP frequency.
A general guide supported by Ogata [96], amongst others, is to maintain the phase mar-
gin between approximately 30◦ and 60◦ and gain margin above 6 dB. These constraints
indicate that in a Bode diagram of the OLTF the logarithm of the magnitude should
have a slope with frequency shallower than −40 dB/decade through the unity gain point.
Typically, this implies a convenient slope of −20 dB/decade, or 1/ω, through the UGP
for adequate stability.
To measure the open- and closed-loop transfer functions of any system, only two measure-
ments are required: firstly, a frequency-dependent measurement (a swept-sine response,
for example) between two points in the loop with the system feeding back, or “locked”, in
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normal operation – this is often termed the M1 measurement; plus a second measurement
performed between the same two points but with the feedback path open, or “unlocked” –
this is the M2 measurement. With these two measurements taken over the same frequency
range of the system, the open- and closed-loop transfer functions throughout that range
are obtained via
OLTF =
M2
M1
− 1 (5.7)
and CLTF = 1− M1
M2
. (5.8)
These measurements are useful for characterisation of the frequency-shaping of the control
loops, allowing visual inspection of the resultant OLTF and CLTF to determine stability
margins. As we shall see, the method of M1 and M2 measurement inside the control loops
will also form our main method of optical spring measurement, as the influence of the
higher optical gain about the associated resonance imposes obvious transformations upon
both the OLTF and CLTF of each cavity system.
The conditions covered in this section allow us to design complete and stable control loops
for acquisition and lock of both cavities of the multiple-spring system. The feedback servo
is in practice implemented digitally, using the Control and Data System (CDS).
5.1.2 Digital Control
Digital control allows for very complicated frequency-shaping to be implemented in
real-time via a computer interface, and in most cases makes stability and loop perfor-
mance much easier to assess when compared to an equivalent analogue system. However,
there remain a number of subtleties to digital control that must be taken into account in
the design of feedback loops.
Any digital system will operate using discrete samples of the input signal of length Ts, or
equivalently of sample frequency ωs = 2pi/Ts. If a continuous signal f(t) is sampled at
multiples n of the sample time, the sampled signal will be [95]:
fsamp(t) =
∞∑
n=−∞
f(t)δ(t− nTs) , (5.9)
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where δ here is the Dirac delta function, which can itself be expressed as a Fourier series
via ∞∑
n=−∞
δ(t− nTs) = 1
Ts
∞∑
k=−∞
eikωst . (5.10)
Thus we can express the sampled signal as
fs(ω) =
1
Ts
∞∑
n=∞
f(ω − nωs) . (5.11)
This then indicates that the power spectrum of the continuous input signal f(ω) is du-
plicated at each multiple n of the sample frequency ωs in the sampled signal fs(ω). To
examine the implications of this effect, consider the Nyquist frequency, defined as half the
sampling frequency: ωN = ωs/2. If the highest-frequency component in the continuous
signal is less than ωN , the sampled signal accurately recreates the continuous input signal.
However, if signals in f exceed ωN , these higher-frequency components will contaminate
the power spectrum of fs. In the time domain, this means that any continuous signal of
frequency greater than 1/2Ts will be mistakenly represented as a lower frequency after the
digital conversion. This effect is known as aliasing. In general, this dictates that sampling
must be achieved at a minimum rate of twice per period for a faithful digital representa-
tion of the input signal. In order that this effect is avoided, in particular for systems in
the Glasgow 10 m prototype where, shown in Section 5.2, control signals passing through
the digital filtering system will have components of many megahertz in frequency, an ana-
logue low-pass filter must be added to the control loop prior to sampling by the digital
system with a cut-off frequency of ωs/2 or less. As described in Section 5.1.3, our digital
system incorporates analogue “anti-aliasing filters” on its inputs for just this purpose.
When an analogue signal is converted into the digital domain, as will be necessary in
this experiment when interfacing between the analogue signals derived from the cavities
and the digital feedback systems, some information is lost in the conversion of the contin-
uous signal into discrete time-samples. This is quantisation noise, with associated noise
arising from analogue-to-digital conversion (ADC) expressed as [98]
ADC =
√
V 2adc
12fN
V/
√
Hz (5.12)
in amplitude spectral density, where Vadc is the minimum voltage representable by the
ADC process and fN is again the Nyquist frequency. Alternatively, we may express the
quantisation noise in terms of the full input voltage range of the system, Vrange, the sample
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Figure 5.2: Example of a filter bank in the Control and Data System. Each filter bank
added to the Simulink servo model allows up to eight separate filter stages to be switched in
and out of the signal path. Test signals can be injected into the loop via the “EXC” point
identified on the filter bank, and read out via the other labelled test points (e.g. “IN1”,
“OUT”).
time and the number of bits associated with the ADC, b:
ADC =
Vrange
2b
Ts
6
V/
√
Hz . (5.13)
5.1.3 The CDS
The Control and Data System (CDS) [99], developed predominantly for use at the
LIGO sites but also adopted by a number of prototype laboratories, is composed of a
combined hardware and software system for real-time digital control and data acquisi-
tion, storage of data and automation of experimentation.
Digital servo design is achieved through Simulink R© and MATLAB R©, and custom software
is used to interface with live experiments in real-time. This software allows arbitrary filters
to be applied to an input signal, which are represented graphically in “filter banks” like
that shown in Figure 5.2. Here filters can be switched in and out of the signal path, and
“test points” are identified at which signals can be either injected or read out, allowing
measurements to be performed in the active control loops as described in Section 5.1.1.
Figure 5.3 shows an example Simulink model detailing graphically the signal paths from
inputs to outputs. Each filter bank is represented by a green block in this model.
For the multiple optical spring experiment, the designs of the CDS input and output chan-
nels have important implications for the control loops. There are thirty-two input channels
incorporating anti-aliasing filtering, and sixteen output channels with corresponding anti-
imaging filters, to remove spurious frequency components above the Nyquist frequency.
The CDS operates at a maximum sample rate of 65536 Hz, such that any unfiltered signals
of frequencies higher than 32.5 kHz will result in aliasing. Accordingly, the anti-aliasing
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Figure 5.3: Section of the Simulink model used to route signals from CDS inputs (left-hand
side) to outputs (right-hand side) and apply mathematical and logical operations for the
multiple spring experiment. Note that each green block in the diagram represents a filter
bank like the one shown in Figure 5.2.
and -imaging filters consist of third-order Butterworth low-pass filters with corner frequen-
cies of 9 kHz as a compromise between attenuation at 32.5 kHz, phase lag below 9 kHz
and circuit complexity. Figure 5.9 displays a measured transfer function through both
the in-built anti-aliasing and anti-imaging filters.
The design of these input and output filters places a limit on the maximum speed of
feedback. In Section 5.3 we explain how this affects our feedback systems design and
describe an alternative filter design to facilitate slightly faster feedback.
The ADC noise of the CDS has been measured to a level of 1.8 × 10−6 V/√Hz. From
Eq. 5.13, this agrees with the CDS ADC effectively operating at 13 bits.
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Figure 5.4: Sketch of the Pound-Drever-Hall locking scheme for a simple two-mirror cav-
ity. The electro-optic modulator (EOM) imposes sidebands upon the carrier beam at fre-
quencies set by the local oscillator (LO). The fields returning from the cavity are detected
at the photodiode (PD), the RF output of which is fed into a mixer. Here the signal is
multiplied by the LO frequency in the mixer to obtain an error signal. This error signal,
proportional to the length of the cavity, is then fed-back via a servo to either the laser
frequency or optic positions to lock the cavity to the resonant point.
5.2 The Pound-Drever-Hall Technique
The Pound-Drever-Hall technique [51] has become the standard locking scheme for op-
tical cavities in the field of gravitational wave interferometry. Although initially intended
as a method for stabilising the frequency of a laser by locking it to an external reference
Fabry-Pe´rot cavity, the method may also be used to achieve the opposite aim: to stabilise
the length of an optical cavity by “locking” it to a stable laser frequency.
The technique for locking a single optical cavity is illustrated in Figure 5.4. The carrier
beam incident upon the cavity has phase sidebands imposed upon it by an electro-optic
modulator (EOM) at frequencies chosen to lie outwith the bandwidth of the cavity. Ac-
cordingly, when the carrier is resonant in the cavity the sidebands will be reflected from
the input test mass (ITM). The reflected beam is then composed of the sum of the fields
reflected from the ITM and those leaking back out through the ITM. When the carrier
is on-resonance, then, the photodiode sampling the reflected beam (“PD” in Figure 5.4)
observes the beat between the carrier and the sidebands at radio-frequencies (RF). The
resulting signal is then demodulated to yield the error signal which can be fed-back to
either the frequency of the laser or to the position of either test-mass to hold the cavity
on-resonance.
To derive this error signal more rigorously, we must consider the incident, intra-cavity
and reflected electric fields. As outlined in Section 3.2.1, the incident and circulating
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Figure 5.5: Schematic diagram of a simple two-mirror cavity. Identified are the incident
and reflected fields, the circulating intra-cavity fields, and the transmitted field. Label
definitions are given in the text.
fields for a simple two-mirror cavity, as shown in Figure 5.5, can be described by [49]
EI = E0e
iωt (5.14)
EC1 = iτ1EI + ρ1EC2 (5.15)
EC2 = ρ2EC1e
−2iφ , (5.16)
where ω/2pi is the frequency of the carrier light and E0 its initial electric field amplitude,
ρ and τ are the amplitude reflection and transmission coefficients of the mirrors, and
φ = 2piL
λ
= ωL
c
is a phase term due to the propagation of the field along the length of
the cavity, L. Now, identifying that the reflected field is composed of EI reflecting from
the ITM and EC2 transmitted through the ITM, and noting that by rearranging Eq. 5.15
and 5.16 we are able to express EC2 in purely in terms of EI , we find that
ER = ρ1EI + iτ1EC2 = ρ1EI −
τ 21 ρ2EIe
−2iφ
1− ρ1ρ2e−2iφ
= ρ1EI − τ
2
1 ρ2EI(e
−2iφ − ρ1ρ2)
1 + ρ21ρ
2
2 − 2ρ1ρ2 cos 2φ
. (5.17)
Similarly, we can express the transmitted field, ET purely in terms of the input field and
the mirror properties:
ET = − τ1τ2e
−iφ
1− ρ1ρ2e−2iφEI . (5.18)
If phase sidebands are then imposed upon the beam at frequencies ±Ω relative to the
carrier, i.e. at frequencies of (ω ± Ω)/2pi, with modulation depth β, the incident electric
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field becomes [100]
EI = E0e
i(ωt+β sin Ωt)
' E0[J0(β) + 2iJ1(β) sin Ωt]eiωt
= E0[J0(β) + iJ1(β)e
iΩt + iJ1(β)e
−iΩt]eiωt .
(5.19)
The field returning from the cavity is, again, composed of the fields reflecting from the
ITM and those leaking back through the ITM from inside the cavity. Since we now have
phase sidebands at frequencies ±Ω applied to the input field, all three frequencies must
now be considered when evaluating the field returning from the cavity. With reference to
the simpler case expressed in Eq. 5.17,
ER =J0(β)E0e
iωt
(
ρ1 − τ
2
1 ρ2EIe
−2iφ
D
)
+ iJ1(β)E0e
iωteiω+t
(
ρ1 − τ
2
1 ρ2EIe
−2iφ+
D+
)
+ iJ1(β)E0e
iωte−iω−t
(
ρ1 − τ
2
1 ρ2EIe
−2iφ−
D−
)
.
(5.20)
Here we have explicitly separated the terms for the upper and lower sideband frequencies,
at ω+/2pi and ω−/2pi respectively, allowing us to define φ± = ω±L/c. For convenience,
the definition D = 1 + ρ21ρ
2
2 − 2ρ1ρ2 cos 2φ has been made, with corresponding terms for
the upper and lower sidebands at D+ and D−.
This return field is then detected on the photodiode, which produces a signal propor-
tional to the power in the optical field, PR = |ER|2. With reference to Eq. 5.20, and
avoiding some of the more extraneous algebra, this will give some terms at zero frequency
(i.e. DC signals), a term derived from the resonant carrier leakage field beating with the
reflected sidebands, a term derived from the resonant sidebands beating with the reflected
carrier, and a great many higher-order terms (which, as we show below, can be ignored
at this point).
This electronic signal from the photodiode, directly proportional to the optical power,
is then passed through a mixer which demodulates it. The mixer takes the input RF
signal, in this case our optical signal which has prominent components at the beat fre-
quency between the carrier light and the sidebands (i.e. at frequency Ω), and multiplies
it by the local oscillator which was initially used to define the modulation frequency
via the electro-optic modulator in the input beam path (at frequency Ω, once again).
Since this mixing can be thought of very simply as a multiplication of two sine waves
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Figure 5.6: Error signal simulation performed in Optickle. For this simulation, input and
end test masses are separated by 10 m, assumed lossless and of transmissions 500 ppm and
100 ppm respectively.
of frequency Ω, and since for two sine waves at frequencies Ω1 and Ω2 we know that
sin Ω1t × sin Ω2t = 12 [cos (Ω1 − Ω2)t − cos (Ω1 + Ω2)t], the mixer output will consist of a
zero frequency signal proportional to the length of the cavity, as well as signals at 2Ω
which can be filtered out at this stage. The remaining DC signal is the error signal, a
simulation of which can be found in Figure 5.6. Note that the size of this signal is subject
to the relative phase of the RF signal from the photodiode and the local oscillator signal
by which it is multiplied. In practice, the local oscillator phase is ordinarily optimised in
situ to maximise the error signal.
The simplified DC error signal may be expressed mathematically as [49]
PPDH =
Pdemod.
P0
= J0J1ρ2τ
2
1
[
sin 2φ+
D+
+
sin 2φ−
D−
− 2sin 2φ
D
]
+
J0J1ρ
2
2τ
4
1
D
[
(cos 2φ− ρ1ρ2) sin 2φ+ − sin 2φ(cos 2φ+ − ρ1ρ2)
D+
+
(cos 2φ− ρ1ρ2) sin 2φ+ − sin 2φ(cos 2φ+ − ρ1ρ2)
D+
]
. (5.21)
This error signal then forms the basis of the feedback signal, which may be applied to
either the laser frequency (by, for example, regulating the temperature of the laser crystal)
or to the cavity length (by actuating on one or both suspended optics), with appropriate
filtering such that when the feedback loop is closed the servo maintains stability. This
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feedback signal acts to drive the reflected signal from the cavity to the zero-crossing point
of the error signal, corresponding to the maximum point on the DC power curve (also
shown in Figure 5.6).
In our system, we use this same method to derive control signals for our cavities. As
we explain in the following sections, the decision to use a digital system to control fil-
tering of the error signal within the control loop offers huge flexibility both in real-time
alterations to the servo design and in the number and variety of measurements that can be
performed within that system. However, using such a servo for the high-power, radiation-
pressure-dominated optical system that we have built comes with its own challenges, which
must be overcome for reliable, robust locking and detunings, as well as measurements of
opto-mechanical couplings on the scales that are expected.
5.3 Control Systems Design and Implementation
For the purposes of this experiment, in which optical spring resonant features are mea-
sured from approximately 100 Hz up to around 1 kHz, we pre-stabilise the source laser by
locking it, with feedback to the laser frequency, to a separate 10 m suspended-optics refer-
ence cavity. The two MOSES cavities are then locked to the laser frequency via feedback
to the positions of the input test masses to sub-picometre precision. This feedback is con-
trolled via servos implemented in the CDS, which allows very flexible filtering and signal
injection capabilities when compared to the analogue systems used in the past. Since
the measurement region extends up to a kilohertz in frequency, for appropriate stability
of the control loops the servos are designed to give unity gain points of at least a kilohertz.
With this setup, monitoring of the reflected and transmitted DC signals from each cavity
reveals fundamental cavity mode fringes of width ∼ 100µs as each cavity swings freely
through resonance. The CDS imposes an inherent phase delay upon any propagating
control signals that makes acquisition of lock during these short fringe time-scales, as well
as stable lock with unity gain frequencies above 1 kHz, very challenging indeed. This is
described in detail in the following sections.
5.3.1 Frequency Stabilisation
The system is seismically-isolated to a displacement sensitivity estimated to be ap-
proximately 10−18 m/
√
Hz at 100 Hz. However, electronic noise in the control loops and
thermal noise throughout the system, amongst other likely sources, limit the sensitivity of
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Figure 5.7: Schematic of the experimental system, updated to include locking of the laser
frequency to a separate 10 m reference cavity using the Pound-Drever-Hall method for
stabilisation purposes.
each cavity to less than this. Since this experiment relies upon observation of the optical
gain changes in each cavity in the presence of opto-mechanical rigidity, it must be ensured
that our limiting noise source arises from the propagating laser fields.
From previous experiments performed in the Glasgow 10 m Prototype, the freely-running
frequency noise on the source laser is known to behave as approximately (104/f) Hz/
√
Hz,
where f is the observation frequency [53]. This places frequency noise at 1 kHz at approx-
imately 10 Hz/
√
Hz. Equivalently, this yields a displacement noise of 3.6× 10−13 m/√Hz.
In order to reduce frequency motion of the laser enough to facilitate lock of both cav-
ities used for this experiment it is stabilised using an additional 10 m reference cavity.
This is achieved once again using the PDH technique, this time feeding back to the laser
frequency via two channels: the laser PZT, acting between 10 Hz and 10 kHz, and the
NPRO crystal temperature below 10 Hz. This is illustrated in the updated experimental
schematic, Figure 5.7. The layout of the three cavities inside the vacuum tanks is shown
in Figure 4.1.
As was confirmed several times during various laboratory experiments, the PZT ac-
tuator responds as 1.35 MHz/V and the peltier cooler temperature control as roughly
1 GHz/V. The laser itself maintains a flat frequency response over the entire bandwidth
of the frequency stabilisation servo. Figure 5.8 shows the measured and simulated OLTF
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of the frequency-stabilisation servo. For the purposes of this experiment, as has been
noted, the pertinent frequency range is between 100 Hz and 1 kHz, through which the
frequency-stabilisation servo is well-characterised by J. Macarthur [53]. This implies a re-
duction in frequency noise at 1 kHz of approximately a factor 30, or yielding approximately
10−14 m/
√
Hz displacement sensitivity for our two cavities. This is confirmed in Chap-
ter 6, in which we measure displacement sensitivities of approximately 0.9×10−14 m/√Hz
at 1 kHz. Small discrepancies are due to manual adjustment of the servo gain between
lock states to improve stability of the frequency stabilisation loop.
Figure 5.8: Modelled and measured magnitude response of the frequency stabilisation servo.
The PZT response is dominant through the frequency range shown, with the temperature
actuation taking over below 10 Hz. Models of the PZT and temperature actuation re-
sponses were simulated in LISO [101]. Simulations and measurements performed by J.
Macarthur [53]. No data was taken below 100 Hz to avoid excitation of suspension modes.
5.3.2 CDS Timing Delay and Servo Bandwidth
The CDS operates at a sampling rate of 65 kHz, giving a discrete sample time of
15.26µs (henceforth referred to as a clock cycle). Upon propagating a signal through
the CDS from input to output, that signal accrues a time delay of a few clock cycles,
depending on the input and output configuration used. This delay manifests as a phase
lag in any propagated signal. For our purposes, this delay poses two problems: firstly, it
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Configuration Timing Delay (clock cycles) Timing Delay (µs)
No AA or AI Filters 3.64 55.55
Custom AA and AI Filters 5.12 78.13
In-built AA and AI filters 8.86 135.20
Table 5.1: Timing delay of various input/output configurations of CDS. The timing delay
is defined here from the frequency at which the phase lag passes through 180◦.
imposes a fundamental limit to the speed at which feedback can be applied. In order to
lock the cavity, feedback is triggered on when a resonant fringe is detected in the reflected
field (like that shown in Figure 5.10), the intention being to “catch” the cavity and drive
it towards lock in the duration of this fringe, and so feedback speed is critical. Secondly,
the phase lag imposes a further limit to the maximum frequency of unity gain in each
servo, as at some frequency this lag will dominate and eventually lead towards instability.
This delay is measured by performing transfer functions through CDS, injecting a swept-
sine signal at various input and output points and identifying the point at which the phase
lag reaches 180◦; from this point, we can calculate the corresponding timing delay in units
of clock cycles. In its “standard” setup, each CDS input includes a hardware anti-aliasing
filter, and each output an anti-imaging filter. Unfortunately, the design of these filters
imposes a prohibitively large phase lag at our intended unity gain region, reaching 45◦
lag at approximately 1.5 kHz. An external analogue “fieldbox” has been designed, with
anti-aliasing and -imaging filters of Scultete design [102] to push this lag a little higher in
frequency without compromising isolation at higher frequencies. This is achieved using
higher-Q poles in the filter, with the result that a peak in response is also observed at
around 10 kHz; fortunately, there are no significant signal components around 10 kHz and
so this response peak doesn’t pose a problem for this experiment. Using this fieldbox as
an alternative input stage to CDS, and bypassing the hardware filtering on the existing
inputs and outputs, application of faster feedback is possible. Figure 5.9 dislays transfer
function measurements through CDS using (1) just its in-built input and output filtering,
(2) the custom-made fieldbox filters and CDS inputs and outputs with their hardware
filters bypassed, and (3) just through the bypassed inputs and outputs alone.
The results of these measurements in terms of the observed timing delay in clock cy-
cles and seconds are presented in Table 5.1.
With reference to these values, and noting that for the reasons laid out in Section 5.1.2 we
can’t realistically expect to operate without anti-aliasing and -imaging filtering, in order
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Figure 5.9: Transfer functions through CDS from (1) in-built anti-aliased CDS inputs to
in-built anti-imaging CDS outputs (black); (2) custom anti-aliased inputs to custom anti-
imaging outputs, bypassing in-built CDS filters (red); and (3) CDS inputs to outputs, with
in-built filters bypassed (blue). Note that the differences in magnitudes are due to gain
differences depending on the measurement points.
to push the unity gain point appropriately high above the measurement region we have
to operate by replacing the in-built filters with the custom ones in the analogue fieldbox.
Even so, we remain limited to a unity gain point some distance below 2 kHz to ensure
enough phase margin at this point for adequate stability.
Figure 5.10 illustrates a typical DC fringe in the reflected signal from one of the two
cavities, with the corresponding Pound-Drever-Hall error signal. The typically observed
duration of the DC fringe was 100µs, measured as the FWHM of the fringe. This means
we have a time-scale of 100µs in which to trigger, switch on feedback, catch the mass and
drive towards the centre of the fringe to acquire lock. With fast analogue feedback, this
can be relatively simple; however, even using the custom anti-aliasing and -imaging filters
we are limited to a timing delay of 5.12 clock cycles, or 78.13µs, in our digital feedback.
On top of this, the finesse of each cavity is such that the DC error signal experiences
sizeable “ringing” as a fringe passes, due to the decaying cavity power beating with the
external fields (an explanation of this effect may be found in Section 4.6.3). This ringing
causes the error signal to change sign on the µs scale, such that even if CDS was to begin
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Figure 5.10: Measured fringe in the reflected DC signal and corresponding Pound-Drever-
Hall error signal, for s-polarised input light. This is a typical example of an observed DC
fringe due to random uncontrolled motion of the suspended optics.
feeding back within the duration of the fringe, the feedback wouldn’t be fast enough to
compensate it.
5.3.3 Lock Acquisition by Finesse Transition
The first potential locking solution approached was to artificially lower the finesse of
each cavity by rotating the polarisation of the input field. Since the cavity folding optics
have 45◦ angle of incidence, they will have different reflectivities for s- and p-polarised
light. The optic manufacturer did not provide estimates of the expected reflectivity for p-
polarised light, but the change in finesse was evident experimentally by noting the change
in width of DC fringes and drop in observed throughput power from each cavity. When
the polarisation is rotated by 90◦ from s- to p-polarisation, the fringes widen considerably
from ∼ 100µs to ∼ 2 ms. This gives ample time for the digital feedback to kick in and
lock the cavity to the centre of the fringe.
With the system locking in this “low-finesse” state, the intention had been to rotate
the input polarisation by 90◦ again back to s-polarisation, adjusting the gain of the feed-
back servo to keep the loop stable and transition to the full “high-finesse” lock. This
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would have been possible had the s- and p-polarisations locked to precisely, or very close
to, the same cavity length. As it turns out, the differences in reflection depths in the
coatings of the folding optics are large enough for the two polarisations to make a smooth
transition from one to the other impossible. Expressed in terms of cavity tuning, where
one free spectral range is 180◦, the two polarisations look to be separated by roughly
20◦ − 30◦. This is illustrated on the DC throughput signal in Figure 5.11. Figure 5.11a
depicts several instances of the cavity swinging freely through one free spectral range.
Each plot is scaled such that one free spectral range with p-polarised light lies between 0◦
and 180◦. Red arrows indicate the position of the decreasing s-polarisation fringes as the
input polarisation is rotated by changing the angle of a half-waveplate in the beam path
through 45◦. Note that the plots have not been calibrated for relative velocity of the cav-
ity optics, which accounts for the varying position of the sub-free-spectral-range features.
In spite of this, it is evident that the s- and p-polarised fringes are separated in frequency
by a margin significantly larger than the cavity linewidth, making any “jump” from one
polarisation to the other after acquiring lock prohibitively difficult1. This is further il-
lustrated on a smaller scale in Figure 5.11b, wherein the scaling has changed to separate
p-polarised and s-polarised fringes by the approximately 20◦ observed in Figure 5.11a.
Note that for each of these traces the mirrors were swinging in the opposite direction to
those in Figure 5.11a, hence the opposite relative positioning of s- and p-polarised fringes.
5.3.4 Lock Acquisition and Maintenance by Widening of the
Error Signal
As described in the preceding section, acquisition of lock is possible with a wider
DC fringe, and hence wider error signal from which feedback signals are derived. If this
time-domain widening is achieved via manipulation of the cavity finesse via the input
light field polarisation, however, problems arise when transitioning towards the desired
full lock state. In order to lock the two cavities in this experiment, then, acquisition and
maintenance of lock could feasibly be achieved using a method that widens the capture
range of the servo – effectively increasing the number of clock cycles per triggered signal,
and thus allowing more time in which to apply feedback – and maintains this widened
state for the duration of the lock. Such a method exists, whereby the DC fringe is unaf-
fected but the error signal itself is artificially widened, using existing signals derived from
1This technique of “jumping” quickly between cavity tunings is successfully applied in GEO 600 to
shift between tuned and detuned signal recycling configurations [103]. However, this is achieved using
small steps that do not disrupt the rest of the interferometer, which is not a possibility in the work
discussed here.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.11: (a) Throughput DC signal traces, scaled so that one free spectral range with
p-polarised light lies between 0◦ and 180◦, as the input polarisation is rotated. (b) Zoomed-
in and rescaled. The angles specified in both plots are those of a motorised half-wave plate
situated in the beam path and used to remotely adjust the polarisation of the input field,
taken relative to some arbitrary zero point. Note that for each of the traces in (b) the
mirrors were swinging in the opposite direction to those in (a), hence the opposite relative
positioning of s- and p-polarised fringes.
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each cavity. This widening effect has a number of benefits which will be covered in this
section, and brings with it some subtle intricacies which affect both the operation of the
entire system and the spring results derived therefrom.
The essence of this technique is as follows: in the time-domain, a “wider” error signal
may be constructed if the original error signal is divided through by a signal proportional
to the buildup of optical power in the cavity as it passes through resonance2. Since these
two individual signals will always be coincident in time, this division, if performed ap-
propriately, results in an artificially widened error signal every time the cavity swings
through resonance. In this case we use “width” to refer to the time in seconds between
the two turning points of the bipolar error signal. Thanks to the shape of the power
curve which divides the error signal, the effect of the division is to elongate the time
between the two turning points such that they are shifted to a greater distance from the
zero-crossing than their original positions, which coincide with the linewidth of the cavity.
Mathematically, we obtain the widened signal simply by dividing through the Pound-
Drever-Hall error signal (Eq. 5.21) by the normalised throughput DC signal (Eq. 3.32),
such that
PWPDH = PPDH
[ |ET |2
|ET,max.|2 + σ
]−1
, (5.22)
where σ is some small offset to avoid division by very small signals (which otherwise couple
digitisation noise into the widened signal) and ET,max. is the on-resonance (i.e. L = nλ)
throughput power:
ET,max. =
τ1τ2
1− ρ1ρ2EI = τ2gCEI . (5.23)
Note that the size of σ directly relates to the width of the new error signal, and also af-
fects the magnitude of the error signal; if this method is implemented in the control loops,
loop gain must be adjusted accordingly to avoid saturation at any point. An example of
the two initial signals and the resultant wider error signal is shown in Figure 5.12. In
this example, and in the experiment itself, the power in the cavity is represented by the
throughput DC signal from each cavity. Note in particular that if the DC power signal is
normalised correctly prior to the division being performed, the gradient of the linear error
signal ought to remain unchanged about the zero-crossing. This corresponds to no change
in the gain of the control loop that employs this error signal. This may be of particular
importance if this method is required to lock a cavity for which noise performance is
critical, as it allows the widening function to be “switched off” after acquisition without
2This technique has been applied previously as a method of automatic gain control in the GEO 600
and Virgo detectors [104].
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Figure 5.12: Optickle simulation of normalised intra-cavity power, “normal” error signal
and widened error signal. As the offset added to the throughput signal, σ, is reduced
towards zero, the distance between the turning points of the modified error signal increases
from ±1 up to several linewidths.
compromising the lock state.
The effect of this technique is to allow a much longer time frame after the feedback
is triggered for control signals to be applied to the cavity to drive it towards the zero-
point of the error signal. It has the added benefit of reducing the influence of the ringing
signal that is imposed upon the error signal as the cavity passes quickly through reso-
nance (depicted in Figure 5.10). A physical example of this from our system is shown
in Figure 5.13. Note that on the widened signal the ringing effect is greatly reduced in
impact, and that the predominantly linear slope of the widened signal continues well after
this effect has died out.
In practice, this wide control signal is constructed using our digital servo system (CDS),
and as is demonstrated in Figure 5.13 succeeds in widening the linear capture range of
the feedback loops from the roughly 100 ms of the fringe duration to greater than 1 ms.
This provides ample time for feedback to be applied to the input test-masses of each
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Figure 5.13: Time-series response of the “normal” and modified Pound-Drever-Hall error
signal and reflected DC signal. In this instance, the approximate effective error signal
width has been increased from ∼ 100µs to ∼ 1.3 ms. Note that the ringing effect is still
observed on the modified PDH signal, but that the linear slope continues after this has
died out.
cavity (the LTM and RTM respectively) to catch them and drive each towards resonance.
The feedback servo shaping required to acquire and maintain lock in this fashion will be
covered in more detail in Section 5.3.5.
A further advantage to the widening effect of this technique becomes important when
performing optical spring measurements. Opto-mechanical rigidity is generated by adding
in an offset to the error signal, effectively shifting the zero-crossing point to introduce a
dependence of intra-cavity power on cavity length. With a “normal” Pound-Drever-Hall
error signal shape, the DC gain of the cavity is given by the gradient of the error signal.
As the cavity is detuned towards one linewidth, then, the DC gain of the system can be
expected to tend to zero. This renders detuning of a cavity towards one linewidth and
beyond very difficult if lock stability is to be maintained. By widening the error signal
with the technique presented here, the predominantly linear slope of the new error signal
extends some distance beyond one linewidth in both the positive and negative direction,
allowing the cavity to be detuned by several linewidths while maintaining stability, in
turn allowing a much wider range of optical spring frequencies to be explored than would
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be available to a normal PDH error signal.
In the course of the measurements presented in Chapter 6, use of the modified PDH tech-
nique is observed to introduce dynamic components at frequencies of order the linewidth of
the cavity that become important as the detuning is increased. This effect is characterised
and its implications considered in Section 6.6.
5.3.5 Servo Design
In order that digital filters may be designed such that the system is stable, the fre-
quency response of each individual element must be understood. Here we briefly describe
the response of each element of the loop from the output of CDS through to the input,
before explaining the digital filtering added such that the whole is stable over the mea-
surement bandwidth from approximately 100 Hz up to 1 kHz.
Figure 5.14 displays a simple block diagram of each of the main elements in the loop.
From the output of CDS (in which the anti-imaging filtering has been bypassed), the
signal passes through the fieldbox, within which the alternative anti-imaging filters are
applied. This signal is then sent, after some attenuation, to the coil driver, a simple volt-
age driver that acts to inject a current through the control coils on the rear of the input
test mass of the cavity in question. This then drives the pendulum and imposes motion
on the cavity with the intention of minimising the error signal observed in CDS; this error
signal is constructed in the RF elements following the reflected signal photodiode external
to the cavity, before being sent through the fieldbox again to provide anti-aliasing prior
to injection into CDS via a preamp for application of gain.
The fieldbox applies Scultete filtering, comprising a two-pole filter from 10 kHz, and does
so identically in both the anti-aliasing and anti-imaging paths. A transfer function mea-
surement through a pair of these filters is given in Figure 5.9.
The attenuator exists to reduce the signal size with a voltage divider by a factor of
−35.1 dB in the left-hand cavity loop and −23.1 dB in the right. This is to compensate
the pre-amp gain applied prior to the CDS input, as described below.
The coil driver circuitry is used for the application of global control, acting at the bottom
stage of the input test mass pendulum to maintain the length of each cavity. Appendix A.3
describes this circuitry. Note that no filtering is applied at this stage and there is a flat
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Figure 5.14: Block diagram of the main shaping elements of the control loops.
gain of 20 dB applied to the voltage. The resulting potential is then applied over each
coil of resistance ∼ 4 Ω in series with a 500 Ω resistor to generate the required current.
This circuitry is primarily used to route signals appropriately for longitudinal, pitch or
yaw feedback to the mass.
As described in Section 4.5.1, each stage of a pendulum provides seismic isolation of
1/(frequency)2. Since the control signal is injected directly onto the test-mass at the lower
stage via electromagnetic actuation, this imposes a resonant two-pole low-pass filter upon
the signal from the fundamental longitudinal pendulum frequency at f0 = 0.69 Hz. A
measurement of this response may be found in Section 4.5.3.
The cavity itself then imposes a two-pole low-pass filter from the cavity linewidth. From
our finesse measurements as detailed in Section 4.6.3, we estimate the corner frequency
of both cavities to be at approximately γ = 700 Hz. This two-pole filter acts upon the
power in the cavity; since the Pound-Drever-Hall error signal (as defined in Section 5.2) is
derived from the beat between the power resonating in the cavity that has leaked back out
through the ITM and the power in the sidebands reflected directly therefrom, the cavity
filtering manifests as a single-pole low-pass filter in the amplitude of the error signal.
After detection of the reflected field on the appropriate photodiodes (the circuitry for
which can be found in Appendix A.1) the signal is passed to the RF circuitry. A schematic
of this is given in Figure 5.15. This circuitry imposes a Butterworth-design low-pass filter
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Figure 5.15: Block diagram of the RF setup. PS denotes a 50/50 power splitter and H
a “HELA” 12 dBm RF amplifier. These and the mixers are all standard Mini-Circuits
components. The 10 MHz local oscillator is phase-locked to the existing oscillator used to
set the control sidebands on the input field and obtain control signals for the frequency-
stabilisation loop. The Butterworth filters exist to low-pass-filter the signals to remove the
2f signals from the mixer outputs (see Section 5.2 for details).
from 60 kHz to remove the 2f signal resulting from demodulation in the mixer (derivation
of which was given in Section 5.2) and maintain only the DC error signal.
After passing through the Scultete filtering in the fieldbox a second time, the signal passes
through a preamplifier which applies a single-pole low-pass filter from 10 kHz. This filter
is applied to provide extra isolation from higher-frequency signals – in particular, a high-
quality factor resonance at approximately 7.5 kHz, presumed to be an internal mode of
the test mass from its shape and high frequency – and with some 20 dB of gain. This gain
is applied to ensure that higher frequencies remain shot-noise limited after the analogue-
to-digital conversion has been applied with its associated digitisation noise (Eq. 5.13).
After this point, the signal is applied to the analogue-to-digital converter at the input to
the CDS, and the digital filtering takes over, designed to re-shape the error signal such
that the closed loop is stable.
Figure 5.16a shows simulations of the gain shaping internal and external to the CDS,
and Figure 5.16b shows the shaping of the entire open-loop gain, with an overlay of
an on-resonance open-loop transfer function performed through the measurement region,
confirming unity gain at 1.2 kHz. Measurements below 100 Hz are made difficult by the
presence of many suspension modes that are liable to excitation by the measurement
process.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.16: (a) Simulated gain in the analogue (external to CDS) and digital (internal)
sections of the loop. (b) Simulation and measurement of the complete open-loop transfer
function for one cavity. In both (and annotated on (b)): the resonance at 0.69 Hz is the
fundamental longitudinal pendulum mode; the five resonant features in the 20-60 Hz range
are resonant gain filters, designed to reduce excitation of prominent suspension modes
at these frequencies; the notch at 7.5 kHz exists to mitigate excitation of a (presumed)
internal mode of the test mass at this frequency.
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Figure 5.17: Strength of the global control actuation, calibrated in metres per volt of feed-
back signal, for each cavity.
5.3.6 Global Actuation Calibration
The feedback strength of the global control actuation was obtained in terms of me-
tres of cavity length change per volt of feedback signal at the output of the CDS. This
was achieved by locking the laser frequency to each cavity using the PDH technique –
i.e. the same method used to stabilise the laser frequency to the external reference cavity.
This method was used as the loop gain of the frequency-stabilisation servo is very well
characterised (see Figure 5.8). A swept-sine signal was injected onto the cavity via the
global control coils upon each input test mass and the PZT response of the laser read out.
Resultant calibration gives Figure 5.17, indicating that the two feedback paths have very
similar actuation strengths. This information is useful for estimating the gain required
in each loop. It also allows estimation of the power in each cavity by monitoring of the
CTM displacement via the feedback signal strength as each cavity acquires or loses lock
– measurements of this are presented in Chapter 6.
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5.4 Auto-Alignment of Cavity Optics
In a Fabry-Pe´rot cavity, misalignment of the circulating or input beams can lead to
several negative effects: firstly, misalignments can cause higher-order modes to couple in
to the circulating beam [105]. Since these don’t constitute optimal matching of the beam
mode into the cavity, this leads to excess loss of power. Secondly, and particularly for
systems such as these in which high input power is used with light suspended optics, small
offsets of the circulating beam from the centre of mass of each optic will result in radiation-
pressure-induced torques on the input and end test masses. If the resulting oscillation is
large enough, this can cause the system to lose lock entirely. This effect could be partic-
ularly damaging in this system, wherein we have two high-power beams impinging upon
either side of a single suspended test-mass (the CTM). This torque instability is sometimes
referred to as the Sidles-Sigg effect [106], and we cover this briefly in the following section.
Fortunately, these angular misalignment issues can be mitigated by the maintenance of
beam alignment to the centre of each optic. This can result in necessary realignment of
the optics over time as conditions in the lab change (through temperature drifts, etc.) and
cause misalignments over longer time-scales. However, this process can be automated to
a certain extent by application of extra feedback to the cavity optics. This supplementary
feedback, termed auto-alignment, will also be covered in the coming sections.
5.4.1 The Sidles-Sigg Instability
In a suspended Fabry-Pe´rot cavity consisting of two mirrors, m1 and m2, with radii
of curvature R1 and R2, each mirror experiences a natural restoring torque to external
angular forces due to their suspension wires. If there is no light circulating within the
cavity, each mirror is independently subject to oscillations in yaw and pitch resulting from
external excitations (e.g. seismic activity). When light is allowed to circulate within the
cavity and the system is held on or close to resonance, such that a sufficiently large light
field builds up, the resulting opto-mechanical system imposes two coupled modes upon the
cavity. These modes of torsional stiffness are not local to either suspension, but rather are
stiffnesses between the two cavity mirrors that couple them together. In this section, we
will derive an expression for the torsional eigenfrequencies corresponding to these modes.
Note that this mathematical description may be applied to both the yaw and pitch modes.
Figure 5.18 illustrates the two coupled torsional modes. In Figure 5.18a, radiation pres-
sure acts to enhance the existing restoring torque due to the stiffness of the suspensions,
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pushing the mirrors back to their original position. Thus the mirrors will experience a
stronger torque than due to the mechanical torque alone, and the eigenfrequency of this
mode will be higher than the natural resonance frequency of the uncoupled pendulum
suspension. This is the “stiff” torsional mode.
℄P
+ _
(a)
℄P
+ +
(b)
Figure 5.18: (a) “Stiff” tortional mode in a Fabry-Pe´rot resonator. In this mode, radiation
pressure from the circulating light acts to enhance the existing mechanical restoring force
due to the optic suspension. (b) “Soft” torsional mode. Here, radiation pressure works
against the mechanical restoring force. If the intra-cavity power exceeds a critical level
this mode becomes unstable and the cavity is forced away from resonance [107].
In Figure 5.18b, radiation pressure now works against the existing restoring torque. As a
result, the net restoring torque is smaller than that due to the mechanical torque alone,
and so when the intra-cavity power increases beyond some critical value the net restoring
force will become negative. This obviously will lead to instability as the radiation pressure
force overcomes the natural restoring force of the pendulum, causing misalignment and
loss of lock. This is the “soft” torsional mode.
We can work out the eigenfrequencies of these two modes from the torsional stiffness
matrix [106]:
κ¯ =
2PL
c(1− g1g2)G , (5.24)
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where P is the power circulating in the cavity, L is the cavity length,
G =
[
−g2 1
1 −g1
]
(5.25)
and the gi are the stability parameters for each mirror i: gi = 1− L/Ri. The eigenvalues
of G, λG, are given by det(G− λGI) = 0, i.e.
λ2G + (g1 + g2)λG + (g1g2 − 1) = 0 (5.26)
⇒ λG = −(g1 + g2)±
√
4 + (g1 − g2)2
2
, (5.27)
and so the eigenvalues of the torsional stiffness matrix, κ¯, are
λκ =
PL
c
[
−(g1 + g2)±
√
4 + (g1 − g2)2
1− g1g2
]
. (5.28)
The torsional eigenfrequencies are then given by the square root of the stiffness eigenvalues
divided by the moment of inertia about the appropriate mass:
ω2κ =
λκ
I
=
PL
Ic
[
−(g1 + g2)±
√
4 + (g1 − g2)2
1− g1g2
]
. (5.29)
Finally, if we express these relative to the fundamental torsional frequency of the pendu-
lums, ω0, we arrive at the expressions for the stiff and soft torsional mode frequencies ω±
shown in Figure 5.18 [107]:
ω2± = ω
2
0 ±
PL
Ic
[
−(g1 + g2)±
√
4 + (g1 − g2)2
1− g1g2
]
. (5.30)
As the power in the cavity is increased, we expect the two relative torsional mode fre-
quencies, ω+ and ω−, to behave differently: as P increases, so does the eigenfrequency of
the stiff torsional mode, ω+, which will always be higher than the fundamental pendulum
torsional frequency ω0; however, at the same time the soft torsional mode eigenfrequency
will decrease, until at some critical power Pcrit. the fundamental torsional mode frequency
ω20 is overwhelmed and ω
2
− becomes negative, and hence the mode becomes unstable.
The MOSES experiment is susceptible to these instabilities, as indeed is any suspended
optical cavity operating with high power. In this coupled-cavity system, it is further
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Figure 5.19: Observation of radiation-pressure-driven instabilities in the reflected DC
signals from each cavity, presented as the time series of the DC voltage obtained from
each photodetector. Top: the right-hand cavity acquires lock, with the beam not centred
on the CTM with the result that an oscillation is driven up on the left-hand cavity signal
(blue). Note that this signal is also present on the right-hand cavity signal (red), but is
less visible due to lower optical power at the detection photodiode. Bottom: some time
later, the alignment of the right-hand cavity is minorly adjusted to better centre the beam
on the CTM, resulting in a reduction of observed oscillation on the left-hand cavity signal.
exacerbated by the high power beams impinging upon either side of the shared Central
Test Mass, such that anti-symmetric beam offsets on opposite sides result in a larger
torque. This instability can be improved by careful alignment of the system, as is shown
in Figure 5.19 in which the alignment of one cavity is adjusted to remove a slow oscillation
from the observed reflected DC signal. In order that slow drifts in alignment over time
(e.g. from thermal shifts in the laboratory) don’t ring up these instabilities, it may be
beneficial to include extra active feedback to automatically align each cavity to achieve
optimal power coupling and beam centring.
5.4.2 Auto-Alignment
To ensure that the ability to maintain cavity lock is not compromised by the Sidles-
Sigg instability, so-called “auto-alignment” systems can be included in the reflected signal
path of the experimental setup. Misalignment sensing is achieved using quadrant photo-
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diode detectors in the path of the reflected signal from the cavities. These photodiodes
are able to differentially measure signals across four individual quadrants, allowing both
localisation of the beam position on the photodiode and sensing of higher-order resonant
cavity modes coupling into the return beam. If the soft torsional mode becomes unstable,
the torque applied to the mass will cause a shift in alignment, and hence coupling of the
cavity field from the fundamental TEM00 mode into either the TEM01 or TEM10 modes
(to first order), depending on the axis of misalignment; feedback systems will then act to
return the mass to its equilibrium position, by correcting the mode content detected on
the quadrant photodetector.
We aim to integrate this auto-alignment method into our control loops, such that future
high-power work in the same system will be less sensitive to radiation pressure torques
and angular misalignments. Note that on the time-scale of the experiments documented
in this thesis the auto-alignment system was not ready for application during the optical
spring measurements presented in Chapter 6; however, it will become a useful addition to
the control systems for future experimentation in the same system, so the basic principle
of operation and installation are briefly documented here.
When a Fabry-Pe´rot cavity like that presented in Figure 3.3 is misaligned, the effect
on the return beam can be separated into the two effects stated above: misalignment of
the return beam, due to angular shifts of the ITM, and coupling of the cavity field into
higher-order modes, due to the relative misalignment of the ITM and ETM. Note that the
former characterises the angular alignment of the ITM with respect to the input beam,
while the latter manifests as a lateral misalignment parallel to the main fundamental-
mode beam and characterises the relative alignment of the cavity optics.
The nth-order mode of a beam propagating in a Fabry-Pe´rot cavity may be expressed
as [90]
Un(x, z) = NnHn
(√
2
x
w
) w0
w
exp
(
−i(kz − φn)− x2
(
1
w2
+
ik
2R
))
(5.31)
for a beam propagating along the z axis, where x is the radial distance from that axis,
w is the radius of the beam and w0 the beam radius at the waist position, Hn is the n
th
order Hermite polynomial, k = 2pi/λ, Nn is a normalisation factor, R is the radius of
curvature of the coupling optic and φn an additional phase term. It can be shown that at
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position z = 0 the fundamental and first higher-order mode can be expressed as [105]
U0(x) = exp
(
− x
2
w20
)
(5.32)
and U1(x) =
√
2pi
x
w0
exp
(
− x
2
w20
)
. (5.33)
Further, if we express the electric field of amplitude A at z = 0 as E = AU0, we can
approximate the resultant field E1 due to a misalignment of angle α in the x-direction in
terms of just U0 and U1:
E1 ' A
[
U0 + i
kω0√
2pi
αU1
]
. (5.34)
Therefore we see that a misalignment in either rotation or tilt of the cavity will result in
coupling from the fundamental mode into the first-order mode, with a 90◦ phase change.
At the beam waist, the misalignment may be expressed now in terms of the phase differ-
ence between perfect and measured alignments, termed the displacement angle [108]:
Θ0 = arctan
(αzR
∆x
)
, (5.35)
where zR is the Rayleigh length and ∆x the lateral displacement of the misaligned beam.
As the beam propagates away from the waist position, an additional phase shift is ob-
served, corresponding to a lag in phase between the fundamental TEM00 and higher-order
TEMnm modes; this is the Guoy phase shift [109, 110],
η(z) = (n+m+ 1) arctan
(
z − z0
zR
)
, (5.36)
and so we can express the displacement angle for first-order modes, i.e. TEM01 and TEM10,
as
Θd = Θ0 + η ' αzR
φx
+ 2 arctan
(
z − z0
zR
)
. (5.37)
Evidently, measurement of Θd will result in a combination of lateral and angular displace-
ments, corresponding to cavity misalignment and input coupler misalignment respectively.
In order to separate these, two measurements are required: one sampling of the beam in
the near field, such that z  zR and the measurement is most sensitive to angular mis-
alignment; and another sampling in the far field such that z  zR and the measurement
is most sensitive to lateral misalignments. This is achieved using two quadrant photodi-
does, arranged with a suitable choice of lenses between to enhance the Guoy phase shift.
Each detector then measures a linear combination of lateral and angular misalignments.
For appropriate photodiode positioning and lens choices, the output measurements are
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orthogonal and only simple linear combinations of the two signals are required to extract
angular and lateral correction signals, which are then fed-back to the appropriate cavity
optic.
In reality, the error signal used to form the feedback is constructed just like the Pound-
Drever-Hall signal covered in Section 5.2 Assuming a perfect TEM00 input field, the
immediately reflected field from the input coupler, containing some fraction of the input
beam and the control sidebands, maintains the perfect TEM00 mode shape. The portion
of the reflected field composed of light leaking out of the misaligned cavity through the
input coupler will not have the same profile, such that demodulation of the signal hitting
each quadrant of the photodiode at the modulation frequency gives information about the
distribution of the wavefront; combinations of demodulated signals then yield information
about pitch and yaw misalignment of each optic.
At the time of writing, auto-alignment components were being installed in the labora-
tory for use in the next stage of experimentation. The author was involved in the design
and construction of quadrant photodiodes for wavefront sensing and error signal deriva-
tion, and in the simulation of appropriate lens solutions to separate each detector into the
near- or far-field for optimal orthogonalisation of signals pertaining to each cavity optic.
It is expected that the complete and functioning auto-alignment system will be described
in a future publication.
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Multiple Optical Springs in
Coupled Cavities: Results
In this chapter the methods of measurement and notable optical rigidity results are
detailed. These are presented broadly in the order in which they were taken, which also
conveniently arranges each experimental concept in order of complexity.
We begin with an optical spring in one cavity, and the other held at the resonance point.
In this configuration, the opto-mechanical resonant behaviour of the detuned cavity is
monitored as it is detuned from resonance to several times its linewidth. This allows us
to assess the overall quality of the system as regards precision of measurement, investi-
gate the relative stability of the control loops in the presence both of the opto-mechanical
rigidity and the loop gain, and confirm the reliance of the optical spring on intra-cavity
power and detuning from resonance. Since the adjacent cavity is being held at the reso-
nance point with feedback, it can be used as a probe of CTM motion. This then forms
an analogue of the “local readout” system introduced briefly in Chapter 3, in which the
on-resonance cavity may used as a quantum-non-demolition meter to identify the presence
of opto-mechanical coupling in the adjacent cavity without disturbing the quantum state
of that system. This technique is demonstrated to sensitivity between two and four orders
of magnitude greater than previous demonstrations in the same laboratory over the same
bandwidth.
In a second set of measurements, optical rigidity is introduced into both cavities of the
system, coupled via the shared CTM, and observations of opto-mechanical effects are
performed inside the control loops of one or other cavity. With springs in both cavities,
the opto-mechanical response is observed to be modified from the single-spring measure-
ments described above. This manifests as modified stiffness and damping of the observed
opto-mechanical resonance, consistent with Eq. 3.76.
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In a third set of measurements, transfer functions are performed simultaneously in the
control loops of both cavities in the doubly-resonant system. As well as the modification
to the observed stiffness and damping of each spring noted in the previous case, more
complex responses are observed resulting from various couplings of the optical springs
and measurement signals to the loop gains.
Finally, the sum response of the full two-cavity system is presented, indicating that the
“overall” response of the system can be modified within certain frequency bands by careful
tuning of each opto-mechanical response.
6.1 Measurement Technique
As outlined in Chapter 4, the measurement sensitivity is limited in the first instance
by the residual frequency noise of the laser source. In the frequency range of interest,
laser frequency noise is dominant over other noise contributions such as thermal noise on
the optic coatings and seismic noise of the surroundings, each of which is of higher mag-
nitude than the quantum noise on the light that is expected to be improved or modified
by the presence of optical rigidity. For this reason, the effect of opto-mechanical rigidity
cannot in this system be evaluated by monitoring the total noise budget; instead, our
measurement plan identifies and characterises opto-mechanical effects via their influence
upon the control loops for each cavity. These measurements can easily be performed using
the digital control system that forms the bulk of the feedback loop to each cavity, and
are undertaken in the same way as those yielding the open-loop and closed-loop transfer
functions of any feedback system, as discussed in Section 5.1.1.
To recap, two measurements are required in order to evaluate the OLTF and CLTF
of a negative feedback system: these are the “M1” and “M2” measurements described in
Section 5.1.1, whereby a transfer function measurement is performed between two adja-
cent points in the feedback loop, once with the system locked (i.e. stably feeding back)
and once with the system unlocked. Equations 5.7 and 5.8 then show how the open- and
closed-loop transfer functions may be derived from these two measurements alone.
In the CDS, the injection and readout points for such measurements are the “EXC” and
“IN2” points of each Simulink filter bank, as shown in Figure 5.2, and theM1 measurement
is taken as the ratio of the signal sizes at each frequency measured at each of these points.
For the most part, the injected signal was chosen to be band-limited white noise, shaped
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Figure 6.1: Example of frequency shaping applied to injected noise signal in CDS (top)
yielding an in-loop measurement (i.e. ratio of output signal to this excitation signal) of
one cavity (bottom). The shaping of this signal has been chosen to yield a good balance
of signal-to-noise ratio across the frequency range of interest. In the upper plot, the
magnitude of the excitation has been increased with a resonant gain filter in the region
about the spring resonance where the gain is lowered. A further resonant gain filter has
been included just above 100 Hz to improve the signal-to-noise ratio at the low end of the
measurement band. The spring frequency is evident on the lower plot at 200 Hz, with the
peak at ∼ 1.2 kHz corresponding to a resonance at the unity gain point of the servo.
to provide larger signal size in low-gain regions of the measurement (e.g. lower servo gain
at the optical spring resonant frequency, at which point the opto-mechanical response of
the cavity has increased). This injection method allows for simultaneous measurement of
each specified frequency bin in the region of interest, with arbitrary measurement band-
width and degree of averaging to achieve the desired precision. An example of the injected
noise spectrum and corresponding in-loop spring measurement (i.e. an M1 measurement)
for an optical spring in the 200 Hz region is shown in Figure 6.1.
Since the injection and measurement points in the CDS filter bank are adjacent, the
corresponding M2 measurement can be assumed to be unity. This greatly simplifies the
measurement process, and allows very quick calculation of the open-loop transfer function
(OLTF) in MATLAB R© according to Eq. 5.7.
Measurements of opto-mechanical resonances in this chapter are presented in their unal-
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Figure 6.2: Coupled spring simulation including all the elements of the control loop (see
Section 5.3.5 for a description of each element). This is the format that most of the spring
measurements in Chapter 6 will take. This simulated transfer function is performed inside
the right-hand cavity control loops, with detunings of δL = 0.3 γL and δR = 1 γR. Note the
pair of coupled opto-mechanical resonances at approximately 150 Hz and 285 Hz.
tered open-loop transfer function format. Fitted models must thus include all the same
frequency-shaping that is applied to the real signals in each control loop, either using
previous measurements (e.g. the anti-aliasing and anti-imaging filters at CDS inputs and
outputs, transfer functions of which are shown in Figure 5.9) or simulations (e.g. the
digital filtering in the CDS, as shown in the open-loop gain plot in Figure 5.16a) of each
contributory element.
Since the measurements are being presented in the OLTF format, it is useful to include
here a simulation of a potential measurement in this format for comparison. This can
be considered an extension to the modelling performed in Chapter 4, but with the now
well-characterised elements of the control loops included. A simulation of this is pre-
sented in Figure 6.2, showing that in the specific case where a spring is present in both
cavities and the OLTF is evaluated in one of these cavities, we expect to see two coupled
opto-mechanical resonances.
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6.2 Precision Optical Spring Measurements
One of the key remits at the design stage of this experiment was to construct an
apparatus for the measurement and control of optical springs that is mechanically and
optically sufficiently stable that features of the optical spring transfer function are not
smeared out due to drifts. This allows for precision determination of the frequency of asso-
ciated resonances in the system. Previous investigations aiming to study opto-mechanics
in coupled-cavity systems have shown this to be very difficult (e.g. [52]), in part due to
difficulty in stabilising the intra-cavity power, such that the opto-mechanical resonance is
observed to drift in frequency over the duration of a measurement. By avoiding optical
coupling between the two cavities and having a direct monitor of the internal power via
throughput beams, it is possible to track important parameters, such as cavity finesse and
detuning, with precision.
As we show here, thanks to the stability of the optic suspensions and source laser, we
observe very little drift in opto-mechanical resonance frequencies over the course of mea-
surements lasting up to several minutes, allowing precision observations to be made of the
opto-mechanical response throughout the decade-wide frequency band of measurement,
from 100 Hz up to 1 kHz..
During the course of each measurement, the CDS records all of the necessary signals
for characterisation of the state of the system at the point of measurement – for instance,
the throughput DC signals of each cavity (these being the sampled beams exiting each
cavity via the 45◦ folding optics), the error signals of the two locking servos, and the
feedback points of both prior to injection of locking signals onto the suspensions. The
throughput DC signals provide a proportional measure of the power buildup in the cav-
ity; the same Airy peak function that describes the response of the intra-cavity power to
length or frequency tuning (as depicted in Figure 3.4) applies to the DC signal recorded
on the throughput photodiodes. Thus by comparing the DC level on the throughput
photodiode of a detuned cavity to that observed when the same cavity is held at the
resonance point, one arrives at an accurate estimate of the cavity detuning with respect
to the linewidth during that time.
Using this method to calibrate the detuning of each measurement, and knowing the prop-
erties of the two cavities as laid out in Table 4.1, we are able to very precisely characterise
optical spring measurements in either cavity.
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Figure 6.3a shows a number of opto-mechanical responses as observed in the open-loop
transfer function of the left-hand cavity. Calibrating the detuning of each from the
recorded throughput DC signals as described above, we find them in order of decreas-
ing resonance frequency to be δL1 = 0.60 γL, δL2 = 0.99 γL and δL3 = 1.91 γL. These yield
opto-mechanical resonances at approximately f1 = 271 Hz, f2 = 250 Hz and f3 = 158 Hz.
Each transfer function was measured over the course of approximately five minutes in
order to accumulate a high number of measurements over which the data could be aver-
aged. Notably, the resonant features do not appear to have drifted obviously in frequency
or amplitude over this time; any significant drift would have manifested as a wider and
lower resonant response than predicted by the simulations. This indicates that the cav-
ity is capable of maintaining a stable optical power level and tuning on this time-scale,
allowing observation of the opto-mechanical response to the desired precision.
Figure 6.3b shows similar open-loop transfer functions for the right-hand cavity. Here,
the detunings have been calibrated to be δR1 = 0.62 γR, δR2 = 0.97 γR and δR3 = 1.90 γR.
Again, the measured resonant responses are very stable when compared with simulations.
The third measurement at approaching twice the linewidth has resulted in a significant
drop in the loop gain, lowering the unity gain point from just over 1 kHz down to 400 Hz.
This is a direct result of the power in the cavity decreasing as it is detuned further from
the resonance point. In the first two measurements of each cavity, at δL1,R1 and δL2,R2,
this change in UGP has been compensated by applying extra gain in CDS in accordance
with the expected change in power.
One important practical concern to be observed from these two plots is that, even with the
same nominal detuning with respect to the linewidth of the respective cavity, the resonant
frequency differs in each spring measurement. This is consistent with the left-hand cavity
containing (60±6)% the circulating power of the right-hand cavity. The finesse of the two
cavities is measured to be the same to better than 10%, so the discrepancy is understood
(and shown below) to be due to a difference in the light power entering each cavity. Sev-
eral effects could contribute to such a difference – e.g. asymmetric beam-splitting into the
two input paths, mode-matching errors, slight misalignments of the beam causing clipping
on some optics, and imperfections on optic surfaces – all of which can scatter light out of
the fundamental mode, and hence reduce the power coupling into the cavity mode. This
relative power level is evident throughout the remainder of the results obtained. See the
following Section 6.3 for predictions of the on-resonance power in each cavity, with results
in agreement with this estimate.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.3: Open-loop transfer functions showing opto-mechanical resonances for three
different values of detuning in (a) the Left-Hand Cavity (LHCav) and (b) the Right-Hand
Cavity (RHCav).
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Figure 6.4: Comparisons between calculated K0 values, based on observed resonant fre-
quencies presented in Figure 6.3 and calibrated detunings, and predictions of theory, for
both the left- and right-hand cavity.
Having identified each resonant frequency, we can apply Eqs. 3.59 and 3.74 to calculate
the corresponding DC (i.e. zero Fourier frequency) stiffness associated with the opto-
mechanical up-shifting of the fundamental pendulum resonances. These are compared
with theoretical models in Figure 6.4, yielding maximum DC opto-mechanical restoring
forces of K0,R = (2.411±0.096)×105 Nm−1 and K0,L = (1.561±0.062)×105 Nm−1. These
were obtained at detunings of approximately 0.6 times the cavity linewidth in both cases,
and so, as indicated by the theory, are expected to be close to the maximum possible
spring strengths for the input powers at the time, which ought to occur at a detuning of
0.57 γ. These measurements, amongst a great many similar ones obtained over the course
of data-taking, indicate that optical spring properties can be confirmed to high precision
using this system. This is an important result for the characterisation of more complex
optical spring couplings in the following sections, as well as for the continued operation
of this system with further optical rigidity experiments in the future.
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6.3 Single Frequency Injections and Local Read-
out
As stated in Section 3.2.6, the local readout method proposes using a secondary beam
to monitor the position of one optic in a detuned cavity, such that its motion at low
frequencies, at which it is rigidly coupled to the other cavity optic by the optical spring
effect, can be sampled without disturbing the quantum state of the entire system. The
MOSES coupled-cavity system can be operated as an analogue of this method, if one
cavity is locked on resonance and the other detuned therefrom; the error signal of the on-
resonance cavity then contains information on the motion of the shared CTM. We show
this effect by injecting single-frequency signals onto the input test mass of the detuned
cavity and identifying these same frequencies in the feedback to the input mass of the
adjacent cavity. We confirm the effectiveness of this method to a sensitivity between two
and four orders of magnitude greater than previous local readout measurements performed
in the same laboratory over the same frequency band. Further, to examine the accuracy
with which the optical spring is characterised, this method is employed as a means of
extrapolating the buildup of optical power in each cavity from the observed motion of the
CTM; the power is then estimated with an alternative and more conventional method,
and the two found to agree to within experimental error.
Figure 6.5 displays the spectrum of the injection signal imposed onto the control loop
of whichever cavity is detuned, while keeping the other cavity on resonance. The signal
is composed of identical-magnitude single-frequency signals at 135 Hz, 390 Hz, 535 Hz,
770 Hz and 970 Hz. These are imposed onto each cavity via the ITM, resulting in power
fluctuations on the circulating fields at each injection frequency. These fluctuations can
be identified in the throughput signal for each cavity. In the presence of opto-mechanical
coupling, these power fluctuations result in coherent motion of the CTM and ITM at
these frequencies, such that the adjacent cavity control loops must feed-back appropriate
signals at the same frequencies in order to maintain the correct cavity length. Thus each
injection frequency can be identified in the feedback path to the on-resonance cavity, as
in the lower panel of Figure 6.5.
The first point of note is that whichever cavity is employed as the readout, the displace-
ment sensitivity is an approximately flat 10−14 m/
√
Hz through the measurement region,
with peak sensitivity of 9 × 10−15 m/√Hz at 500 Hz. Since the dominant noise through
this region is residual frequency noise on the laser, and the cavities are both nominally
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Figure 6.5: Demonstration of the “local readout” method. An injection signal (top) con-
sisting of five separate single-frequency signals is applied to the input coupler of one de-
tuned cavity. The adjacent on-resonance cavity is then used as a readout of the resulting
CTM motion in the local frame. The feedback signal applied to the adjacent cavity then
includes signals at the original injection frequency (bottom), with maximum displacement
sensitivities of approximately 9× 10−15 m/√Hz at 500 Hz.
10 m, the displacement noise levels of both should match. A previous measurement of this
type performed in the Glasgow 10 m prototype [53] suffered from poorer low-frequency
sensitivity due to the use of a low-power supplementary readout system, with approxi-
mately linear sensitivity slope of 2 × 10−10 m/√Hz at 100 Hz down to 2 × 10−12 m/√Hz
at 1 kHz. Thus this system reaches sensitivities through the measurement region between
two and four orders of magnitude lower than that particular previous demonstration of
the “local readout” method – perhaps unsurprisingly, given that the readout system used
in this case is a 10 m high-finesse optical cavity.
We now perform an experiment to demonstrate the operation of local readout, normally
intended to allow measurement of low-frequency displacement signals, by employing it
to measure the steady displacement of the CTM induced by radiation pressure changes
resulting from the injected signal. This in turn allows the on-resonance power levels in
each cavity to be deduced. These are compared with alternative estimates obtained from
on-resonance measurements to confirm the effectiveness of the apparatus for the charac-
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terisation of optical springs.
Having calibrated the feedback strength of each cavity in metres per volt (see Figure 5.17),
the on-resonance power in each detuned cavity can be ascertained from the feedback ap-
plied to the adjacent cavity. Since the required feedback signal is measured in CDS, the
amount of motion of the CTM at each injection frequency, ∆x, can be calculated. The
power fluctuation at each frequency in the detuned cavity, ∆Pδ, can thus be estimated,
recalling Eq. 3.52, to be
∆Pδ =
1
2
mω2∆xc , (6.1)
where m is the CTM mass (100 g) and ω is the frequency of motion. Since the fractional
power change in the cavity at a given frequency will be the same as the fractional change
observed in the throughput power of that cavity, we can estimate the DC power in the
detuned cavity, PDCδ , to be
PDCδ = ∆Pδ
PDCT
∆PT
, (6.2)
where PDCT and ∆PT are the DC throughput signal level and fluctuation thereupon re-
spectively. Finally, the on-resonance power level of the detuned cavity, P0, can be esti-
mated from the observed fractional power change between the on-resonance and detuned
throughput power, dPT :
P0 =
PDCδ
dPT
=
mω2∆xcPDCT
2∆PTdPT
. (6.3)
Performing this for five different detunings in each cavity yields the power estimates in
Figure 6.6. Note that some of the injection frequencies have had to be discounted in
both cavities; this is either because they were affected by the opto-mechanical resonances,
and as such gave an incorrect prediction of intra-cavity power, or else were too close to
the unity gain point of each control loop and the associated oscillation in the closed-loop
transfer function. Expressing the result as the mean of the various measurements for each
cavity:
PL0 = (1239.29± 64.44) W , (6.4)
PR0 = (2093.68± 108.87) W . (6.5)
To confirm that this method gives reasonable results, a different technique can be utilised
to estimate the power of each on-resonance cavity. By monitoring the feedback signal ap-
plied to one cavity in the time domain as the other cavity loses lock (by way of switching
off the feedback to that cavity) an estimate can be obtained of the corresponding shift in
longitudinal position of the CTM – again with knowledge of the feedback strength cali-
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Figure 6.6: Estimates of intra-cavity on-resonance power in the left-hand cavity (left)
and right-hand cavity (right) by injecting fixed-frequency signals onto the input coupler
of one cavity while detuned and reading out the feedback signal applied to the adjacent
on-resonance cavity. This was repeated for five different detunings of each cavity and the
results combined to give the mean values quoted.
bration presented in Figure 5.17. The position of the CTM depends only on the radiation
pressure force on either side and the restoring force of the suspension, allowing calculation
of the power in each cavity.
Figure 6.7 displays the time-series feedback signal data for each cavity as the other is
removed from lock. Estimated DC positions of the CTM before and after loss of optical
power on one side are obtained by averaging of the time series data up to and following
that point. These give DC shifts in CTM position of |δx1| = 4.67µm and |δx2| = 8.00µm.
Solving simultaneous equations for each of the three CTM positions, one finds the two
intra-cavity powers to be
PL0 =
mgc
2`
δx1 = (1144.36± 12.84) W , (6.6)
PR0 =
mgc
2`
δx2 = (1962.34± 21.13) W . (6.7)
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Figure 6.7: DC position shifts of the CTM obtained from the change in feedback signal to
one cavity as the other loses lock.
These estimates are consistent with those obtained using the detuned signal-injection
method. However, the two measurements were taken several days apart, over which time
slow drifts in cavity alignment and input power may have had an effect on the measured
power. If we make the assumption that both cavities are affected equally by such effects,
we can compare the ratio of on-resonance intra-cavity powers predicted by each method:∣∣∣∣PL0PR0
∣∣∣∣ signal
injection
= 0.592± 0.044 (6.8)∣∣∣∣PL0PR0
∣∣∣∣
CTM
displacement
= 0.583± 0.009 . (6.9)
These predictions agree to within a small error, with discrepancy likely due to alignment
shifts in each cavity as a result of temperature drifts (e.g. beam clipping, mirror imperfec-
tions, etc.), indicating that the “local readout” system can be used to provide reasonable
estimates of intra-cavity power when no direct measurement is available. Note also that
these power predictions agree well with the estimates obtained from the relative spring
frequencies given in Section 6.2. These measurements serve to indicate the accuracy with
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which the optical spring is characterised; using measurements of the optical spring, we are
able to confirm the optical power levels in each cavity to within the experimental error of
an alternative method.
The measurements detailed in this section demonstrate to higher sensitivity than pre-
vious experiments the implementation of the local readout scheme for monitoring of op-
tic motion in the local frame. In the presence of optical rigidity, this technique allows
the position of the input coupler of one cavity to be monitored by the readout cavity
in the absence of any interaction between that input coupler and the readout photons.
Such a system could be included in an advanced gravitational wave detector by detuning
each arm cavity and monitoring the motion of each input coupler with a separate laser
subsystem [53]. As noted in Chapter 3, this technique could also be employed in paral-
lel with detuned signal-recycling in a large-scale interferometer in order to increase the
lower-frequency quantum sensitivity of the detector, which is otherwise reduced below the
opto-mechanical resonance frequency [63].
6.4 Power Dependence
As evidenced by Eq. 3.58, the DC optical spring restoring force is predicted to change
linearly with intra-cavity power. Accordingly, the observed resonant frequency is expected
to depend on the square root of the power. An experiment was set up to verify that the
measurement technique allows this basic point to be confirmed. Figure 6.8 displays two
opto-mechanical resonances, corresponding to approximately the same detuning and ap-
proximately a factor two difference in input power to the cavity. Accessing the recorded
throughput DC signal from that cavity after measurements have been taken, the power
change and each detuning are determined to be Phigh/Plow = 2.208, δhigh = 0.81 γ and
δlow = 0.79 γ. These values are calculated again using the mean of the throughput DC
signals for the duration of each measurement.
We expect the spring frequency to reduce between the two power regimes by a factor
of
√
Phigh/Plow = 1.48. However, since the detuning in each case is slightly different, we
can apply each value to Eq. 3.74 to correct this factor; in so doing, the expected ratio
reduces to 1.46. The frequencies of opto-mechanical resonances for high and low power are
estimated from a fit to the measurements to be fhigh = (277±3) Hz and flow = (192±2) Hz
respectively. This yields a ratio of resonant frequencies of fhigh/flow = 1.435± 0.03. This
compares very favourably with our estimated ratio of 1.46, confirming the behaviour of
the opto-mechanical effect is in line with the theoretical dependence on intra-cavity power.
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Figure 6.8: Open-loop transfer functions showing opto-mechanical resonances for two dif-
ferent input powers. The spring frequency is observed to reduce appropriately with reduc-
tion of the input power.
6.5 Anti-Springs and Loop Instability
Contrary to the positive spring measurements presented in the preceding sections, in
which the cavity gain is resonantly enhanced at the corresponding opto-mechanical reso-
nance frequencies thanks to a strong restoring force and weak anti-damping effect, when
the cavity is negatively detuned to form an anti-spring with an anti-restoring force and
positive damping, the effective sign of the poles in the equation of motion change, with the
result that no resonant behaviour is associated with the upshifted pendulum mode. This
is evident in Figure 6.9a, in which the left-hand cavity has been detuned approximately
equally in both the positive and negative directions to produce a spring and an anti-spring.
Note the reduced gain through the region of the spring frequency in the anti-spring case,
and the increase in phase margin towards 200 Hz at the expense of this lower gain margin.
In particular, if the gain is reduced too far, by way of creating a particularly strong
anti-spring effect, the gain margin approaches unity and the closed-loop gain is observed
to have a tendency to oscillate at that frequency. This effect is presented in the red
plot in Figure 6.9b, where the right-hand cavity has been detuned close to the maximum
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.9: (a) Open-loop transfer functions in the left-hand cavity with detunings of
δL = 1 γL and −0.97 γL to show spring and anti-spring responses for nominally equal
but opposite detuning. (b) Open- and closed-loop transfer functions in the right-hand
cavity with an anti-spring present, with and without the addition of a resonant gain filter
at 179 Hz, with Q of 4 and height of 20 dB. The addition of the resonant gain (black
plots) is observed to mitigate the damped oscillation observed in the CLTF as the anti-
spring approaches unity gain (red plots). The on-resonance (δR = 0) OLTF is included to
compare with the reduced gain when an anti-spring is present.
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upshifted pendulum frequency. Here, the open-loop gain is observed to approach unity
at ∼ 179 Hz. The companion closed-loop transfer function plot then indicates a peak in
response at that frequency in the closed loop gain with magnitude > 30 dB. On detuning
much further than δR = −0.4 γR the loop became unstable, with the resulting oscilla-
tion eventually leading to saturation of signals and loss of lock. The unstable unity gain
crossing may be removed if a resonant gain filter is added to the loop at the frequency
of instability. This has been achieved in Figure 6.9b, wherein the black lines document
the open- and closed-loop response for the same detuning when a resonant gain filter is
added at 179 Hz, with quality factor 4 and height of 20 dB. The gain margin in the OLTF
is observed to increase dramatically, and the instability at 179 Hz in the CLTF is removed.
This indicates that while instabilities may arise in the closed-loop system in the pres-
ence of negatively-detuned opto-mechanical couplings, they can be mitigated with the
application of narrowband gain. This is an important observation as regards the imple-
mentation of anti-springs in a large-scale detector (e.g. to bring stability to an otherwise
unstable single-optical-spring scheme). Note that in a system allowing a higher unity gain
point than is possible using our digital control system, the gain of the loop could conceiv-
ably be increased by a flat scalar value to achieve the same goal without the complexity
of a resonant filter.
6.6 Dynamic Response of the Modified Error Sig-
nal
As shown in Chapter 5, the method of widening the error signal by way of dividing
it by the normalised power in the cavity allows the cavity to be detuned further than
would be possible using the “normal” error signal. As we demonstrate here, this method
modifies the frequency response (magnitude and phase) of the error signals. This change
has implications for the stability of the system as larger detunings are applied.
Figure 6.10a shows open-loop transfer function measurements of the right-hand cavity
when detuned from approximately 1 γR to 5 γR in steps of 1 γR, as determined again from
the relative DC throughput signal sizes. Notably, the phase in each detuned signal is
observed to increase by between 15◦ and 30◦ at frequencies above 200 Hz, relative to the
on-resonance case, δR = 0 (with the notable exception of the δR = 1 γR plot in which the
phase change associated with the spring resonance is much higher in frequency). This
extra phase lead, conceivably allowing the unity gain point of the system to be lowered
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towards 200 Hz in the presence of a highly-detuned optical spring, can be attributed to
the modified error signal.
Figure 6.10b shows a simulation of the frequency response of the resulting modified PDH
error signal after the division has taken place – this represents the AC counterpart to the
DC widened PDH signal shown in Figure 5.12. In the simulation, the effect of detuning
is included by a reduction of the power in the cavity. Recall that the frequency response
of the cavity power signal has a 1/f 2 slope above the linewidth frequency, which we esti-
mate to be around 700 Hz, and that the PDH error signal responds with a shallower 1/f
slope over the same frequencies. When the DC power in the throughput field becomes
comparable to that in the error signal, then, the response of the widened error signal will
change, with a peak in response appearing in the kHz range due to the 1/f slope becoming
less dominant. Crucially, this extra frequency-shaping of the modified error signal yields
accumulation of extra phase that increases with detuning (or equivalently, decreases with
power in the throughput signal).
The dynamic response behaviour of the modified Pound-Drever-Hall signal presented
in Figure 6.10b matches up well with observations during the measurements presented
in Figure 6.10a. While performing preliminary measurements, an increase in response
consistent with the simulation was noted in the kHz region, such that for maintenance of
stability at the UGP a supplementary low-pass filter was required in the digital servo. In
future, this filtering could be applied to the error signal before or after the division point
automatically as detuning is increased. Further, the observed phase increase throughout
the measurement region is consistent with that predicted by the modelling. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first time this effect has been observed and characterised.
It is possible that this effect could be further exploited in order to lower the unity gain of
the system still further, by way of either adjusting the division with appropriate offsets or
increasing the detuning to accumulate extra phase at lower frequencies; however, lowering
of the unity gain point in accordance with this would then require dynamic adjustment
of the control loop gain shaping in order to maintain adequate gain margin for stability.
This is anticipated as a future goal for a follow-on experiment.
6.7 Double Springs: Modification of Dynamics
Here we examine the more complex case where an optical spring is present in each
cavity, such that the stiffness and resulting measured resonant frequency of the CTM
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.10: (a) Open-loop transfer functions in the right-hand cavity for detunings of
approximately 1 to 5 linewidths. (b) Optickle simulations of the modified error signal
response, predicting increased phase through the measurement region relative to the on-
resonance case. At each increase in magnitude between the blue plots the detuning has
been increased in the simulation.
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suspension are modified by the presence of opto-mechanical effects on both sides.
Figure 6.11a shows in-loop OLTF measurements of the right-hand cavity. Throughout
these measurements, the right-hand cavity maintains a detuning of 0.7 γR. For each plot-
ted curve, the detuning applied to the left-hand cavity, external to the control loop in
which measurements are being performed, is adjusted, approaching the maximum strength
coupling at 0.57 γL. As the left-hand detuning is adjusted, the observed resonance is seen
to shift in frequency by up to 10%. From examination of the recorded throughput signal
of the right-hand cavity the optical power is observed not to drift appreciably over the
half-hour of total measurement time; as such, we assume that the shifts in resonant fre-
quency observed are due predominantly to the coupling of the two optical springs at the
CTM.
Of particular note is the gain of the resonance, observed to increase as a spring is in-
troduced in the adjacent cavity. With reference to Eq. 3.21, we note that this increase
is in accordance with the expected increase in susceptibility as the reduced mass of the
now coupled cavity system changes. The magnitude of the right-hand cavity resonance
is observed to increase by 2.5 dB at the strongest left-hand cavity rigidity, or a factor of
approximately 1.33. Since the CTM is now rigidly coupled to the LTM at low frequencies,
its effective mass has now doubled; pushing on the CTM will rigidly push on the LTM
as well. This means that the reduced mass of the right-hand cavity has increased from
0.05 kg when it is bounded by two 100 g masses up to 0.067 kg when bounded by one 100 g
and one effective 200 g mass; this results in a change in susceptibility of the right-hand
cavity of ∆χ = 1.33, in good agreement with the observed resonant magnitude change.
Note that only a single resonance is observed in this measurement, in contrast with the
modelling of the doubly-resonant system presented in Figure 6.2 (inset in Figure 6.11 for
comparison) which indicates that two coupled resonances ought to be present when the
cavities are mechanically coupled and both detuned. However, model and measurement
are reconciled when the loop gain of each cavity is considered – this is not present in
the Optickle models, which consider only the circulating fields and mechanical transfer
functions of the system. In the presence of the control loops, each cavity is acted upon
via the input test mass to counteract any excess relative motion that would modulate
the total length. The result of this is that outside each control loop the opto-mechanical
resonance is not observed, because the control loop is feeding back a signal of appropriate
size to compensate the effect; instead, only the extra stiffness arising from the coupling of
each input test mass to the CTM is observed in the adjacent cavity. This manifests once
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.11: (a) Open-loop transfer function measurements of the right-hand cavity. The
right-hand cavity is set to a detuning of δR = 0.7 γR while the left is detuned from δL =
0.076 γL to δL = 0.539 γL, and magnitude and frequency of this right-hand opto-mechanical
resonance is observed to be modified by the rigidity of the left. Inset: copy of the simulation
performed in Figure 6.2, to show the two coupled resonances that are expected before the
loop gain is taken into account. (b) Corresponding transfer function spectra of the left-
hand cavity feedback relative to the right-hand cavity injection, normalised to the case
where δL = 0. Increased stiffness is observed beneath the resonant features of both cavities.
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again as changes to the susceptibility of the coupled-spring system.
Figure 6.11b illustrates the change in susceptibility at the CTM. The plot shows transfer
functions from the excitation signal injected into the right-hand cavity to the feedback
signal applied to the left-hand cavity to maintain its length, taken at the same time as the
in-loop measurements of Figure 6.11a. These transfer functions are presented relative to
the case in which the left-hand cavity is on-resonance; as such, they can be understood to
indicate the changes to the susceptibility of the CTM as the left-hand cavity is detuned
from resonance, while the right-hand cavity maintains a detuning of δR = 0.7 γR.
As the detuning of the left-hand cavity is increased, a decrease in the magnitude of
the feedback signal is observed towards the low-frequency end of Figure 6.11b. This in-
dicates a smaller feedback signal is required at the LTM to correct for CTM motion, and
hence the relative motion of the two has decreased thanks to stronger opto-mechanical
coupling. The increase in magnitude at higher frequencies is due to the presence of the
optical spring in the left-hand cavity, resulting in larger susceptibility about the resonant
frequency. The shaping of this increase in susceptibility in Figure 6.11b results in the
shifting in peak frequency of the right-hand cavity resonances observed in Figure 6.11a.
These measurements confirm that the opto-mechanical rigidities couple as is expected
from the associated changes to the susceptibility of each cavity. Since the measurements
are performed beneath the unity gain point of each cavity, coupled resonant features are
observed to be compensated by the loop gain. This is an important observation as regards
the “optical bar” proposal for an interferometric gravitational wave detector, whereby an
optical spring in each arm couples to either side of a shared mass, with opto-mechanical
resonant frequencies likely below the unity gain points of the control systems.
6.8 Double Springs: Simultaneous Measurement
In the previously presented double-spring case, the effect of the rigid coupling in the
adjacent cavity is observed without any obvious coupled resonant features. Accordingly,
we have developed a means of measurement in which these coupled resonant features
are observed. This is based upon simultaneous injection of an identical signal into both
cavities, resulting in simultaneous measurement of the two open-loop transfer functions.
Since a coherent signal is now observed in both cavities at the CTM, shaped by the gain
in the feedback loops to each cavity, the closed-loop gain shaping of one cavity, itself
directly related to the opto-mechanical resonant structure of that cavity, can couple into
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the other. This is due solely to motion of the CTM, applied via the optical coupling to
each ITM, which is then read out coherently by the measurement of each cavity.
Four effects contribute to the resulting transfer function shapes, each dramatically altered
from the previous double-spring incarnations in which only a single cavity was measured
at a time. These are described in the following four sections.
6.8.1 Coupling of Spring Effects into On-Resonance Cavity
The first observation may be made for the simplest case, in which one cavity is held
on-resonance and the other detuned therefrom and an excitation signal is injected onto
both the LTM and RTM positions simultaneously. In previous single-cavity measure-
ments, this would result in a well-defined opto-mechanical resonance measurement in
the detuned cavity, and an on-resonance OLTF measurement, similar to Figure 5.16b,
in the other. While the former remains true in this instance, we find that the adjacent
on-resonance cavity now also displays resonant features consistent with opto-mechanical
coupling. This is shown in Figure 6.12.
In Figure 6.12a, the left-hand cavity is detuned to 0.9 γR and the right-hand cavity initially
held on resonance. This results in the familiar resonant feature in the left-hand cavity,
but also an obvious drop in phase towards 100 Hz in the right-hand cavity consistent with
a weak opto-mechanical effect in that cavity as well. This is further confirmed when a
small negative detuning is applied to the right-hand cavity, resulting in a downwards shift
below the measurement band of that phase feature, as would be expected from Eq. 3.76.
The effect is far more pronounced in Figure 6.12b, in which results are shown for the
case where the right-hand cavity is detuned and the left is on-resonance, thanks to the
higher power circulating in the right-hand cavity yielding a stronger optical spring effect.
This effect can be attributed to the simultaneous measurement of both cavities. Below
the associated resonant frequency of the detuned cavity, the CTM is coupled rigidly to the
input mirror. This means that the injected white noise signal moves the CTM dynami-
cally according to the power gain in the cavity, which is now subject to a broad resonance
at that frequency. The adjacent on-resonance cavity then reads out this excess motion of
the CTM coherently, resulting in a modification to the expected δγ = 0 transfer function
presented as the black plot in each.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.12: Observation of an optical spring in one cavity coupling into the measured
OLTF of the adjacent on-resonance cavity. (a) LHCav detuned, RHCav on-resonance
and then with a small negative detuning applied. (b) LHCav on-resonance and RHCav
detuned. The black line in each indicates the equivalent “both cavities on-resonance” plot.
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Figure 6.13: Simultaneously-performed open-loop transfer functions showing apparent sup-
pression of CTM motion as observed by both cavities (thick lines) when compared to the
equivalent single-spring OLTFs (thin lines).
6.8.2 Suppression of CTM Motion
The second observation made is that, when there is a coherent signal injected onto both
ITMs which couples to the CTM through optical rigidity in both cavities, the apparent
motion of the CTM is suppressed. This was observed most prominently in the mea-
surements presented in Figure 6.13. When compared with the equivalent single-spring
measurements, for which the adjacent cavity is not detuned, we note that the observed
CTM response has been suppressed in both cavities, and significantly in the left-hand cav-
ity, with its larger detuning resulting in lower optical power and weaker opto-mechanical
coupling than in the right-hand cavity. The suppressed response in the right-hand cavity
is less obvious, again due to its stronger coupling and higher power dominating over the
left-hand cavity effect. In particular, the OLTF of the left-hand cavity in the double-
spring measurement is observed to fall below unity below 200 Hz. Were this a physical
effect upon the loop gain, this ought to result in a unity gain instability at this frequency;
this backs up the notion that this effect is imposed upon the measurement only due to the
apparent reduced motion of the CTM, rather than on the loop gain itself. Note the sim-
ilarity between this measurement and the “annihilation” double-spring regime proposed
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Figure 6.14: Simultaneous measurements showing coupling of a resonant from the closed-
loop response of one cavity into the open-loop response of the other. Inset: copy of the
simulation performed in Figure 6.2, for comparison with the red plot, wherein the loop
gain has been lowered by the anti-spring feature with the result that a coherent oscillation
couples from the left-hand cavity into the right-hand cavity OLTF.
by Rehbein et al. [61] and discussed in Section 3.2.5, whereby the two springs are tuned
to “trap” the CTM longitudinally by application of equal optical force on either side.
6.8.3 Coupling of Loop Gain Features
The third effect attributed to the simultaneous injection and readout measurement
in both cavities is the coupling of closed-loop gain features into open-loop transfer func-
tions. An example of this is given in Figure 6.14, in which a positive spring has been
created by detuning the right-hand cavity by one linewidth. The left-hand cavity is then
negatively detuned to −0.58 γL. This is very close to the strongest possible anti-spring
effect, with the result that the loop gain of that cavity is observed to drop close to unity
at 180 Hz. As observed previously (e.g. Figure 6.9b), the resulting damped oscillation is
not visible in the open-loop gain of that cavity; however, it nevertheless results in motion
of the CTM at the frequencies of this peak in response, such that it couples coherently
into the open-loop transfer function of the right-hand cavity. Further, it is interesting to
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note that this right-hand cavity response is remarkably similar in both magnitude and
phase performance to the modelled case presented in Figure 6.2 (included as an inset in
Figure 6.14), where using Optickle we have simulated two positive springs coupling at
the CTM and observed the effect on the OLTF of one cavity. In this physical case, the
lower resonance of Figure 6.2 has been replaced by the observed loop gain response peak
at 180 Hz to similar effect.
This effect can, as was demonstrated for the anti-spring measured in Section 6.5, be
mitigated by application of electronic gain in the left-hand cavity in which the anti-spring
is present. This may be required in a system such as that proposed by Rehbein et al. [61]
in which an anti-spring is combined with a positive spring in order to form a stable net
opto-mechanical effect, or similarly in the optical bar interferometer configuration [62].
6.8.4 Coupling of Spring Strengths
The final effect observed is not unique to the simultaneous measurement, being the ex-
pected shifting of resonant features in one cavity as the other is swept through a number of
different detunings (as was touched upon already in Section 6.7). Directly responsible for
this is the coupling of the two optical springs at the CTM, with the associated resonances
modified as the sum of the opto-mechanical stiffnesses and damping. See Figure 6.15.
As in Section 6.7, these measurements confirm the translation of the restoring force and
damping coefficients of the overall rigidity predicted by Eq. 3.76. With careful tuning
of each spring, the combination could be made stable, as described by Figure 3.8. If
such a scheme is to be employed, the observations of couplings between optical springs
and loop gains made earlier in this chapter will be very important – for example, in the
case where a strong optical anti-spring is required to move the opto-mechanical system
towards stability, in so doing lowering the gain of that control loop towards unity. Further
investigations into stable spring combinations in this system are planned for the future.
6.9 Summed Response
Figure 6.16 presents another simultaneous measurement of the two cavities with both
detuned from resonance. In this instance, a third readout channel has been included in
the measurement to monitor the sum response of the two cavities. This channel is the
sum of the two time-domain error signals recorded by the CDS. The plot indicates the
sum response OLTF achieves resonant signal enhancement of up to 10 dB larger than
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Figure 6.15: Left-hand cavity OLTF measurements from simultaneous injections into both
cavities. The right-hand cavity maintains a detuning equal to its linewidth yielding a
positive spring in the ∼ 300 Hz range that couples through to left-hand cavity as a result
of the measurement process, as was shown in Figure 6.12. The left-hand cavity detuning
is increased negatively, introducing an anti-spring that shifts the lower resonant feature,
corresponding to the observed in-loop spring feature of the left-hand cavity, further down
in frequency and ultimately below the measurement band.
either of the individual-cavity measurements in the ∼ 200–300 Hz range. Depending on
the relative phase of the two cavity signals, it is possible to increase or decrease the sum
response through the measurement region.
This result has important implications as regards the quantum sensitivity of the cavity.
As was shown in early simulations (Figure 3.10), for particular tunings of each optical
spring the resulting sum quantum sensitivity of the coupled system can dip beneath the
Standard Quantum Limit over a wider range of frequencies than is possible with a sin-
gle optical spring, and potentially to higher sensitivity. We have shown the potential
for employing such a scheme in a prototype-scale system; further work will be required
to demonstrate this technique as a viable means of surpassing the SQL in a large-scale
interferometer.
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Figure 6.16: Demonstration of the summed response of both cavities to the simultaneous
injection method. The sum response is observed to peak at approximately 280 Hz, with
resonant response approximately 10–14 dB higher than the individual cavity measurements.
The summed response for both cavities held at resonance is also given for reference.
6.10 Conclusions
Resonant features consistent with strong opto-mechanical rigidity effects in both cav-
ities have been measured to high precision, and the corresponding behaviour with cavity
power and detuning confirmed experimentally. Upon examining coupled-cavity regimes,
we find that optical springs couple with the control loop gains of each cavity in complex
but characterisable ways. Importantly, opto-mechanically-induced instabilities in the con-
trol loops have been demonstrated to be correctable with targeted application of gain. A
simultaneous measurement scheme has been developed that further illuminates the trans-
fer of resonant features between the circulating optical fields and the control loops via
the purely mechanical coupling at the Central Test Mass. The implications of each of the
results detailed here as regards advanced gravitational wave detectors will be discussed
in Chapter 7.
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Schemes involving one or more optical spring are expected to be included in the de-
sign of advanced gravitational wave detectors. In the short term, this is likely to take
the form of detuned signal recycling regimes [71, 72] as were demonstrated at GEO 600
and are included in the Advanced LIGO design. It has been proposed [61] that a second
detuned carrier field is included in this scheme to stabilise the optical spring without
increased complexity in the control systems or extra classical noise. This could be fur-
ther enhanced using the local readout [63] or optical bar [62] schemes. Further to the
advantages provided by multiple optical springs as regards stability and re-shaping of the
quantum sensitivity of the instrument, it is imperative that the practical aspects of their
implementation are investigated and well-understood.
We have presented the design and construction of an experiment to facilitate charac-
terisation of a range of optical spring regimes. A number of new optic suspensions have
been designed and built to seismically-isolate the experiment through the measurement
region, the mechanical modes of which are measured and well-defined. The suspensions
were designed to maintain stable optic alignment over the course of each measurement
to minimise drifts in the intra-cavity power. Control system designs have been presented
that yield reliable, repeatable acquisition of lock of a high-finesse optical cavity with feed-
back to the optic positions, despite speed restrictions imposed by the digital feedback
system, by manipulation of the error signal. The loop gain of each locked cavity has
been well-characterised, allowing optical spring effects to be identified when present. Key
parameters of this system, such as detuning ranges, optical power and mirror masses, are
shown to be capable of representing a scaled-down version of the double-optical-spring
enhancement proposed by Rehbein et al. [61] as an upgrade to Advanced LIGO.
The stable suspension design and stabilisation of the laser frequency to an external 10 m
reference cavity result in very little drift in cavity power level, detuning and alignment over
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the course of each measurement. As a result, the MOSES apparatus has been shown to be
capable of measuring optical springs to high precision. The sampling of appropriate sig-
nals from each cavity allows accurate characterisation of the state of the opto-mechanical
system, such that optical spring resonant features are distinguishable from loop gain ef-
fects. This capability is very important for the optical spring measurements presented in
this thesis and those that are anticipated in follow-on experiments.
The operation of the system as an analogue for local readout was studied, whereby one
cavity is used as a readout scheme to track the position of the optics of the adjacent
detuned cavity by interaction with the Central Test Mass alone. This was demonstrated
with a measurement sensitivity several orders of magnitude better than a previous study
in the same laboratory [53]. The local readout method was then employed to measure
the steady displacement of the CTM, allowing deduction of the on-resonance intra-cavity
power. The comparison of this work with pior demonstrations stresses the importance of
the choice of readout system, should this technique be employed in a large-scale detector
to enhance the low-frequency sensitivity.
The dependence of the optical spring resonance upon power and detuning was confirmed,
with a factor two decrease in cavity power yielding a factor
√
2 decrease in the resonant
frequency of the optical spring. The desired measurement precision required analysis of
five minutes of data; this was only possible because the system remained stable in power
and detuning over these time-scales and longer. This measurement again confirms the
suitability of the apparatus for the characterisation of opto-mechanical effects in the few
hundred Hz range, comparable to the region of peak sensitivity in the large-scale instru-
ments.
The interactions between opto-mechanical effects and the control loops designed to main-
tain stability were studied in a number of different regimes. Firstly, strong anti-springs
were shown to be capable of reducing the loop gain towards unity, such that at that fre-
quency a peak in response arises that threatens to destabilise the loop. This was shown to
be correctable with targeted application of gain to increase the gain margin through the
spring region. This observation could be of particular importance for systems operating
in the stable double-spring regime [61] which must necessarily include optical springs and
anti-springs (or, indeed, an opto-mechanical system on any scale where an anti-spring is
stabilised by electronic feedback).
The technique of widening the error signal was shown to include a dynamic response
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change at frequencies above the cavity linewidth as the detuning is increased. This serves
to increase the phase towards lower frequencies, such that with a larger detuning (> 1 γ)
and adaptive gain scheme the unity gain point of the loop could potentially be lowered
beneath that which would be possible with an on-resonance or low-detuned cavity. This is
anticipated as a future line of investigation for a follow-on experiment. To our knowledge,
this is the first time this technique has been applied to facilitate wider detuning of an
optical cavity in the creation of opto-mechanical rigidity than is conventionally possible,
and the first time the observed dynamic response of the modified error signal has been
characterised.
Coupled optical springs were observed to behave as expected. The susceptibility of the
CTM was modified in a manner consistent with the shifts in spring resonant frequen-
cies and magnitudes measured. Importantly, we confirm that resonant features from one
cavity are not observed to couple into the open-loop measurements of the other cavity;
rather, it is only the modified susceptibility resulting from the DC optical stiffness in
each cavity that couples. This result applies in particular to the design of the optical bar
detectors, whereby the end mass of each interferometer arm is coupled to a central mirror
with optical springs; the opto-mechanical rigidity in each arm will be modified via the
interaction at the shared optic, and it is likely that the optical springs will be situated
beneath the unity gain point of the feedback loops for stability.
The final set of measurements was designed to probe the interactions of optical springs
in both cavities with the respective control loops. To achieve this a method of simul-
taneous signal injections into both cavities (via their ITMs) was developed and applied.
This scheme indicates a number of further effects exist in the couplings between opto-
mechanical rigidity and loop gains. The first observation indicated that with this scheme
the resonant response of the optical spring in one cavity couples into the on-resonance
response of the adjacent cavity. Secondly, with an optical spring in both cavities the si-
multaneous injection was observed to result in radiation pressure couplings to both sides
of the CTM, effectively suppressing its motion. A third measurement indicated that
closed-loop gain features of one cavity (e.g. resonant responses close to unity gain) can
couple into the open-loop gain of the adjacent cavity. Each of these effects is interpreted
as resulting from the simultaneous injection of coherent signals upon the CTM from either
cavity. These effects will be important for any multiple-spring system in which a coherent
signal influences coupled control loops.
The investigations presented in this thesis are designed to inform the practical design and
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operation of future gravitational wave detectors operating with multiple optical springs
in order to re-shape the quantum noise spectrum or to increase stability without excess
classical noise in the control loops. We have demonstrated complex coupling between
optical rigidity and the control loops that govern the system, and methods by which sta-
bility may be improved over certain frequency bands with further detuning of the cavity
or increased electronic gain.
Having characterised the dual-cavity system in terms both of its range of observable
optical spring behaviour and novel modes of operation, the next step will be to exam-
ine further regimes of multiple optical rigidity. It is expected that a second source-laser
will be included in the input path, allowing a sub-carrier to be injected into one or both
cavities to investigate optical trapping. This technique is yet to be demonstrated on a
prototype (100 g) scale. In addition, the cavities may be coupled both mechanically and
optically, by way of aligning both down a common optical axis through the CTM such
that transmitted fields from one cavity may couple into the adjacent. This regime brings
with it added challenges in control and characterisation, the study of which will further
examine the challenges faced by a large-scale gravitational wave detector incorporating
optical rigidity.
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A.1 Signal Photodetector
Figure A.1 shows the circuit diagram for the standard photodetector design, used to
sample reflected and throughput signals from each cavity. The output contains a simple
high-pass filter to separate AC and DC signals.
Figure A.1: Schematic of broadband photodetector design.
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A.2 Local Control Coil Driver
Figure A.2 shows the local control circuitry. This is a standard design, used to dis-
tribute signals output by the Arduino PWM channels to the alignment coils on each
suspension. Each pair of output channels is connected to a pair of coils to drive either
tilt or rotation.
Figure A.2: Circuit diagram for local control coil driver.
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A.3 Global Control Coil Driver
Figure A.3 shows the global control circuitry. The longitudinal feedback signal from
the CDS is split and routed to all four coils with a gain of 20 dB in each path. Pitch and
yaw control signals can also be added in at any time, with each signal being split into a
differential pair before being summed in and sent to the appropriate pair of coils.
Figure A.3: Circuit diagram for global control coil driver.
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